Part Three
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In addition to the major policy and funding issues identified in the
A nalysis, this part discusses some of the broader issues currently facing
the Legislature. Many of these issues are closely linked to funding
request3 contained in the Governor's Budget for 1988-89; others are more
long-range in nature and will, in all probability, persist for many years
beyond 1988.
Most of the issues in this section fall into three categories. The first
involves reviews of specific programs or policy areas: the state's health
care "safety net," homelessness, the state's home-to-school transportation
program, and state reimbursement of local mandates. The second
category includes issues on which the Legislature will face important
budget-year implementation decisions: the Greater Avenues for Independence (GAIN) program, allocation of federal immigration reform
monies, Proposition 65 (the Safe Drinking Water and Toxic Enforcement
Act of 1986), and increased state minimum wage. The third category
includes discussions of the state's transportation policies, demographic
composition and aging programs. These pieces are intended to assist the
Legislature in its longer-range planning.
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The Health Services "Sa fety Net"
What Demands Are Placed on California's Health Safety Net? What
Options Are Available to the 'Legislature to Change the Way We
,
Provide and Finance Health Care? '
Summary

• About fj.2 million CalifoTrJians und!,r age 65, or 23 percent of the
state's population under 65, lack health insurance or other coverage
such as M;di-Cal. When faced with health problems, these individuals are served by private providers and by the "s4ety net'" of
federal-, state-, and county-funded programs.
' ,
• Despite a growing amount of public fund.s being spent on safety net
services, these 'expenditures generally are not keeping up 'with
population and inflation increases.
'
• On average, counties have been shouldering an increasing proportion of safety net funding.
• Individually, counties devote very, different levels of resources to
indigent health care. These levels and changes if} the levels over time
appear to be based less on need than on historical expenditure trends
and.competing county budget priorities.
• Access to health services jor indigent persons varies significantly
between counties. There appear to be unmet and increasing health
'
'
services needs.
• Absent major changes in the fiscal situation for counties, it is likely
that neither the "squeeze" on county health systems' nor access to
health services for persons who lack coverage will improve. '
• The Legislature has three basic options for changing the way we
provide and finance health care fo" those without coverage in the
state: (J)stre1igthencounty systems directly, (2) establish a funding
, source for uncompensated care, or (3) exttmdinsurance coverage for
those who do not now have it.
..
Over the pastseveral years, the t~gislature has considered numerous
proposals to addres~ problems associated with financing healthservices
for persons who do not have health insurance or otper coverage, such as
Medi-Cal,and cannot pay for the services. In this analysis, we examine
available data that shed light on these problems and whether they are
getting better or worse.
Specifically, after proViding background on the "safety net" of publicly
funded services for persons who cannot pay for health care, we examine
data on (1) the number and characteristics of persons who lackhealth'
insurance or other coverage, (2) the role of the private sector in
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providing care topersons who lack coverage, and ,(3) county funding of
health programs.
Background-California's 'Health Care' Delivery' System

, Currently, Californians receive health care services through a variety
of mechanisms:
Private Insurance and Medicare. For the most part, individuals under
the age of 65 receive health insurance through their employer or the
employer of a family member: Most persons over 65 and certain 'disabled
persons receive coverage 'under the federal'Medicare program.
Most insured individuals pay for a portion of theIr care out-of-pocket
through deductibles (where the individual pays a c,ertain amount each
year before the insurance pays, benefits) and copayments (where the
indiVidual pays a certain percentage or a fixed fee each time he or she
uses services).

Medi-Cal. The state, with assistance from the federal government,
funds health coverage for certain poor individuals through the Medi-Cal
program. Individuals are entitled to Medi-Cal benefits if they (1) are
members of families with dependent children or' are aged, blind, or
disabled; (2) are legal residents; and (3) meet income and resource
requirements. Persons with higher incomes can become eligible for
Medi-Cal if they (1) have health problems that require a large expenditure relative to their incomes and (2) "spend down" their resources to
qualifying levels.
Service~ fo~ Pet'sons Without Health Coverage. Persons who are
without h"alth insurance and are ineligible for Medi-Cal or Medicare
must buy services on a pay-as-you-go basis. They often cannot afford to
pay' for the serVices they receive. For, the most part, private providers
att~mpt to avoid incurring costs for clients who cannot pay for services by
referrillg them. to public programs if feasible. However, they generally
have been able to recoup the costs they incur for providing these services
by increasing charges to insured clients. Public providers support their
costs for providing services to persons who are unable to pay through a
variety of governmental programs collectively referred to as the "safety
net." Some private nonprofit providers, such as COrhmunity clinics,
supplement' public services to' persons without coverage using funds'
available from safety net progtanu; and private grants: '
What is the "Safety Net"?

Under Section 17000 of the Welfare and Institutions Code, counties
have 1.1ltlmate responsibility for providing access to health· care services
for those 'who Jack coverage under public Or private programs. Over time;
the state has assisted cOllnties by (1) providing, grants for county health
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services and (2) funding a patchwork of programs designed to enhance
access to health care for persons lacking coverage. The state programs
are, for the most part, not entitlement programs like Medi-Cal, but grants
to providers to care for limited numbers of people. These services
provide a "safety net" for those who have no other source of care.
There are three main segments of the safety net:
• Medically Indigent Services (MIS) Program. This program provides state monies to counties to fund health care for indigents. The
program began in 1983, when, as a result of Medi-Cal reform
legislation, counties became responsible for providing services to
persons who formerly would have been eligible for Medi-Cal as
"medically indigent adults." Some counties operate quasi-insurance
programs for indigent persons using their MIS funds. The eligibility
standards and benefit levels vary significantly from county to county.
Many counties have continued Medi-Cal eligibility policies in operating these programs. (For example, many counties exclude undocumented persons from coverage under their MIS programs.) Other
counties fold their MIS monies into funding for their overall "safety
net" programs.
• County Health Services (AB 8). This state program provides block
grants to counties, with local matching funds required, to provide
public health services and inpatient/outpatient care for low-income
persons (such as "working poor" families and undocumented iromigrants). In order for a county to receive its full share of state County
Health Services program funds, it must budget expenditures equal to
a standard based on expenditures for health care in 1977-78, increased each year by population and inflation.
• Grant Programs for Special Populations. These programs provide
health serviCes for special populations (migrants, Indians, pregnant
women, rural residents) through grants to counties, community
clinics, and other providers.
Safety Net Funding

Table 19 summarizes total public-sector funding for California's safety
net from 1985-86 through 1987-88. It indicates that funding totaled $1.3
billion in 1987-88, an increase of 7 percent since 1985-86. On a per-capita
basis, funding increased 1.3 percent. During the same period, inflation
increased costs by 5.5 percent to 14 percent (depending on which
inflation index is used for the calculations). Consequently, "real"
(inflation-adjusted) per-capita funding actually declined.
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Tabla 19
California's "Safety Nee"Funding
19115-86 through 1987-88
(dollars in thousands)

Program

Percent
Change,
From
1985-86

1985-86

1986-87

1987-86

..

$56li,I88

$542,174

$543,475

'-4.0%

.
.

260,300
256,000

279,800
290,500

285,400
337,400

9.6
31.8

.
.
.

3,607
·9,996
3,862

4,514
·8,762 .
3,856 .

2,508
10,836
3,882

-28.5
8.4

.
.

1,459
32,560

1,452
30,571

1,459
. 32,700

0.4

.
.

1,038
5fiff/

1,038
6,079

1,038
5,300

-11.6

State
.
2,996
Federal
.
30,500
Family planning
-.State
.
34,129
Federal..................................•....
12,764
Totals
. $1,221,296
Funding sources
County
. $256,000
State ,
,
. . 873,479
91,817
Federal
.

2,996
33,500

2,996
33,500 .

Medically Indigent Services program (state

funds)'
County Health Services (AB 8)
State
COlUltyc
Grants for special populations
Maternal and child health d
State
Federal
Rural health (state funds)
Primary clinics
State
Federal
Migrant
State
Federal
Indian health

b

34;155
12,901
$1,252,508
$290,500
870,195
91,813

34,155
11,605
$1,306,434
$3J7,4iJo
874,893
94,141.

-

9.8
0.1
-7.5
7.0%
31.8%
0.2
2.5

aIncludes County Medical Services program.
b

Inpatient and outpatient services only.

"Based on county budgets submitted under the County Health Services (AB 8) program.
d Changes in General Fund and federal funds have not affected: the· ov:~rall program level.

County funding for the safety net is estimated· to be $337 million in
1987-88, an increase of 32 percent since 1985-86. This is a per-capita
increase of 25 percent. State funding totaled $875 million in 1987-88, an .
increase of 0.2 percent. This is a p·er"capita decrease of 5.1· percent.
How Many People Lack Health Coverage?

The Current Population Survey (CPS) performed by the Census
Bureau collects information about health insurance status. The University
of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) released a study in September 1987
that analyzed these data for persons under age 65. These data give us a
detailed picture of the number and characteristics of persons who lacked
insurance or other coverage throughout 1985. However, there are several
important caveats to the CPS data. First, the data overstate the extent of
coverage because they count as "covered" those individuals who (1)
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were covered only for part of the year and' (2) have limited coverage. For
example, some individuals may have coverage that does not pay for
catastrophic medical expenditures. Second, the data understate the
extent of coverage because they do not count as "covered," persons who
would be eligible for Medi-Cal if they incurred health care expenditures
that are large relative to their income.
According to the CPS data, California has the lIth highest proportion
of uncovered individuals ill the nation, with 22 percent, or 5.2 million
individuals under the age of 65 lacking coverage for the entire year.
Trend data for California are not available. Nationwide, the Congressional Budget Office recently reported that the percentage of persons
. lacking coverage has increased from 15 percent in 1980 to 18 percent in
1987. This trend appears to be related to the growth of service-sector
employment compared. to . other employment sectors. (Service-sector
employees typically receive lower wages and benefits.) Because this
employment trend has occurred in California as well,.it is likely that the
proportion of persons who lack coverage may also have increased in
California.
Compared to the rest of the under-65 population, the UCLA study
shows that the 5.2 million people who lack coverage in California include
high proportions of people who are young, poor, Latino, self-employed or
employed in the service sector, 'and living in certain metropolitan areas
in southern California and the Central Valley (such as Los Angeles, San
Diego, and Bakersfield).
Moreover, 75 percent of the population lacking health coverage, or
almost 4 million people, are employed or are the dependents of employees. Persons in families. that have dependent children and incomes less
than 150 percent of the poverty line account for about 45 percent, or 2.3
million, of the people lacking coverage. These individuals are likely to be
eligible for Medi-Cal if they (1) incur large medical expenses relative to
their income and (2) are legal residents.
The CPS data reflect the i'universe" ofpeople who potentially may use
the services of the safety net. The only statewide data available that show
actual titilizationof these serVices come from the Office of Statewide
Health Planning and Development (OSHPD). The office collects hospital discharge data on persons whose care was funded through county MIS
programs. The data show that compared to all hospital discharges, MIS
hospital patients disproportionately: are male, young (25 to 34 years of
age), black and Latino; have injuries (as opposed to illnesses); and were
admitted from the emergency room. The data, however, donot provide
a complete picture of'safety· net utilization, because they exclude (1)
outpatient services and (2) services to individuals who do not qualify for
county MIS.programs. Many counties use eligibility criteria for their MIS
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programs that are similar to criteria used for the former Medi-Cal
medically indigent adult category. Most notably, these criteria exclude
undocumented persons.
What is Uncompensated Care?

Although the roles of the public and private sectors in providing care
to persons without coverage are generally different, from an accounting
perspective the costs of services provided by both sectors to persons who
cannot pay are considered to be "charity care" or bad debt. Together,
using the OSHPD's definition, these two categories are referred to as
"uncompensated care." Under this definition, "uncompensated care"
does not include (1) shortfalls due to low rates paid by Medi-Cal or other
payors and (2) services funded by county MIS programs. (County MIS
programs are considered to be a payment source in the data the OSHPD
collects from hospitals on their costs for providing uncompensated care.)
What is the Relative Involvement of the Privote and Public Sectors in
Providing Uncompensated Care?

In order to answer this question, we reviewed an OSHPD study
released in May 1987. This study analyzed uncompensated care data from
1980-81 through 1984-85. The study provides some information about the
relative burden of these costs borne by private providers and counties.
The data indicate that private and public hospitals provided uncompensated care costing approximately $750 million in 1984-85. County hospitals
provide a disproportionate share of this uncompensated care. They had
only 13 percent of total beds in the state in 1984-85 yet accounted for 43
percent-or $323 million-of these costs. Private providers, with 87
percent of the beds, bore 57 percent-or $427 million-of uncompensated
costs. These proportions have remained relatively constant since 1982-83.
Other OSHPD data indicate that the per-capita amount of uncompensated care is significantly higher in counties with county hospitals than in
those without. In 1986 the amount of uncompensated care per capita was
200 percent higher in these counties than in counties without a county
hospital. This is not surprising since individuals without health coverage
can probably obtain services more easily in counties that have county
hospitals.
Effect of Uncompensated Care on Institutions. On average, the
OSHPD study indicates that private hospitals have raised more than
enough revenues to cover the cost of the uncompensated care they
provide, while county hospitals continue to do poorly. Between 1980-81
and 1984-85, net income (revenues less patient expenses) of nonprofit
hospitals increased from 2.2 percent of expenses to 5.1 percent. Net
income of investor-owned hospitals increased from 5.6 percent of expenses to 15 percent. County hospital revenues, on the other hand, have
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been consistently about 30 percent below expenses over time: This is
because a large portion of the services provided in county hospitals are to
low-income individuals who)ack coverage and who are unable to pay for
the services they receive.
These generalizations about the public- and private-sector involvement'
in providing uncompensated care mask the situations of individual
providers. For example, some private providers may have increased,
services to persons without coverage. These providers would have higher
Uncompensated care costs and more limited ability to generate revenue;
to cover these' costs. In contrast, some private providers may have'
significantly reduced their level of uncompensated, costs over the period
we examined by instituting more 'effective client screening: To the extent
that this increased screening has occurred, it ,probably has resulted in '
access problems for individuals lacking coverage and additional stress on
California's safety net programs.
'
County Funding of Heolth' Services

Currently, coUnties must report their expenditures for health services
to the state Department of Health Services. The usefuiness ,of these data
is limited because the reporting is in very broad categories and the data'
are inconsistent between counties. Nevertheless, it is possible tb use these
data to identify trends and patterns in county spending. We e'iamined in
detail data from budgets submitted by six counties. These counties were
selected to include ones of varying size and with different types of health
care delivery systems, including those with and without county hospitals.
Summary information on these counties is provided in four;charts.
Chart 35 presents data on per-capita inpatient! outpatient expenditures,
Chart 36 presents data on per-capita net inpatient! outpatient expenditures, Chart 37 presents data on per-capita expenditures for health
services from general purpose revenue, and Chart 38 presents data'on the
proportion of general purpose revenue budgeted for health services.
The data in these charts show significant variations among the six
counties we examiIied. Specifically:
• The level ofresources devoted to health services varies sign.ificantly
among the counties. For example, Chart 36 shows that budgeted '
per-capita net expenditures for inpatient! outpatient seFvices varied
from $4 (Shasta) to $32 (Los Angeles). The proportion of county
general purpose revenues budgeted for health services (Chart 38)
varied from 0.8 percent (Shasta) to 7.8 percent (Los Angeles). The
differences between cOJ1I1ties reflect a number,df factors,. including
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Chart 37

Per Capita Expenditures for Health ServIces From
County General Purpose Revenue
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'(1) the·historicalrole'of the county in providing services, (2) the
needs of the county's population, (3) the relative efficiency arid costs
of county services, and (4) the population's abilityto pay for services.
andi or the effectiveness of the county's revenue collection function. '
• The change in the level of resources devoted to health 'services
during the period we examined also varied significantly among
the counties. For example, budgeted per-capita net expenditures for
inpatienti outpatient services increased by 29, percent from 1984-85 to
1986-87 in Santa Clara County and decreased by 34 percent in Shasta
County (Chart 36). The proportion of county general purpose
revenues budgeted for health services increased by 51 percent from
1983-84 to 1985-86 in Santa Clara County and decreased by npercent
in Shasta CountyC(Qhart 38). The 'reasons for these differences are
unknown. Presililuibly, increases are due to cost increases and
expansion of services, while decreases' are result of county budget'
constraints.
'
• Increases in the vizrious expenditure measures have not generally
kept pace with inflation. 'Between 1984-85 and 1986-87, inflation was'
between, 7.4 perc",nt (using the AB 8 funding formula, which
involves the ConsUmer Price Index for two major urban areas) and
15 percent (using the medical component of the ConsUIner Price
Index). Expenditure increases generally exceeded these iriflati()n
indices only in Santa Cl:ua (Charts 35; 36, and 37).
The county profiles reveal large differences in orientation towards and,
experience with health care. For example:
• Los Angeles County. On one end of.the$pecb;~is Los Angeles, a '
large urban center with a network' of hospitals; health centers, and
public health clinics providing a broad range Of services from
outpatient to specialty inpatient. It has a relatively high'level of
per-capita financial involvement.
• Shasta County. On the other end of the county hospital spectrUIn is
Shasta County; a small rural county with a relatively low per-,capita
financial involvement in health care. The c0t,rnty's per-capita investment in health care, which began small, is getting smaller. In fact, in
1987, due to some major financial 'problems, the county closed its
county hospital. Subsequently, the county also decided not to operate
its own medically, indigimt services prdgram, and is now participating in the state-operated progr:un for sm.ill counties.
• San Diego and Sacramento Counties. These counties do not have
county hospitals. As a result, they spend less on health care than the
three urban ,counties with county hospitals. Moreover, their level of '
resources devoted to health services' has grdWIl more slowly, or
actually "decreased,' relative' to most of our's:unple counties with
hospitals."
., ,

a
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• Santa Clara County. This county has relatively high expenditures on
health services compared to other counties we examined. It is the
only county of the six we examined where expenditures are increasing faster than inflation.
Access to Health Services Through the Safety Net
Varies Significantly Between Counties

In our review of safety net services, we attempted to evaluate the issue
of health service "access." By this we generally mean the availability of
services to meet needs. For instance, there are access problems to the
extent that services simply are not available (such as the lack of
obstetrical care in certain rural counties), difficult to reach (say, due to
lengthy distances that must be traveled to reach health facilities), or
difficult to use (due to lengthy waiting times). Based on a variety of
measures that provide direct and indirect evidence regarding access to
safety net services, we conclude that there are (1) significant differences
in access to health services between counties, (2) increasing demands.for
safety net services in many counties, and (3) access problems in some
counties that may result in adverse health effects.
Specifically, we examined the following measures:

• Financial Differences. As discussed above, counties devote very
different levels of resources to health care services. These differences
appear to relate more to historical trends and competing budget
needs rather than any apparent measure of demand..
• Demands for Service. Most counties we visited reported difficulties
in scheduling appointments and increased waiting times for services.
These problems result in barriers to individuals needing care that
potentially discourage them from seeking it at all. For example, Los
Angeles County reported to us that some women must wait up to 18
weeks to begin receiving prenatal care. Medical professionals agree
that prenatal care is most effective when it begins early in the
pregnancy. Thus, access problems in some areas, particularly prenatal care, may result in adverse health effects.
• Eligibility Requirements. Counties have widely varying eligibility
requirements for services. In some counties, virtually anyone who
comes to the county hospital is served. In other counties, people
using county-funded services must go through an elaborate eligibility
determination process.
• Lawsuits. Several individuals have filed lawsuits against counties and
the state alleging that access to health care is inadequate in those
counties. Interestingly, these counties include Los Angeles and
Shasta, which are on either end of the spectrum in terms of the
resources the county devotes towards health care.
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• Health Indicators. While California's health status indicators have
improved over time, recently there have been some downward
trends. According to information from the Department of Health
Services, in 1986 more women went without any prenatal care than
at any time since 1970. In addition, in 1986 black infant mortality
relative to white infant mortality was higher than it had been at any
time since 1970. These problems are caused by a variety of factors,
which probably include health service needs not met through the
safety net. Counties also vary on these indicators, although their
performance relative to one another on these indicators does not
reveal any consistent patterns.
Future Stresses on County Heolth Services Funding

Our review of COllI1ty spending on safety net services suggests that
many COllI1ties are struggling to keep up with the demand for services.
Unfortunately, there are major factors at work-now and in the futurethat will further stress the ability of counties to fund health care services.
Specifically:

• County Capital Needs. Our review indicates that counties have
tremendous capital needs for health-related facilities. On a statewide
basis, the counties assessed these needs at over $1 billion in 1985-86.
Counties will need funds in the near future to replace existing
structures and to build additional facilities.
• Trauma Systems. Within the last several years, 13 counties have
organized trauma systems in order to get severely injured persons to
the appropriate level of care as quickly possible. Trauma systems
are characterized by a sophisticated system of transporting trauma
victims to medical care (for example, paramedics may be used
instead of less well-trained emergency medical technicians) and a
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network of "trauma centers." A "trauma center" is better equipped

and staffed to respond to life-threatening emergencies than an
emergency room. For example, trauma centers must have an entire
trauma team, including a surgeon and an anesthesiologist, at the
hospital 24 hours each day. A variety of specialists must also be
promptly available.
Trauma systems have saved lives, but at high cost to the facilities
that provide the services. This is because they are expensive to
operate and many of the people who are likely to lack health
coverage-young males and minorities-are also at the greatest risk
for being injured as a result of a car accident or a violent crime. This
high cost has caused some private hospitals to close their trauma
centers. This is true in Los Angeles, where the burden on the county
has been made worse because private hospitals located in and
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adjacent to areas with large numbers of individuals without health
coverage have dropped out of the trauma system.

• AIDS. AIDS is placing a growing burden on county facilities, both
physically-by taking up beds-and financially. This is a population
that was not previously receiving services in county hospitals and one
that will grow substantially in the future. It is also likely that
counties-again, in their role as provider of last resort-will end up
bearing a large portion of these costs.
These factors will be offset to an unknown degree by the availability of
new funds as a result of the federal Immigration Reform and Control Act
(IRCA). Under IRCA, some aliens currently receiving county-funded
services will become eligible for Medi-Cal, thereby reducing county costs.
In addition, counties will receive a portion of federal legalization impact
grant funds to assist them in providing services to legalized aliens. These
grants will be available for at least four years. There may be, however,
some county cost increases as a result ofIRCA (for example, counties may
provide additional services to meet increasing demands) .
Three other state measures may improve counties' ability to fund
health care services by increasing general discretionary revenues. First,
Ch 1257/87 authorizes counties with populations under 350,000 to impose
an additional half-cent sales tax to support any local programs with voter
approval. Second, Ch 1211/87 provides for state funding of county trial
courts, thereby potentially freeing up $350 million to $450 million in
county funds now used to support the courts. Third, Ch 1286/87 provides
for stabilization of county matching requirements in four separate health
and welfare programs.
Summary af Findings

Our review of various sources of information on safety net spending
indicates that:
• Although a growing amount of public funds are being spent on
"safety net" services, these expenditures are not keeping up with
population and inflation increases. Counties are shouldering an
increasing proportion of safety net funding.
• Private hospitals provide a majority of the uncompensated care in
the state, but they have raised more than sufficient revenue to pay
for this care. County hospitals, however, provide a disproportionately
large share of uncompensated care. These costs must be borne by the
safety net.
• Counties devote different levels of resources to indigent health care.
These levels appear to be based on whether or not a county operates
a hospital and on historical expenditure levels.
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• Health services expenditures are changing in counties for reasons
that are not completely understood. It is likely that reductions are
due to county budget constraints and increases are due to cost
increases and addressing unmet or increasing service needs.
• In four of the six counties we examined, the proportion of county
general purpose revenues earmarked for health care has grown
(Chart 4). Counties have limited ability to increase the proportion of
funding for health care services due to other demands on county
funds.
• Access to health services for indigent persons varies significantly
between counties. There appear to be unmet and increasing health
services needs in many counties we visited.
Absent major changes in health care delivery systems and the fiscal
situation of counties, these findings imply it is likely that (1) the squeeze
on county systems will continue and (2) access to health services for
persons who lack coverage will not improve. Therefore, the Legislature
may want to look at different ways of providing and financing this care.
The Legislature's Options

In order to provide better and more uniform access to health care
services in different counties and relieve the pressure on county systems,
the state has three basic options:

• Strengthen existing county systems by providing additional funding
for health services and, possibly, imposing standards and data
collection requirements on county services in order to assure more
uniform access among counties. This option allows state costs to be
easily controlled because counties would provide services within a
capped allocation.
• Establish a funding source for uncompensated care (or a system for
reallocating the costs of uncompensated care among providers).
These funds could be allocated to public and private providers based
on the level of uncompensated care they provide. This option could
encourage more participation by private providers because they
would be paid for services provided to individuals without coverage.
This, in turn, would reduce pressure on county systems. Revenue
pools, which reimburse providers for bad debt and charity care,
would be one way to expand private-sector participation in providing
services to the uninsured.
• Extend coverage to persons who do not now have it. This could be
achieved by (1) providing incentives to employers to cover employees (mandating coverage is infeasible due to federal laws), (2)
subsidizing purchase of insurance by individuals, (3) providing state
coverage similar to Medi-Cal for additional categories of individuals
(for example, by reinstituting the medically indigent adult program), or (4) establishing a risk pool for uninsurable persons.
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,Extending insurance coverage to individuals would provide each
"individual with the resources to seek his or her own health care
services. Because of this, it is likely to address some of the problems
we have identified by (1) enabling service utilization, to be more
closely related to need and (2) relieving the pressure on county
systems. However, this option is likely to be more costly overall to the
health care system than the other two options and may not result in
improved access unless the coverage is comprehensive and provides
adequate payments to providers.
Determining the, costs and designing administrative structures for
thes~" options is a major project involvi,ng(particularly for the insurancebas~d options) extensive data analysis. If the Legislature wishes to
consider alternatives to our cu~rent health safety net, it may want to
contract f~r a study. that ,would' sllell out the, costs of these or other
approaches. Several' other states have performed studies of this type or
have implemented programs using various approaches. Their experience
could be used as a basis for performing studies in California. For example:

Washington. Recently, Washington's Legislature established a commission to identify the number and characteristics of persons lacking
coverage, the benefit and adroinistrative structure of an insurance plan to
meet the needs of this population, and the cost and financing of such a
plan. Based on the work of the commission, the Legislature initiated a
pilot project for a system that involves:
• A voluntary program of state-funded insurance for persons with
family incomes under 200 percent of the poverty level, with copayments on a sliding fee scale.
• An insurance pool for the medically uninsurable.
• An uncompensated care pool for the remainder of the uninsured.
• Financing by (1) a payroll tax on employers who do not contribute
specified amounts toward employee health insurance premiums and
(2) a tax on health services.
Hawaii. Hawaii mandates its employers to provide coverage to all
employees working more than 20 hours per week. As a result, 97 percent
of persons under 65 have health coverage. In order to do this, Hawaii had
to obtain a waiver of provisions of the federal Employment Retirement
Income Security Act. The federal government, however, has indicated
that it will not grant more of these waivers.
New Jersey. New Jersey funds public and private providers for
uncompensated costs through hospital rate regulation. Through this
system, the state sets payment rates for hospital services that apply to all
payors and generally take into account hospital bad debt and charity care
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costs. The state has also recently initiated an uncompensated care trust
fund (funded by a tax on all hospitals). From this fund, the state pays
hospitals that provide care to the uninsured.
Where Do We Go From Here?

In our view, whatever approach the Legislature wishes to take, it must
first decide the following:
.• What should the role of the private sector be in providing (1)
additional services to persons without coverage or (2) ins~ance
coverage for employees who do not currently receive coverage as a
benefit? How should the state encourage the private sector to assume
.additional responsibility-thrdugh mandates or incentives?
• What level of control should the state exert over county health
services programs and expenditures? For example, should the state
attempt to ensure statewide consistency in access to sarety net
services?
• Who should bear the costs of providing safety net services?
• How much ·is the state willing to pay for safety net services?
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State Programs To Help The Homeless
How Can the Legislature Best Allocate Funds for the Homeless?
Summary

• California's homeless population has been estimated at between
50,()()() and I50,()()(). There is evidence that the population has grown
in recent years.
• The homeless population is still largely comprised of adult unem~
ployed males; however, there now appear to be larger numbers of
women and families.. This population also consists of large numbers
of veterans, mentally ill persons, and people with drug and alcohol
abuse problems.
• In recent years, the state has established several programs to
supplement local efforts. These programs provide general emergency
shelter and targeted relief to specific groups (such as the mentally
ill, AFDCfamilies, and veterans).
• There are several questiqns the Legislature should address in order to
decide how to best allocate funds to the homeless:
- What is the range ofservices that the Legislature could provide?
- How should funds be allocated to subgroups within the homeless
population?
- How should funds be .allocated among emergency, transitional,
and "permanent" services?
- Can the Legislature encourage service coordination?
• By considering these questions, the Legislature can make· better
decisions on (1) its 1988-89 budget allocations for the homeless, (2)
the future direction of the Grants for Homeless Families program,
and (3) the allocation offederal funds for the homeless (McKinney
monies).
• We recommend that· the Health and Welfare Agency report by
November 1, 1988 on various options for improving services to the
homeless population.
In the past three years, the Legislature has created several programs to
assist the homeless. These actions were· at least partly in response to
perceptions that the homeless population was growing and that people
were going without needed shelter and assistance. In this analysis, we first
provide background information on the homeless in California: the size
and characteristics of the population, the causes of homelessness, and
whether the problem is growing. We then sumInarize existiog state
programs for the homeless, which include both targeted and emergency
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shelter programs. Finally, we discuss various decisions that the Legislature will need to make regarding the allocation of state funds to the
homeless in the coming year.
BACKGROUND
How Many Homeless Are There?

The homeless population-almost by definition-is difficult to quantify,
as people are continually moving in and out of housing and emergency
shelter. Most estimates of this population are based on surveys of local
officials and local shelter providers. For instance, based on statewide
surveys, the Department of Housing and Community Development
(HCD) estimated that there were 50,000 to 75,000 homeless people in
California.in 1984. A 1987 report by the Health and Welfare Agency
(HWA), however, suggests that this population is now higher. The HWA
report, which is based on a survey of 20 county welfare departments,
indicates that the total homeless population could .be closer to 100,000
(excluding an estimated 46,000 undocumented immigrants who are
homeless in the state) . Information provided by Los Angeles County and
the nine bay area counties would appear to confirm the higher HWA
estimates. Surveys in these 10 counties indicate ·that there are about
80,000 homeless in those jurisdictions alone.
Who Are the Homeless?

Table 20 provides information on the composition of the homeless
population in three counties. The data are based on surveys of local
shelters in Alameda and San Francisco counties, and a study of the skid
row area in Los Angeles County. It is importaht to note that the
populations reflected· in these surveys may not be comparable to the
general homeless population. For example, the two bay area studies are
based on surveys of shelters, and people who use such services may be
significantly different from those who ,do not. Furthermore, the Los
Angeles study focused on the downtown area, where single men and the
mentally ill tend to congregate, but where youth, the elderly, women,
and others are probably underrepresented. Nonetheless, the data from
the three counties provide some useful information on the characteristics
of California's homeless population.
The table shows significant differences between .the downtown Los
Angeles and San Francisco populations and that of Alameda. Data from
the former tend. to confirm some common .perceptions about the
characteristics of the homeless population. Specifically, these populations
have:'
.
• An overwhehning proportion of adult, unemployed males.
•
• A significant number of veterans (about one-third).
• A significant proportion of those with alcohol (almost 30 percent)
and drug (10 percent) problems.
• A large percentage of mentally ill persons (21-33 percent).
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Tabla 20
Characteristics of the Homeless Population·
Three California Counties

Los Angel" County Son ProndsrxJ County
Deportment of MenllJl Deportment of Sadol
H",lth
Servb:es
Alamedo County
March IfJIiS
AngustlfJliS
1987Homeless Survey
Characteristic

80"

Male.........•....••......••.•........

Female

Age: b

.

Below 20
.
21-40.•......................•.•.......
Over 40
.
Median age
'
.
Ethnicity,
White
.
Black
.
Hispanic
.
Other
.
Education: 0
Less than high school completed .
High school completed
.
Some post-secondary education .
Health problem"

Alcohol abuse
Drug abuse
Mental illness
Veteran stahIs:
No
Yes
Employment status:
Employed
Unemployed/retiredldisabled

96%
4

89%
II

4
61
35
35

I
53
46
38

48
44

27%
39
M

35%

9

7

30%
59
7
4

49

2B
23

20
61 d
19

30
59 d
II

29
9

45%
35

B

.

27

2B

19

.
.

10
2B-33

10
21

16

.

.

63
37

64
36

.
.

15
B5

BB
12

a Dashes signify that the data were not included in the survey.
b Age ranges among the groiJps are not exact.
C Of those over age 20.
d Includes vocational education.

The Alameda County survey, on the other hand, presents a much
different picture of the homeless. Of the people receiving shelter
services, almost one-half are female and almost one-half are children'and
teenagers. These figures indicate that the number of families which are
homeless is high in Alameda County and provide some anecdotal
evidence in support of the notion that the problem of homeless families
is getting worse. The Alameda survey also indicates that the county
homeless population has lower proportions of alcohol (19 percent) and
mental health (16 percent) problems.
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Data from all three counties indicate that:
• Minorities comprise significant percentages of the population (from
45 percent to 73 percent).
• A high proportion of adults have earned at least a high school
diploma (51 percent to 80 p",rcent).
What Da the Data Suggest About the Couses of Homelessness?

There are many factors which are commonly assumed to cause
homelessness: poverty, a lack of low-income housing, mental illness,
substance abuse, and the break-up of personal relationships. The data
presented above tend to confirm the importance of many of these factors,
although they do not clearly establish the relative significance of these
factors. There is some evidence to suggest that the relative importance of
the factors vary for different populations among the homeless. For
example, in one study, 57 percent of homeless families reported that
eviction or overcrowding had resulted in homelessness. For alcoholics,
however, homelessness often results from an inability to pay for housing
due to money management p r o b l e m s . '
.
In many cases, there is more than one contributing factor. For example,
one national study on the homeless indicates that approximately 30
percent of alcoholic homeless people are also mentally ill.
Hos the Problem Gotten Worse?

Another common perception is that the number of homeless in
California has increased during this decade. While we have not found any
hard data to verify this belief, there is some evi<).ence to suggest that the
problem has in fact worsened in recent years. For example, surveys of
city officials and shelter operators conducted by the U.S. Conference of
Mayors in 1986 and 1987 indicate that the demand for emergency shelter
nationwide has increased markedly in the last few years, with Los
Angeles. and San Francisco. reporting increases of more than 50 percent
over the two-year period. A 1987 survey of service providers by the
National Coalition for the Homeless. indicates that the total homeless
population in Los Angeles increased by 25 percent between 1986 and
1987, the number of homeless families. grew by 40 percent, and that
families now comprise 30 percent of the homeless in Los .Angeles.
There are indications that changes in some of the major factors·that
.cause' hominessness have resulted in an increase in the hOmelesS' population.

• The Growth in the Poverty Population. According to U.S. Bureau of
the Census data, the percentage of Californians having incomes
below the federal poverty income guidelines increased from 10
percent in 1979 to 14 percent of the state's population in 1985.
• Increasing Rent Burdens. There are some data that suggest that
rental housing costs have grown faster than the incomes of poor
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people in recent years. For example, the statewide median rent for
a one-bedroom apartment increased by 30 percent between 1983 and
1986, while the Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC)
grant for a family of three increased by 17 percent and the starting
wage for service industry jobs increased by 6.5 percent over the same
period. At some point, increasing rent burdens push some people out
of their permanent housing.
• Availability of Low-Cost Housing. Regional data also suggest that
the total supply of housing in major urban areas ofthe state has not
kept pace with population increases. In Los Angeles, for example, the
population increased by 5.6 percent between 1983 and 1986, while
thesupply of housing increased by 3 percent over the same period.
In addition, many urban housing markets have lost units which serve
the low-end of the market. Redevelopment projects, for instance,
.have destroyed many single-room occupancy hotels, which provide.
inexpensive shelter primarily to low-income adult men.
•. Increases In Family Break-Ups As a Result of Family Violence.
Operators of shelters for battered women and youths indicate that
the growing public awareness of the alternatives available to victims
of family violence lead more women and children to flee from
.violent homes than in the past. For some of these individuals,
however, the resulting disruption in their living arrangements can
lead to homelessness.
Although a significant percentage of the homeless population is mentally
ill, providers of services to this group indicate that homelessness among
the mentally ill has not increased substantially in recent years.
THE LEGISLATURE HAS CREATED SEVERAL STATE PROGRAMS
TO SERVE THE HOMELESS IN RECENT YEARS

Prior to 1985, there were few state programs targeted specifically at the
homeless. The problem of homelessness was generally regarded as a
concern for private charities and local governments that supported
emergency shelters and food programs. The state's role was confined to
the major income maintenance, mental health, and social service programs, which serve the entire eligible population and are not specifically
targeted at the homeless.
In recent years, however, not only have local governments increased
the level of resources for the homeless, but the Legislature has also
increased the state's involvement in programs targeted at the homeless.
Table 21 displays the current state programs for the homeless, estimated
current-year expenditures for the programs, and the amounts proposed
for the programs in the budget. The programs displayed in the table are
grouped into two categories-those designed to serve specific groups
within the homeless population and those that provide emergency
shelter services to the general homeless population.
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Office of Criminal Justice Plannin~
Domestic violence shelter
program

1985

Subslaru:e Abuser.r
Deparbnent of Alcohol and Drug
Programs (DADP):
Federal drug .hose funds

1$

3.0

1.5

N/A

N/A

N/A

3,0

Provides emergency shelter
to victims of domestic violence.

N/A The DADP requires local
agencies to target federal
drug and alcohol funds to
homeless.

Veterans
Department of Veterans Affairs:
Homel~ veterans pilot
project

Aged
.
Department of Social Services:
Adult shelter demonstra·

1986

02

02

1986

02

1986

4.6

Provides infonnation. coun·
seling, and referral to
homeless veterans in three
counties (sunse~ 1/1188).
0.1

0.1

tion project

EMERGENCY SHELTER
PROGRAMS
Hnnsing and Community
Development:
Emergency shelter

Rental deposit demonstra- '
lion project

1967

Department of Economic
. Qpportunity:
'Community services block
gr,mt' program emergency
shelter and services

1981

Deparbnent ofHealth Services:
Emergency shelters for
homeless people with AIDS

1986

Totals ..•......................•..

4.6

0.2

$50.0

Provides grants to
community.based programs
that provide emergency
- shelter, hotel/motel vouch·
ers, and emergency rental
payments.
0.2 Provides grants to establish
programs to guarantee
ho!JSing deposits ~ade by
homeless persons.
2.4

Subvenes funds to
cOmmunity-based programs
to provide emergency shelter and services.

0.7

0.7

Establishes two emergency
shelters for people with
AIDS (budget proposal).

$43.4

f/5.7

2.4

$29.6

Provides emergency shelter
for elderly victims of adult
abuse.

• The 1988-89 budget proposes $968,000 (General fund) for the California Conservation. Corps to
"incorporate the activities" of the Homeless Youth Pilot Project into its program.

As Table 21 shows, the budget proposes $76 ririllion ($43 million General
Fund and $33 million federal and other funds) for programs for the
homeless in 1988-89. More than half of the total funding is for two
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programs, one that serves the mentally ill and the other a new program
for homeless families. The following section discusses programs targeted
at specific homeless groups.
.
Programs Targeted At Specific Groups of the Homeless

Homeless Mentally Ill. The table shows that the Department of
Mental Health (DMH) administers the state's largest General Fund
program for the homeless: the Community Support System program for
the homeless mentally disabled. This is an ongoing program for which the
budget proposes $21.7 million ($19.7 million General Fund) in 1988-89.
Through this program, county mental health departments provide case
management, money management, and social services to the homeless
.
mentally ill.
Runaway and Homeless Youth. In addition to children who live with
their homeless families, several studies report that there are significant
numbers of homeless youth who have run away or have been abandoned.
Studies indicate that these youth, many in their early teens, have serious,
emotional, developmental, and health problems. Two state programs
target homeless youth and one new program is proposed in the budget
for homeless young adults:
~

The Office of Criminal Justice Planning (OCJP) operates an emergency hotline to help homeless youth and their families contact each
other and to provide referrals to local services and shelters.
• The Homeless Youth Pilot Project, which sunsets on January 1,)989,
provides a variety of services to homeless youth in Los Angeles and
San Francisco. The California Conservation Corps (CCG) budget
includes funds for this project, as noted below.
• A new project is proposed in the budget to enroll homeless young
adults between the ages of 18 and 23 in the CCC. The budget states
that the CCC will incorporate the activities of the Homeless Youth
Pilot Project into what the budget terms the "homeless youth
component" of the CCC proposal. (We discuss these programs'as
part of our Analysis of the 1988-89 Budget Bill, Item 3340.) .

Homeless Families. While there have been no statewide surveys to
determine the number of homeless families in the state, the Department
of Social Services estimates that 30,500 families will take advantage of a
new program for homeless AFDC-eligible families. This program, which
would be the state's largest homeless program in 1988-89, was established
by Ch 1353/87 to give homeless AFDC-eligible families the wherewithal
to find and acquire permanent housing accommodations. The budget
proposes $38.6 million ($17.4 million General Fund) for this program in
the budget year.
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Homeless Substance A.busers. While the state does not directly. administer any programs specifically targeted to serve homeless substance
abusers, the Depa,tment of Alcohol and Drug Programs (DADP) has
identified homelessness as one of the three 'priorities for the' expenditure
of $17.3 million in federal alcohol, drug abuse treatment, and rehabilitation grant funds available in 1988-89.
Homeless Veterans. The state's only program targeted to serve homeless veterans was the Homeless Veterans,Pilot Project. This pilot project
provided information, counseling, and referral to veterans in three
counties. The project's funding expired on January 1, 1988. The budget
does not include funds for this project.
.
Aged Homeless. The one state program forthis population isa pilot
project to provide shelter for elderly victims. of family violence. The
program is scheduled to sunset on July 1, 1988. The budget proposes
$140,000 for 1988-89 to continue the project until December 31, 1988.
Progroms Providing Emergency Shelter for the Homeless

Emergency shelters generally provide homeless persons a ·pl9.ce to
sleep for clne night at a time and one or two meals. Some shelters also
provide other services, such as counseling and referral. As most shelters
close during daylight hours, individuals must give up their beds each
morning. Currently, there are about 17,000 emerge~cy shelter beds in the
state, all of which are operated by private, nonprofit organizations,
religious groups, or by local governments.
In recent years, the state has provided several millions of dollars in
support to local shelters, primarily through two programs:
• The Emergency Shelter program (ESP), administered by the HCD,
has provided $4.6 million annually in recent years to local entities to
build and operate shelters. The HCD estimates that approximately
6,000 persons were sheltered each night iIi 1986-87 as a result of its
grant programs.
• The Department of Economic Opporhinity (DEO) estimates that
local agencies use a portion (estimated at $2.4 million) of the federal
Community Services Block Grant (CSBG) funds that they received
from the DEO to provide supportiveservices to the homeless and to
pay for a portion of the costs of approximately 1,000 shelter beds.
The 1988-89 budget also includes funds for a demonstration project to
provide housing deposit guarantees to homeless individuals and a 'new
shelter program for homeless AIDS victims. (We discuss this latter
program as part of our Analysis Of the 1988-89 Budget Bill, Item 4260.)
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HOW SHOULD THE LEGISLATURE ALLOCATE FUNDS FOR THE HOMELESS?

As described above, the Legislature is currently spending about $76
million in General Fund and other monies on programs targeted
specifically to the homeless. The Legislature will have to decide not only
how to allocate those funds but aIso how to spend approximately $12
million in new federal monies ("McKinrtey" funds).
Before discussing these specific issues, however, we identify some key
qilestions that the Legislature should address in devising it; overall
strategy of providing'assistance to the homeless..

• What Homeless Services Could the Legislature Pro;'ide? As .noted
above, we do not have reliable information on the characteristics of
the homeless population or the statewide availability of services to
the homeless. Our review of state programs imd discussions with local
service proViders, however, indicate several types.of ;ervices forthe
homeless which could be provided: (1) emergency shelter bedsHeD estimates that approximately 17,000 beels are available for an
estimated homeless population exceeding 75,000 persons and relatively few beds are available to intact faffiilies or to homeless youth,
(2) daytime multi-service centers that provide job and home-finding
assistance to the homeless (most emergency shelters are closed
during th~ day), (3) programs for the homeless melltally ill who also
have substance abuse problems, and (4) money management for
'persoris unable'to adequately administer their incomes.
'.
• How Should Funds Be Allocated to Subgroups Within the Homeless? Of the total monies proposed for spending on the homeless in
1988-89,80 percent is targeted to just two groups: the mentally ill and
AFDC families. Given the range of potential services listed above,
the Legislature may want to collsider, reallocating the "pot" of
mqney proposed for homeless to different prpgramS. In addition, it is
unclear whether the. administration's homeless proposals are targeted at the most needy groups. For example, the budget proposes to
spend $2.8 million on a new program in 1988-89 for the eee to add
154 homel;"ss young adults (ages 18-23) to its ranks. This age group,
however, at least has access to some homeless assistance (such as
emergency shelter), whereas existing information indicates. that
there may be fat more serious problems with homeless youth under
the age' 6f 18 (for example, these' youth generally cannot use shelter
services). The budget further indicates that the eee program will
incorporate the activities of the Homeless Youth '. Pilot Project,
,although that project serves only youth under the age of 18,
• How Should Funds Be,Allocated Among Emergency, Transitional,
and "Permanent" Services? Efforts to assist the homeless generally
can be categorized as emergency, transitional, or "permanent"
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services. Emergency programs, such as homeless shelters, generally.
provide up to one month of shelter and limited support services.
Transitional programs provide temporary housing for up to two years
and supportive services that prepare homeless people to move into
permanent housing. Finally, services which help keep people in
permanent housing include short-term solutions, like emergency
loans or grants to prevent eviction of tenants, and longer-term
actions, such as programs to increase the supply of low-cost housing.
If the Legislature intends its programs to enable homeless people to
move from the streets into permanent housing, some homeless
people woUldneed all three types of programs.
• How Can the Legislature Encourage Service Coordination? Given
the diversity of the homeless population· and of the programs
designed to serve the homeless, it is important to ensure that service
duplication is minimized and that the programs serve homeless
people as effectively as possible. Our review indicates that coordination of services can be achieved in two ways. First, the Legislature
could require program coordination among state departments. For
example, an effective "permanent" program for the homeless mentally ill might include both housing and supportive services, thereby
requiring coordination among HCD, DSS, and DMH. Second, the
Legislature can encourage coordination at the local level. One such
method is specific direction in statutes which create programs. For
example, the Legislature recognized the need for local coordination
when it enacted Ch 1484/86, which established a pilot project to
coordinate and .centralize the delivery of services to the homeless in
one county. Another possibility for encouraging local coordination
would be to provide block grants for homeless services to a single
local entity in each county, which would then decide how to allocate
the funds. The disadvantage of this approach is that the Legislature
could not ensure that each county provides comparable services.
Additional Information Thot Will Be Available

For some of the homeless programs established in recent years, the
Legislature required specific studies and evaluations. Three of these
reports will be available this spring and should (1) serve to answer some
of the questions posed above and (2) provide information that the
Legislature can use to make its decisions on the 1988-89 budget.
Study of Programs for the Homeless Mentally Disabled. The 1986
Budget Act required DMH to contract for an independent performance
review of county programs supported by the community support system
funds for the homeless mentally disabled. The 1988-89 budget proposes
$21.7 million ($19.7 million General Fund) for this program, which is the ..
state's largest General Fund homeless program. The program review is
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due to the Legislature on February 1, 1988 and should provide a good
base of information in the budget year for the Legislature in setting its
priorities for use of community support services funds and other monies
for homeless persons who are mentally ill. The major objectives of the
review are to assess the adequacy of funding for these programs, the
allocation ·of funds among counties, the appropriateness of service mixes
and subpopulation targeting, and to identify potential improvements in
the effectiveness of the services provided.
The report will provide a basis for setting priorities for the use of funds
for homeless people other than the mentally ill, however, because it will
review characteristics and services for the total homeless population in
selected counties.

Pilot Proj~ct R~sults. The Legislature also has required two pilot
project evaluations-one of the Homeless Veterans Pilot Project (which
sunset January 1, 1988), and one of the Homeless Youth Pilot Project
(which sunsets January 1, 1989). The Department of Veterans Affairs
indicates that its evaluation of the Homeless Veterans Pilot Project will be
available prior to budget hearings. With regard to the Homeless Youth
Pilot Project, the OCJP has already issued an interim report on the
activities of the pilot in 1986-87. That report indicates that it provided
outreach services to 11,400 homeless youth in a nine-month period. The
pilot further provided shelter for 1,523 homeless youth and long-term
placement for 470 of those sheltered, or 31 percent. A final evaluation of
this pilot is due in December 1989. The administration does not propose
to fund the Homeless Veterans Pilet Projectin the budget, but it does
propose funding to incorporate the activities of the Homeless Youth Pilot
Proje.ct into the CCC, as noted above.
Hopefully, these three evaluations will provide some guidance to the
Legislature as it makes its budget decisions. Two of the most important
such decisions involve the recently established program for AFDCeligible homeless families and the allocation of new federal monies for the
homeless. We turn to these programs now.
.
Implementation of Ch 1353/87-Gronts for Homeless Families
W~ r~commend that prior to budg~t h~arings, th~ DSS report to th~
fiscal committ~~s its plans to ~valuat~.th~ ~ff~ctiven~ss ofCh 1353/87 in
r~ducing hom~l~ssn~ss among AFDC-~ligibl~famili~s.
Chapter 1353, Statutes of 1987 (AB 1733), established a special payment
for AFDC-eligible homeless families. Chapter 1353 was enacted in
response to both legislative concern about homeless families and a lawsuit
alleging that state programs to shelter homeless children caused the .
separation of children from their families. As a result of the lawsuit, the
court issued a preliminary injunction requiring the state to stop shelter-
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ing homeless children in a manner that separated them from their
families. Chapter 1353 provides for homeless children to be sheltered
with their families. The measure was implemented in February 1988,
following federal approval of the necessary changes in the state's AFDC
plan. The federal government took the unusual step of approving the
plan changes for only one year, apparently due to its concern about the
cost-effectiveness of the new program. (The' federal share of the program's costs is 50 percent.)
The measure provides for (1) payments to cover temporary housing
needs of $30 per day (up to 28 days annually) and (2) up to 80 percent
of a family's "maximum aid payment" (in 1987-88; 80 percent of the
payment is $506) for a security and utility deposit and a month's rent in
permanent housing. The budget proposes $39 million ($17 million
General Fund) for these grants to homeless families in 1988-89,making it
the state's largest homeless program.
Chapter 1353 has the potential to reduce homelessness among AFDCeligible families by providing them with the funds they need to make the
transition from homelessness to permanent housing. Our analysis indicates, however, that the measure's actual impact on these homeless
families will depend on the following three factors: (1) the extent to
which families actually use the money prOvided to secure permanent
housing (Chapter 1353 does not require counties to ensure that recipients
actually use the funds to secure permanent housing), (2) the money
management skills of the families that receive the grants, and (3) the
availability oHow-cost housing for these families. Some service providers
indicate that these families will need help with money management in
order to take full advantage of the opportunities presented by the
homeless grants offered through Chapter 1353. We do not know the
extent to which the problems and difficulties in finding affordable
housing will keep families from using these grants ·to make the transition
from' homelessness to permanent housing. These concerns, however,
warrant attention.
We believe an evaluation of the Chapter 1353 program would provide
the Legislature with information on the characteristics of the population
of homeless AFDC-eligible families, the relative difficulty that these
families face in finding low-cost housing in different parts of the state and
the impact the grants have on helping these families to establisfi,·.,
themselves in permanent housing. Such an evaluation would also provide- '. '..,"
information that the state could use to secure permanent federal
approval 'of the program. It is our understanding that DSS could evaluate
the effectiveness of the Chapter 1353 program using data that can be
collected on the state computer system that counties use to track all
AFDC and food stamps recipients. Preliminary discussions with the
5-77313
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department indicate that this could be achieved relatively easily. We
therefore recommend that prior to budget hearings, the DSS·provide the
fiscal committees with a plan to evaluate the Chapter 1353 program and
its effectiveness in reducing homelessness among AFDC-eligible families.
How Should the Stote Use $12 Million in Unbudgeted Federol Funds
EormarkedFor the Homeless?

We recommend that prior to budget hearings, the Department of
Finance submit a plan for spending $12 million in federal McKinney
Act funds.
.
The Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act of 1987 will provide
about $56 million in federal funds to California in 1987-88 and 1988-89,
with most of the funds allocated. to local governments. Table 22 summarizes how these funds will be distributed to various entities within the
state. It indicates that (1) $26 million has already been distributed to local
and private agencies to support emergency shelters and food banks and
to HCD and DEO for allocation to local agencies for emergency shelter
and services programs;' (2) a total of $18 million will be awarded in the
coming year to local agencies for health services, outreach, nonresidential
treatment for substance abusers, mental health services, and emergency
food and shelter; and (3) approximately $12 million will be available to
the state for allocation by the Legislature in 1988-89.
Tabla 22
Federal McKinney Act Allocations to California
FFY 1987 and FFY 1988
(dollars in millions)

Competitive
EnHly Likely Estlmuted
(C) or Forto Re<eive Federal Fund mulo (F)
Grants
Grant
Avotlobt1t'ty

Funds Already AIIOCfJled
Primary health services Local agenand substance

abuse grants

19.7

c

Locol Motch
Required
33%

PUrposiifor Funds
Health services, out·

reach, nomesidentlal
treatment for substance

cies

,-

abusers
Eme~:~y shel~r//

HCD·

1.4

F

50%

Emergency shelter

commU::tr.rd'rvices

DEO

3.4

F

None

Expanded comprehensive services

Local agen-

3.8

F

50%

Emergency shelter

1.3

F

None

Support for local food
banks and shelters

4.5

c

50%

Acquisition and rehabilitation of structures for
trahsitional hoUsing and
the provision of supportive services

blo~~;;t

Emel,gency shelter

L grants
_"."'/ Emergency food and
shelter
Transitional housing
demonstration

cies

Local
FEMA'

boards
Local agencies
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Supplemental assistance
to meet special
needs of disabled,
elderly, families
Snbtotal, Funds AI·
ready Allocated
Funds Available to £0.
_col Agendes For
J91J1HJ9b
Alcohol and drug treatment demonstration grants
Mental health demonstration grants
Emergency food and.
shelter

Local agencies

1.5

C

None

Special needs of families
· with children, elderly,
disabled

$0.9

C

None

Substance abuse treat· mimt demonstration

0.9

C

None

12.9

F

None

.Mentalhealth demonstration projects
Support for local food
banks and Shelters

3.5

C

None

Rehabilitation of SRO
hotels

Expanded coinprehen-·
sive services
Outreach, mental
health services, cas.e
management
Outreach and basic
skills for adults; data
·collection and plan for
·education of homeleSs
yo':!th
BaSic skills, job search,
counseling, arid pre'pa-

($25.6)

Local agen~
cies

projects

Local agencies

Locai
FEMA

Rehabilitation of singleroom occupancy
(SRO) hotels
Subtotal, Available to
Local Agencies
Funding Available to
the State for 1988-89 b
Community services
block grant
Mental health block

boards
Local grantees

($18.2)

DEO

$2.0

F

None

DMH

6.1

F

33%

SDE

1.8

F

None

0.8

C

10%-50%

grant.
Youth and adult
education

Job training

Job training for
veterans,
Permanent housing for
disabled

Subtotal, Available to
. the State 1988-89
Total

'EDD/
local agencies
Unknown

ReD

rati~n

0.2

1.5

Unknown. 10%-50%

C

50%

($12.4)

$56.2

a'Federal Emergency Management Assistan~.
Estimates assume that California will get 10 percent of total national grant.

b

Reintegration of home:
less veteram into labor
fo'rce
-Acquisition and rehabili':
ta1iRn of permanent
ho,usln~ for disabled;
pro~?n~ supportive
-servtces
<
>~

,-\,-~,~- ..... ,~,

-"
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With regard to these state monies, we have recommended in our
Analysis of the 1988-89 Budget Bill that the Legislature augment the
budget items for the affected state departments by the amounts reflected
in Table 3. [Please see Items 2240 (Department of Housing and Community Development), 4440 (Department of Mental Health), 5100 (Employment Development Department), 6110 (State Department of Education), and 8915 (Department of Economic Opportunity).J We do not
recommend Budget Bill language in those items specifying how the funds
should be used by each department because we believe that the
Legislature should make its decision on these monies based on its overall
strategy regarding programs for the homeless.
The Legislature can use. these McKinney Act funds for three purposes:
(1) expand existing programs, (2) establish new programs to serve
homeless people, and (3) develop better information on homeless people
and the programs that serve them by conducting evaluations of the
programs funded both by state pass-throughs and directly by the federal
government.
With regard to this third purpose, the state and local programs funded
by McKinney Act monies will provide diverse services to a broad
spectrum of the homeless population, and therefore provide a unique
opportunity for· the state to (1) evaluate the effectiveness of specific
programS"'"-Such as transitional housing programs and programs providing substance abuse and health care services to homeless and (2) identify
gaps in services that prevent the homeless from becoming permanently
housed.
The federal· government requires evaluations of several programs
established by the McKinney Act. It is our understanding that the state
could work with the federal government to ensure that (1) these
evaluations provide information that the Legislature will need to adequately evaluate the programs and (2) the state has timely access to the
data collected~ These ~ds of evaluations will be particularly important
to the extent that)6cal governments seek state funding for these
programs when the
, McKinney Act funding is no longer ..available.
In order to ptovide the Legislature with the information that it will
need to bu~et. these McKinney funds, we recommend that prior to
budget!J~";;;gs, the Department of Finance (DOF) provide the fiscal
c,o.mlinfttees with a plan for their use. The plan should, at a minimum (1)
'~pecify how the affected state departments will use their allocations,
including plans to coordinate expenditure of these funds with other
programs for the homeless; (2) identify any funds for which the
administration does not propose to apply; (3) identify the source of state
or local matching funds (in our analysis of the budget, we discuss the
potential source of matching funds for the monies available to DMH in
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Item 4440); and (4) identify a.plan to evaluate programs funded with
McKinney Act funds.
A Plan to Addr.ess Other Homeless Issue~

We recommend that the Legislature adopt supplemental report
language requiring· the HWA to submit a report by November 1, 1988
that provides options for legislative and regulatory changes to address
several issues identified in an April 1987 HWA survey· of programs
serving homeless people.
The HWA published a brief report in April 1987 which sumrtlarized
findings from a survey of HWA departments that serve the homeless. The
survey results indicate that many state programs serVe the homeless, but
that. in some areas service needs may not be addressed by existing
programs and in others, service. delivery could be improved. The
following are some of the report's key findings.
.
• Cost of Providing Emergency Shelter. Several departments report
that the insufficiency of emergency shelter is one major barrier to
serving the homeless. Current data, however; ar.e inadequate for
determining the state's cost to provide additional.shelter beds and
operating funds for those beds.
• Services to the. Rural Homeless. Based on surveys.of 20 county
dePartments of social services, the BWA estimated that, there. are
over 46,000 undocumented migrantsw!.'o are homeless. Wedo not
know what portion of this group lives in rural areas, but service
pr~viders indicate that there aresignific~t n~bers of homeless
persolls in rural areas: Apparently; services ye less available in rural
areas because private agencies tend to targe~ their resources on the
major urban areas, where the problem of hqmelessness has been
more visible.
.\
• Employers'Inability to Contact Homeless jobCSeekers. The HWA
surveyed EDD field offices, which reported that the single major
barrier to securing jobs for the homeless is the absi;,~ce of a local
address or phone.
",
• Program for Public Inebriates. Most surveys indicate that..,approximately 25 to 30 percent of homeless persons are alcohoifcs,. The
DADP has established homelessness as one priority for expendltuFe
of a $17.3 million (1988-89) federal Alcohol, Drug Abuse Treatment> \"
and Rehabilitation grant, and plans to monitor local programs t o · ·•.
identify those that provide services to the homeless. The HWA
report indicates that the DADP is investigating the possibility of a
demonstration project targeting homeless public inebriates. The
DADP administered a similar pilot program in 1978 and 1979, and
despite the findings of its 1980 evaluation that the program had some
benefits, it was not continued.
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• Income Maintenance Program Issues. County welfare departments
that responded to the survey indicated that major barriers to
providing services to the homeless include homeless peoples' lack of
proper documentation to establish eligibility for services. The DsS is .
currently examining the extent to which Supplemental Security
Income/State Supplementary Program (SSI/SSP) payments are
denied or delayed for the homeless mentally ill because they are
unable to .provide proper documentation to establish .eligibility for
services. To the extent that the department 'confirms this finding, it
indicates that it will assess various options to correct the problem.
To address these problems, we recommend that the Legislature adopt
supplemental report language requiring the HWA to submit, by November 1, 1988, a report that provides information and options for legislative
and regulatory changes to address the issues identified in the April 1987
HWA survey.
. The following supplemental report language is consistent with this
recommendation:
The Health and Welfare Agency shall submit a report to the fiscal
committees and the Joint Legislative Budget Committee by November
1, 1988 that identifies (1) the range of capital and operating costs to
establish additional shelter beds in ruralimd urban areas, (2) options
for providing services to homeless persons in rural areas, (3) options for
improving employers' ability to contact homeless persons, (4) options
for improving services to'homeless'substance abusers, and (5) options
for improving the capa))ility of homeless persons to establish eligibility
.
for income 'maintenan~e programs.
.
I
( -'

"
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The Allocation Of Home-To-School
Transportation Funds
What Options Are Available to the Legislature for Reforming the
Home-to-School Transportation Funding Formula?
Summary

• The state spends over $300 million annually to reimburse local
education agencies (LEAs) for their home-to-school and special
education transportation costs.
• The current formula for funding home-to-school transportation does
not relate reimbursement to actual cost, results in an inequitable
allocation of monies, and does not provide reimbursement to new
school agencies.
• A funding formula for home-to-school transporation should (1) be
sensitive to basic cost factors, (2) be sensitive to workload changes,
(3) promote efficient transportation programs, (4) be easy to
administer.
• Our review of four alternativefunding mechanisms indicates that
they are all superior to the current funding formula, and that of the
alternatives, the bus-based and fixed percentage reimbursement
formulas rank highest.
• We recommend adoption ofsupplemental report language directing
the State Department of Education (SDE) to develop a specific
proposal for implementing either the bus-based or the fixed percentage reimbursement formulas. Any new funding formula should also
(1) providefor a phase-in period to allow LEAs time to adjust to new
funding levels, and (2) take into account other sources of state
funding currently available for transportation> We further recommend that, after review of the SDE's report, the Legislature enact
. legislation to replace the current formula with one of the two
alternatives.
The home-to-school transportation program provides state reimbursement for a portion of the approved transportation costs of local school
districts and county offices of education. The program also funds tran~"
portation to and from related student services required by the individualized education programs of special education pupils.
In 1987-88, the Budget Act appropriated $290 million from the General
Fund for home-to-school and special education transportation aid. The
Governor's Budget proposes to continue this funding levelin 1988-89. The
state also provides two other· types of transportation-related assistance..
First, it appropriates funds ($20 million in the current year) for the small'
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school district transportation aid revenue limit adjustment. This adjustment, which is available to 552 school districts, is designed to compensate
small districts that have high transportation costs in relation to their total
operating budgets. Second, the state also provides funds to reimburse
school districts for transportation costs related to school desegregation.
Our review of the home-to-sc.hool transportation program indicates
several problems with the way funds are currently allocated. In this
analysis, we: (1) examine the specific problems with the current reimbursement process; (2) identify alternative funding mechanisms; and (3)
evaluate those alternatives against four. criteria. Based on our analysis, we
recommend that the Legislature adopt a new method of allocating
existing state school transportation funds.
Backgraund

Under current law, a local education agency's (LEA) home-to-school
transportation allowance is determined primarily on the basis of its
prior-year allowance. (An LEA is a county office of education, school
district, or joint powers authority.) In fact, the allowances received by the
overwhelming majority of LEAs are equal to their prior-year allowances.
Allowances change only if (1) a cost~of-living adjustment (COLA) is
provided in the Budget Act. (resulting in an increase), or (2) an LEA's
a"tual costs drop below 95 percent ofits prior year all9wance (resulting
in a decrease). There are no provisions in current law to increase the
allowances of districts that are experiencing cost increases.
Prablems with the Current Farmula

Our analysis indicates that there are three major problems associated
with the current reimbursement formula.
.

The Formula Does Not Relate Reimbursement to Actual Cost. Since
1984-85, allowances for home-to-school and. special education transportation have. been based primarily on the prior-year allowance of each LEA.
Meanwhile, workload changes brought about by. either (1) enrollment
growth or (2) ,additional special education transportation requirements
have led to,higher costs in many LEAs. The formula, however, does not
recogniz,e workload-related cost increases. As a result, the relationship
betw",eh an LEA's actual cost and its. state allowan"e is becoming
increasingly remote. The formula, therefore, is no longer an effective
vehi"le for reimbursing districts for specific program costs that, the
Legislature has determined ought to bestate~funded.
The Formula Results in an Inequitable Distribution of State Funds.
The problem describeci above is exacerbated by the fact that the size of
wqrkload-related cost increases varies widely from agency to agency..
Accordingly, the percentage..of costs that is. currently reimbursed by the
state also .varies widely. This has occurred because, as costs increase and
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reimbursementlevels remain constant, the percentage of those costs that
are reimbursed decreases. Those districts that have experienced the
highest cost increases, therefore, are reimbursed for the lowest percentage of total costs. Currently, a small number of districts" are fully
reimbursed for their transportation costs, while other districts' are
reimbursed for only about one-third of their costs. The average reimbursement is about 60 percent.
The Formula Provides No Mechanism for New LEAs 'to' Receive
Reimbursement. Because an' LEA's reimbursement is' baSed on its
prior-year allowance, it cannot qualify for reimbursement unless it
operated either a home-to-school or special education transportation
program in prior years. An LEA with a newly established transportation
program, therefore, does not qualify for any reimbursement simply
because it did not operate and receive reimbursement for a program in
prior years. We believe, however, that only a small number of districts are
experiencing this problem,
Alternative Solutions

. There are several other ways the Legislature could allocate transportation funds to LEAs. Below, we describe four such alternatives, including
one suggested by the private firm of Deloitte, Haskins and Sells (DHS) in
a spring 1987 report to the Legislature.
.
Miles-Based Reimbursement.. The. DHS study recommends several
reimbursement formulas that are based on the number of miles traveled.
DHS's basic formula would allocate to each LEA an amount equal to the
number of approved miles traveled multiplied by a per mile rate to be
computed by the state. The alternative formulas recommended by'DHS
would modify the basic miles-based formula by includingadjustrnents for
district type (elementary, high school, or unified) and for "linear
densitY," which is defined as the number of miles traveled divided by the
number of pupils transported one way. Simulations of the distribution of
tr.ansportation aid through each recommended formula, however, show
that there is virtually no difference between the basic formula and ones
adjusted for these factors.
.
Bus-Based Reimbursement. In our Analysis of the 1986-87 Budget Bin
we described a reimbursement formula that is based on the number of
buses an LEA operates. Under this formula, each LEA would receive a
specified amount per bus in recognition of such bus-related costs as
drivers' wages, bus storage; maintenance,. fuel, and insurance. This
amount would be adjusted by a "utilization factor" in order to reflect the
extent to which buses are used and to encourage their maximum
utilization. The utilization factor is calculated by dividing the number of
pupils transported each day by the capacity of the bus.
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A factor of less than one would indicate that the bus is ordinarily
operated with empty seats, while a factor of more than one would
indicate that the bus is used for double duty (that is, it makes more than
one round trip per day). If state reimbursement were higher for buses
that had higher utilization factors, then LEAs would be encouraged to get
the maximum use of each available bus. For example, small districts that
may not have enough students to fill their buses would be encouraged by
the formula to cooperate with neighboring districts to share resources so
as to maximize existing bus usage. The savings from increased efficiency
could be shared by both the LEAs and the state.
Fixed Percentage Reimbursement. A third alternative would be simply
to reimburse LEAs for a fixed percentage of their approved transportation costs. As mentioned, current state aid covers an average of 60 percent
of costs. This percentage could be maintained and applied to all LEAs, or
changed by the Legislature.
Revenue Limit Roll-In. This alternative would eliminate transportation assistance as a categorical aid program by rolling it into school
revenue limits. Transportation aid would thereby become subject to the
annual statutory COLA for revenue limits as well as to funding adjustments due to changes in average daily attendance. If the Legislature
were to adopt this option, it would also have to decide whether the
amount to roll into each LEA's revenue limit would be the agency's
current transportation aid or an adjusted amount that more closely
corresponded to the LEA's approved costs. The adjusted amount would
not necessarily require additional funding-it could represent simply a
reallocation of the existing funding level.
Evaluatian af the Alternatives

Each of the alternatives described above has its advantages and
disadvantages. In determining which alternative to adopt, the Legislature
must clarify what it wants from a formula and then determine which
alternative best provides the desired elements. In this section we
describe some criteria that the Legislature could use for such an
evaluation and then discuss how well each of the alternatives discussed
above-and current law-meet these criteria.
Criterion 1: Does the Formula Accurately Reimburse Basic Transportation Costs of an Efficiently Run Program? The formula should
take into account the basic cost factors associated with the operation of
the transportation program. These factors should include the cost of bus
depreciation as well as the cost of bus maintenance, operation and route
planning. The factors should not include: (1) self-imposed costs, such as
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costs associated with providing a level of service (like door-to-door
transportation) that exceed basic requirements; or (2) higher-thanaverage operating and capital costs.
Analysis. Our review indicates that both the miles-based and busbased formulas do a reasonably good job of reflecting'basic cost factors.
First, they are good proxies for workload. Specifically, the number of
miles traveled and the number of buses operated each explain about 95
percent of the variation of total transportation costs. Second, the reimbursement rates per mile or per bus can be set at levels that reflect
efficiently run programs. Because a formula that is, bus-based can most
easily contain a bus depreciation factor, we rank it somewhat higher than
a miles-based formula on this criterion.
Fixed percentage reimbursement, by definition, also would reflect
basic costs. The formula does not, however, distinguish between highand low-cost programs. Accordingly, we rate this alternative low",r on this
criterion.

.

We rate the revenue limit roll-in alternative and the current funding
mechanism lowest on this criterion, because these methods make little or
no attempt to relate state aid to specific cost factors.
"
Criterion 2: Is the Formula" Sensitive to Cost Changes? According to
this criterion, the allocation formula should take into account expenses
associated with legitimate cost changes that are beyond a district's ability
" "
to control.
Analysis. Reimbursing LEAs for a fixed percentage of approved costs
would automatically recognize cost changes that are due to either (1)
workload changes (such as an increased number of miles driveri) or (2)
the changing cost of providing the same level of service (such as changes
due to fuel price increases). Accordingly, we tate this alternative highest
on this criterion.
"
A miles-based or bus-based formula would be sensitive to workloadrelated cost changes to the extent that such changes are reflected in
either (1) the number of miles driven, (2) the utilization of buses, or (3)
the number of buses operated. Any of these changes would result in a
change in an LEA's reimbursement under either a miles-based or
bus-based funding formula. These formulas, however, do not automatically account for price changes in the cost factors themselves-specifically, the cost per mile or per bus of operating an efficient system.
Accordingly, we rate these formulas lower than the percentage reimbursement formula on this criterion.
Under the revenue limit roll-in method, annual funding would"change
in accordance with average daily attendance (ADA) without respect to
actual workload or cost-factor price changes. The current funding
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mechanism does not account for workload changes and only roughly
adjusts for cost-factor changes (to the extent a COLA is granted).
Accordingly, we rate these alternatives lowest on the cost-sensitive
criterion.

.

Criterion 3: Does the Formula, Promote Efficiency? The formula
should encourage local education agencies to employ the least-cost
method for. providing basic transportation services.
Analysis. Three ofthe alternative formulas rarik high on this criterion.
The revenue limit roll-in would promote efficiEmcy because ariy savings
realized would not resultin a reduction of district funding; Savings from
cost reductions would accrue entirely to the LEA aild could bereallocated to other local purposes.
The bus-based formula, through the utilization-factor adjustroent,
would also promote efficiency. This alternative is preferable from the
state's perspective, moreover, because the benefits of any cost redu9tions
resulting from more efficient operations would be shared between the
state and the LEA. On the other hand, 'if costs increase, a bus-based
formula would result in increased stateJunding, while the revenue limit
roll-in would not.
.Finally, the current funding formula also promotes efficiency. This is
because most LEAs tend to bear 100 perdimt of wo~kload and cost'factor
increases. In addition, because'most LEAs are reimbursed for only a part
of their total cost, they would benefit from 100 percent or' ariy cost
reductions.
How well the fixed percentage alternative meets this criterion would
depend on the reimbursement rate selected by the Legislature. If, for
example, the local share were set too low, agencies would have little
incentive to economize. Consequently, we rank this alternative somewhat lower.
Our review indicates that the miles,based formula is the least likely to
encourage efficiency. If LEAs are reimbursed on the basis of the number
of miles traveled, then they would have an incentive to drive more miles,
whiCh-,-other things being equal-would be less efficient. This incentive
would exist even if LEAs arereimbursedfor only a percentage oftheir
actual average cost per mile, as long as the amount of reimbursement per
mile is greater than the LEA's actual cost of each additional mile traveled.
Criterion 4: Is the Formula Administratively Efficient? The formula
should minimize the amount of time and expense needed to administer
it. The formula should not impose unnecessary administrative burdens on
the State Departroent of Education, the Legislature, or local education
agencies.
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, Analysis. The revenue limit roll-in method ranks the highest on this
criterion because it would require neither a separate calculation of each
LEA's allowance nor even a separate apportionment of funds: Fixed
percentage reimbursement and the current funding mechanism also rate
high-though not as high as the revenue limit roll-in-,because allocations
are fairly easily computed.
The miles-based and bus-based formulas are rated lower on this
criterion because they would impose more extensive record-keeping and
date reporting requirements on LEAs. Our review indicates that the
bus-based formula-because of the bus utilization factor-would be the
most complex alternative to use.
Comporison ,of the Alternotives Indicotes

0

New Formulo Is Needed

We recommend the adoption of supplemental report language directing the State Department of Education to develop a specific
proposal for implementing either a bus-based or fixed percentage
reimbursementformula. Any newformula should also: (1) providejor
a phase-in period to allow LEAs time to adjustto new funding levels
and (2) take into account other sources of state funding currently
available for transportation. We further recommend that, after review
of the department's report, the Legislature enact legislation to replace
the current funding method with one of the two alternatives.
Chart 39 summarizes our assessment of how current law and the four
alternative formulas rank according'to the four criteria. We have rated
each formula on a scale that ranges from a low ofl (does not meet the
criterion) to a high of 3 (best meets the criterion). These ratings .are
shown in parentheses in the chart.
In evaluating the alternative options, it is important not only to rate
them according to the desired criteria, but also to determine how much
weight-or importance-to assign'to each criterion. In this way, a score
on the three-point scale will be more or less important in accordance with
the importance attributed to the criterion. As Chart 1 shows, we assigned
weights to each criterion and then multiplied each formula's rating on
the three-point scale by that weight, in order to produce a weighted
score. Based on our assessment, we give greater weight to the first three
criteria and much less weight to the administrative efficiency criterion.
The weighted scores are then added together and the sum is displayed as
a composite score in the far right column of the chart. .
The chart shows that none of the alternatives outranks any of the others
on every criterion-each has its strengths and ·weaknesses. All four
alternatives, however, rank higher than current law; The bus-based and
fixed percentage formulas rate the highest, with scores of 250 and 230,
respectively. While different weightings of the criteria could produce
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different results, our review suggests that these two formulas are superior
to the others. .
Chart 39

Home-to-School Transportation Program
Legislative Analyst's Rating of Alternative Funding Formulas
By Criterion" ,"",,""""mr.l

11~~lll':

FORMULA
Miles-Based

Bus-Based

Revenue Umit
Roll-In
Current Law

qilrrM!§ijj
• Nurroer8 In parentheses are the ratings (3 being the bel;t). The rating times the"welghr equals the score for each
caJego~.
.
'.

Selecting a Formula. At this time, however, we do not have enough
detailed information to recommend either of these formulas as a
replacement for current law. Specifically, before an alternative formula
can .be selected and implemented, the Legislature needs more specific
information on the appropriate rate of reimbursement and on the basic
costs that should be eligible for state reimbursement. The Legislature also
needs to know how the allocation of funds under these new formulas
would. compare with the current allocation. As discussed below, when
selecting an alternative funding formula, the Legislature should also
consider two related issues: (1) phasing in a new formula, and (2)
accounting for other state transportation assistance.
Phasing in the New Formula. Any new funding formula should be
phased in over a period· of several years, in order to allow LEAs time to
adjust to their new funding levels. An adjustment period would be
especially necessary for LEAs that have their transportation aid reduced
due to a redistribution of funds. The same adjustment mechanism could
be used for any alternative that is adopted. Specifically, for each year of
the adjustment period, an LEA would receive or lose a fraction of its total
gain or loss that would. result from the new formula. The fractional
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amount would be based on the number of years of the phase-in period
(for example, one-fifth for a five-year period).

Accounting for Other Transportation Aid. Funding for the new
formula should take into account total current state transportation
funding-not just the categorical horiIe-to-school transportation funding.
Specifically, some LEAs have two sources of transportation funding in
addition to their home-to-school transportation allocation-small school
district transportation aid and school desegregation aid. The former is
available to small school districts that, at one point in time, had high
transportation costs in relation to their total operating budgets. Although
this aid is provided to compensate districts for high transportation costs,
it is allocated via the revenue limit apportionment and can actually be
used for general purposes. Our analysis indicates that the total aid
received by some districts through a combination of small district and
home-to-school transportation aid actually exceeds their total transportation costs. The amount of this "excess" aid ranges from less than $100 to
almost $500,000, and totals $6 million statewide. In order to avoid such
anomalies, and to achieve a more equitable distribution of total transportation funds, funding for small school district transportation aid should be
folded into-and allocated through the same formula as-home-totransportation funding. (In our Analysis of the 1988-89 Budget Bill, Item
61IO-10I-001, we recommend that $6 million be transfered from small
district transportation aid to home-to-school transportation aid in order to
eliminate the problem of overpayment and to achieve a more equitable
distribution of transportation aid.)
Transportation services that are provided as part of school desegregation programs are reimbursed separately-through state reimbursements
of court-ordered and voluntary school desegregation programs. Funding
for desegregation-related transportation programs should continue to be
provided separately; however, home-to-school transportation aid for such
districts should be adjusted to account for· the fact that some of the
reported expenses are already funded through desegregation reimbursements.
Recommendation. We recommend, therefore, that the Legislature
direct the Department of Education to develop and simulate specific
plans to implement bus-based and fixed percentage reimbursement
methods. The Legislature could then select its preferred formula and pass
legislation to implement it. In addition, the legislation should provide for
the phase in of the new formula and account for total state transportation
funding. The following supplemental report language is consistent with
this recommendation:
The State Department of Education shall report to the fiscal committees and the Joint Legislative Budget Committee by December 1, 1988
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information on· bus-based and fixed percentage funding formulas for
allocating state home-to-school transportation aid. The report shall
include: (1) the basic costs which should be eligible for reimbursement;
(2) the appropriate rate of reimbursement; and (3) how the allocation
of funds under these new formulas would compare with current law.
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Funding for State-Mandated Local Programs
How Sho~ld the Legislature Respond to a Recent Court Decision
Restricting Its Control Over Payments for State Mandates?
Summary

• According to a recent court decision, the Legislature cannot override
a mandate finding made by the Commission on State Mandates in its
traditional manner - by eliminating a local government claims bill
appropriation.
.• This court decision strictly limits the Legislature's control over the
payment offunds for reimbursement of state mandates.
• We recommend that the Legislature seek judicial review of commission decisions in all cases where it takes exception to the commissian's mandate findings because this is the only means available to
protect the state's financial interests.
• We further recommend the enactment of legislation to extend the
statute of limitations applicable to such state challenges of the
commission's findings.
During the past year, a court ruling effectively invalidated the
traditional procedure used by the Legislature to override decisions made
by the Commission on State Mandates. The ruling could have a profound
impact on the state's costs for reimbursement of state-mandated local
programs, because the commission's mandate findings could now result
in the payment of claims by court order rather than legislative appropriation. This section examines the impact of the court ruling in Carmel
Valley Fire Protection District v. State ofCalifornia (Carmel Valley) and
recommends that the Legislature adopt new procedures to ensure that its
Views are presented. to the judiciary.
Background

The State Constitution requires the state to reimburse local governments and school districts for all costs mandated by th", state. Under the
provisions of the Constitution, costs mandated by the state are defined as
costs arising from legislation or executive orders which require the
provision of a new program or an increased level ofservice in an existing
program.
Under existing law, local agencies may obtain reimbursement for the
costs of a state-mandated local program in one of two ways. First, the
legislation initially imposing the state-mandated local program may
contain an appropriation to provide the reimbursement, and local
agencies may file claims to obtain a share of these funds. Second, if the
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legislation does not contain an appropriation, or if the costs are imposed
by executive order, the local agency may file a claim with the Commission on State Mandates. The "test claim" filed against a particular statute
or executive order initiates a fact-finding process which culminates in a
decision by the commission as to the merits of the claim. If the
commission determines that a particular statute or executive order
contains a reimbursable state mandate, it adopts a "finding" to that effect
and requests the Legislature to provide an appropriation sufficient to
reimburse all potential claimants for the costs they have incurred since
the time the mandate became operative.
These appropriations are then included in an annual local government
claims bill, and considered by the Legislature. Following enactment of
such a bill, the State Controller notifies local agencies that funds for
reimbursement are available and provides them with guidelines for
preparing reimbursement claims. Local agencies then file their claims,
based on the costs they actually incurred, and are paid from the
appropriation in the local government claims bill. In subsequent years, an
amount is included in the Budget Act to provide for state reimbursement
of the ongoing costs of complying with each statute or executive order.

Legislative Action on the Claims Bill: Traditionally, the Legislature
has been able to maintain oversight of the commission's decisions through
the claims bill process. Like any other appropriations bill, the claims bill
must be heard before the Legislature's fiscal committees, and the
committees generally review the basis for the commission's decisions. In
past years, if the Legislature did not agree with a mandate finding, it
amended the claims bill to exclude the appropriation for that mandate. If
the Legislature essentially agreed with the mandate finding - but
thought that the "parameters and guidelines" provided for 'excessive
reimbursement - it reduced the appropriation for that mandate or
instructed the commission to amend its parameters and guidelines for
reimbursement. Through the claims bill process, the Legislature has
retained the authority to determine which new mandates will be funded
and to change the basis on which they will be reimbursed.
The Legislature has exerted its control over the claims bill to eliminate
millions of dollars in appropriations requested by the commission and its
predecessor for making mandate findings, the Board of ControL In 1983,
for example, the Board of Control requested $220 million in a claims bill
to reimburse local governments for complying with 32 statutes and
executive orders found to impose state-mandated local programs. Mter
several hearings, the Legislature eventually approved funding for 19 of
the programs at a cost of $53 million. In signing the bill into law (Ch
96/84), the Governor further reduced its funding level to $22 million by
eliminating reimbursement for two of the 19 progr"¥'s. Thus, from the
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time that the claims bill was presented to the Legislature until it was
signed by the Governor, almost $,200milIion in mandate reimbursements
was eliminated. While this is the, most dramatic example. of legislative
action on the claims bill, its serves to illustrate the degree to which the
Legislature,has been able to .exert its influence over the state's program
of reimbursing local governments for state-mandated costs. Virtually all
of the claims bills ):lave had a mandate appropriation request reduced or
eliminated at some point during the process.
Carmel Valley Fire Protection District v. State of California

The Carmel Valley case originated from a local government's challenge to the eliminatioJ:l of an appropriation from a local government
claims bill. In 1979, the Board of Control determined that an executive
order enacted in 1978 imposed a state,mandated local program. This
executive order, which added Title 8, sections 3401-3409 to the California
Administrative Code (CAC), required fire departments to purchase
certain protective clothing and equipment for firefighters.
In 1981, a local government claims bill was introduced which included
funds to pay claims for local costs arising from Title 8. This bill was
amended by the Legislature to delete the appropriation provided for this
purpose prior to its enactment as Ch 1090/81. Following this failure to
secure reimbursement through the legislative process, the Carmel Valley
Fire Protection District sought reimbursement for these costs by filing a
petition in court to compel payment. In 1985; the trial court ruled that the
district and its co-petitioners' were entitled to reimbursement and
ordered funds appropriated in the operating budget of the Department
oflndustrial Relations (DIR) to be encumbered for the purpose of paying
local claims arising from Title 8. In addition, the court ruled that the
petitioners could withhold fine arid forfeiture revenues due the state if
necessary to satisfy their claims.
The state appealed this decision, contending that the local costs
incurred as a result of complying with Title 8 did not constitute a "new
program" or :'higher level of service." The state further contended that
- even if a "new program" or "higher level of service" was required the court exceeded its jurisdiction by ordering reimburseme~tto be paid
out of riIR's operating budget. Regarding this second point, the state
contended that a court order compelling the payment of funds. constituted a violation of the separation of powers doctrine. Therefore, the
court judgment unconstitutioniilly required the performance of a legislative act.
In early 1987, the appellate court rejected the state's arguments and
affirmed the lower court's decision (it is this appellate court decision
which has become known as the Carmel Valley case). More importantly,
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the court ruled that the state's appeal cOilld not ev;m raise the question of
whether Title 8 had imposed a mandate because the state failed to seek
judicial reviewcof the Board of Control's original decision on the matter
in 1979. The court held that once the- three-year statute of limitations
applicable to such review expired, the state was prohibited from challenging the mandate finding.
The appellate court also rejeetedthestate's contention that the court
order to encumber funds in the Department of Industrial Relations'
operating budget constituted a violation of the separation of powers
doctrine. The appellate court reasoned cthat the order would have
violated this doctrine only if it compelled the Legislature to appropriate
funds or to pay funds not yet appropriated, and that this case affected
only an existing appropriation. The appellate court cited case law in
which cthe courts have directed payments lo be made from agency
support budgets, either to compel satisfaction of a jUdgment or because
the expenditure had been prohibited by an unconstitutional restriction.
The appellate court concluded, therefore, that the lower court did not
transgresscthe separation of powers doctrine by directing payments to be
made from calready appropriated funds.
c
The state appealed the appellate court's decision in the Carmel Valley
case, but the State Suprerne Court refused to hear the appeal. The State
Controller has paid funds out of the DIR's 1985-86 support budget item to
satisfy the court order. In addition,c the Governor's Budget proposes to
appropriate $30 million in 1988-89 to satisfy the claims of other local
agencies not a party to the decision, and to fund the ongoing costs of the
mandate.
Implications of the Carmel Valley Decision

The implications of the Carmel Valley decision go far beyond the
efforts of one fire protection district (and its co-petitioners) to seek
reimbursement for cthe costs imposed by a single executive order. In
affirming the lower court's judgment, the appellate court consolidated
thestate's appeal with two similar cases and addressed the broader issue
of the state's ability to control its financial liability for state-mandated
local programs through legislative action. Most importantly, the court
ruled that the state cannot avoid its financial obligation to reimburse
state-mandated local costs solely by reducing a claims bill appropriation.
The state'sC constitutional obligation to reimburse these costs will be
enforced Unless the state successfully challenges the mandate finding of
the commission in court. If the mandate finding is not challenged within
a period of three years and the Legislature fails to appropriate the funds
necessary to reimburse local costs, the courts can order that payments be
made from the operating budgets of state agencies. In addition, the courts
maycauthorize local governments to satisfy unpaid claims by offsetting
various fines and forfeitures due to the state.
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The Legislature Must Challenge the Commission's Decisions in Court

We recommend that the Legislature seek judicial review of commission decisions in all cases where it takes exception to the commission's
mandate findings.
The Carmel Valley decision makes it clear that the Legislature must
focus on the commission's decision, rather than the claims bill, when it
takes exception to a mandate determination. Current law (Government
Code section 17559) authorizes the state, or any claimant, to commence
a legal proceeding to set aside a decision of the commission on the
grounds that the decision is not supported by substantial evidence. In
such cases, the court may order the commission to hold another hearing
on the test claim and may direct the commission on what basis the claim
is to receive a rehearing.
In order to protect the state's long-term financial liability for statemandated costs, we recommend that the Legislature seek judicial review
of the commission's decisions in cases where it takes exception to a
mandate finding. The Legislature should still use the claims bill process to
identify the mandate determinations with which it takes exception.
However, in addition to deleting funding for these mandates from the
claims bill, it should direct the Attorney General to seek judicial review
of the mandate finding.
.
There are benefits to the Legislature of having this review regardless.
of the judicial outcome. If the Legislature is successful in overturning a
decision of the commission, it will avoid being faced with a court-ordered
settlement to provide reimbursement in cases where the reimbursement
may not be legally necessary. If the challenge is not successful, the
Legislature would know, at an earlier point in time than otherwise, that
the state has a legal liability for reimbursement. The Legislature could
then consider alternatives, such as repealing the mandate or making it
optional, thereby potentially saving several years worth of reimbursements. In either case, the Legislature would ensure that its views are
taken into consideration in the judicial process.
The Statute of Limitations Should be Extended

We recommend that the Legislature enact legislation to extend the
statute of limitations applicable to the state's challenge of mandate
findings,
As mentioned above, the appellate court ruled in the Carmel Valley
case that a statute of limitations applies to the state's right to seek judicial
review of a mandate finding. The three-year period starts with the
commission's original finding of a mandate.
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The three-year statute of limitations is problematic because in some
cases the Legislature has not made its determination as to whether
funding is required until more than three years have elapsed since the
mandate finding. This is because the mandate determination process can
be very time-consuming. Once the commission makes a mandate finding,
it must conduct two additional hearings in order to adopt parameters and
guidelines and a statewide cost estimate for the mandate. Often the
commission experiences scheduling delays because local agencies do not
submit documentation necessary for the hearings in a timely manner. In
addition, the Legislature's hearings on the claims bill can extend over a
period of several months. As a result, a period of more than three years
can in some cases pass between the date of the initial mandate finding
and the time the claims bill is chaptered.
Before the Legislature can assess whether it should seek judicial review
of a mandate finding, it needs to know which types of costs will be
reimbursed and the estimated cost to the state of providing reimbursement for the mandated program. Thus, it is essential that both the
commission's and the Legislature's deliberations on the claims bill be
completed before the decision is made to seek judicial review of· a
mandate finding. Accordingly, we recommend the enactment of legislation to extend the statute of limitations applicable to judicial review of
mandate findings to a period of one year from the effective date of the
claims bill which deletes funding for the mandate. This will give the
Attorney General sufficient time to prepare a case challenging the
mandate finding in court.
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The Greater A venues for Independence
(GAIN) Program
What Options Are Available to the Legislature for Funding the GAIN
Program in 1988-89?
Summary

• The Greater Avenues for Independence (GAIN) program is the
state's major new initiative to help welfare recipients become selfsufficient.
• Based on the experience of the 18 counties that had implemented the
program by the fall of 1987, the Department ofSocial Services (DSS)
has nearly doubled its estimate of how much the program will cost
when fully implemented. The estimated costs for each participant at
full implementation have increased by 130 percent.
• The major reasonsfor the increase in the estimated costs ofGAIN are:
caseload increases in certain components (especially education) and
unit cost increases in every component.
• The budget proposed for GAIN in 1988-89 is $134 million below the
estimated amount required to fully fund the program. The budget
proposal would accommodate these reductions by restricting program participation in 40 counties, with no restrictions on the
remaining 18 counties.
• The Legislature has several options for funding the program in
1988-89: (1) provide full funding with no change in program scope,
(2) reduce funding requirements by restricting program participation, or (3) reduce funding requirements by changing program
design.
• The Legislature should have better information about GAIN program costs-and therefore a better estimate of 1988-89 funding
requirements-by the time of the May revision.
The Greater Avenues for Independence (GAIN) program, the state's
major new initiative to help welfare recipients become self-sufficient,
faces a key juncture in its implementation period. Apparently because of
the program's rapidly increasing costs, the Governor's Budget proposes
not to fully fund the GAIN costs of all counties in 1988-89.
In this analysis, we examine cost estimates for the GAIN program and
what accounts for the rapid growth in these projections. We then
describe several alternatives to the budget's proposed way of dealing
with the budget-year funding shortfall. First, however, we provide some
background on the GAIN program and describe the Governor's 1988-89
GAIN proposal in more detail.
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Backgraund

Under the GAIN program, enacted by Ch 1025/85 (AB 2580), counties
provide education, employment, and training services to Aid to Families
with Dependent Children (AFDC) recipients in order to help them find
jobs and become self-supporting. The Departroent of Social Services
(DSS) provides policy guidance and oversight at the state level, while
county welfare departroents administer the program locally. The program is funded through new state and federal funds appropriated for
GAIN and through a redirection of funds from existing programs which
currently serve AFDC recipients. The counties are not required to pay
for any costs of the GAIN program.
The law requires all counties to begin operating' the program by
October 1988 and allows counties to bring their full caseload mto the
program over a two-year period. At the' time' we prepared this analysis,
the DSS had approved implementation plans for '26 counties: 18 which
were operating prior to October 1987 (an important date, given the
administration's budget proposal) and 8 which began operations after
October 1987. Of the 32 counties without approved plans, 18 are expected
to begin operation by the end of 1987-88, with the remaining 14 counties
expected to begin operation early in 1988-89. Chart 40 lists the GAIN
implementation status of the 58 counties and shows each county's
percentage share of the state's total AFDC caseload.
Chart 40
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Program Participation. Certain AFDC recipients must participate in
GAIN in order to receive aid, while others may volunteer for the
program. Generally, those who are required to participate are the heads
of single-parent households-AFDC-Family Group (AFDC-FG) households~if their youngest child is six years of age or older, and primary
wage earners from two-parent households-AFDC-Unemployed Parent
(AFDC-U) households. For mandatory participants, there are two points
in time when individuals would be required to enter the GAIN program:
(1) when they apply for aid (these are called AFDC applicants) and (2)
when people who are already on aid go through a periodic review (these
are called AFDC continuing cases or recipients). Mandatory participants
remain in the program until they find a job or discontinue aid for some
other reason.
Scope of Program Services. The GAIN program requires counties to
provide the following major services to participants:
• Education. Counties must refer any participant who lacks a high
school diploma or basic literacy to adult basic education or vocational
English-as-a-Second Language.
• Job Search. Counties will offer training in job search techniques as
well as a period 'of supervised job search.
• Assessment. An in-depth assessment of a participant's skills and
aptitudes must precede any training or work program.
• Training. A variety of training programs, requiring 3 to 10 months of
classroom or on-the-job instruction, will be available to assist participants iri gaining new job skills.
• Preemployment Preparation (PREP). Counties may require participants to work in a public-sector job for 3 to 12 months at a time in
order to acquire work behavior skills. The number of required hours
.is based on the size of the participant's AFDC grant.
• Transitional Child Care. GAIN participants who leave aid as a result
of employment continue to receive child care for a three-month
transition period.
Counties may provide these services directly using county staff or
through contracts With local education and training agencies. All participants are guaranteed support services such as child care and transportation if the services are needed to enable participation in the program.
Budget Proposal

The Governor's Budget proposes $408 million for GAIN in 1988-89.
These costs would be funded by $245 million froni the General Fund, $71
million from federal funds, and $92 million in existing resources that are
proposed for redirection to serve GAIN participants, As shown in Table
23, this is almost double the $210 million in costs estimated for the current
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year. However, the 1988-89 total is not sufficient to provide full funding
for the GAIN program in 1988-89. Specifically, the department estimates
that, without the participation restrictions proposed in the budget, the
GAIN program would cost $542 million in 1988-89. Thus, the amount
proposed in the budget represents 75 percent of the estimated amount
needed for full funding.
Table 23
GAIN Expenditures-and Funding Sources a
1987-88 and 1981Hl9
(dollars in millions)

&t
GAIN Costs

.

Funding Sources
Funds appropriated for GAIN:
General Fund
Federal funds
:
Subtotals, funds appropriated for GAIN
Redirected funds

.
.
.
.

1987-88
$210

108
42
($150)
$60

Proposed
$408

245

71
($316)
$92

1988-89
Fun Funding
$542

342 b

97 b
($439)
$103 b

"Source: Deparbnent of Social Services.
b Legislative Analyst's Office estimate.

The administration proposes to limit the cost of the program by using
a two-tiered funding approach. First, the budget would fully fund the
GAIN program in 18 counties that began operating prior to October 1987.
Although the department is not certain exactly how much it will cost to
fund the programs in these counties, it is likely that full funding would
require more than half of the total $408 million proposed in the budget
year. As shown in Chart 40, these counties account for 28·percent of the
total AFDC statewide caseload.
Second, the remaining funds would be allocated among the remaining
40 counties, which account for approximately 72 percent of the AFDC
caseload. According to the department's preliminary estimates, the
amount left over to fund GAIN in these counties could be $134 million, or
50 percent, less than the estimated cost to fully fund these programs. In
order to accommodate this shortfall, the budget proposes to limit the
number of individuals who will receive GAIN services in the affected
counties.
The GAIN statute requires counties, in the event that their anticipated
expenditures for GAIN exceed available funding, to reduce spending by
implementing certain program participation restrictions. That is, counties must exclude individuals from GAIN participation according to the
order outlined in a statutory list (shown in Chart 41), with those first on
the list excluded first and those lower on the list receiving priority for
services. The intent of this statutory reduction lisUs to target GAIN funds
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on people who are least likely to get off aid on their own (or conversely,
to first eliminate from participation those most likely to get off aid on
their own). In addition, these participation restrictions are intended as a
temporary measure-they only stay in effect for the duration of the fiscal
year in which they are implemented.
.
Chart 41

Statutory Participation Restrictions for GAIN
by Order of Exclusion

-

5. Recipients ofAFDC-U who have been on aid for more than one
year
6. Recipients of AFDC-FG who have been on aid for less than one
year
7. Recipients of AFDC-FG who have been on aid for less than two
years
...
8. All remaining participants, based on their time on aid, wijh those
who have been on aid the longest being the last to be deferred
r~:f:~::rl The budget assumes that these four groups would not be served in 40
:,:,::,:;,:: counties during 1988-89.

The budget assumes that the first four groups on the list-AFDC-U
applicants and recent recipients, GAIN volunteers, and AFDC-FG applicants......would not be served in 40 counties during 1988-89. We estimate
that these groups account for nearly 50 percent of the potential GAIN
caseload in these counties. Those who would be served include all
mandatory AFDC-FG recipients and mandatory AFDC-U recipients who
have been on aid for more than one year.
At the time we prepared this analysis, the Department of Social
Services (DSS) had not finalized its policy for allocating funds to these 40
counties. The department advises, however, that it will probably allocate
the available funds among the affected counties according to their share
of the AFDC statewide caseload. Each county will then propose to DSS
how it intends to operate its program within a specific allocation.
Counties with high costs may have to serve fewer people (in other words,
go farther down the caseload reduction list) whereas counties with low
costs may be able to serve more of their potential caseload.
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HOW MUCH WILL GAIN COST?
Department's Current Estimate Indicates that GAIN Casts
Almost Twice As Much As Originally Anticipated

Since the GAIN program is still in its phase-in period, the 1988-89 costs
are not indicative of what the costs of the program will be in future years.
Moreover, the program is so new that there is little detailed expenditure
data available that would indicate how much it actually costs to provide
certain services. Chart 42 shows two estimates (as of January 1986 and
January 1988) of GAIN costs over time if fully funded. The chart also
shows the budget proposal for 1988-89.
The chart illustrates two main points. First, it shows the projected
pattern of GAIN costs over the next several years. Costs are expected to
grow past the budget year, peak in 1989-90, and then decline somewhat
to a "full implementation" level. The drop in costs reflects the department's assumption that the number of participants entering the GAIN
program will eventually decline as the program causes AFDC recipients
to leave aid. At full implementation, ,which the department now estimates will occur in 1991-92, the flow of participants in and out of
components should reach a steady state and GAIN costs should stabilize.
(Note: It is important not to confuse the terms "full funding" and "full
implementation." The former refers to a program in which there are no
planned caseload reductions and the latter refers to the time when
program costs .have stabilized at their ongoing.!evel.)
Chart 42

GAIN Costs Over Time"
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Second, the chart shows the tremendous increase in the department's
estimate of program costs.at full implementation since its original]anuary
1986 estimates. As noted earlier, these costs have almost doubled.
Costs At Full Implementation. Table 24 provides more specific
information on the estimated costs of GAIN at full implementationwhen program costs have stabilized at their ongoing level in 1991-92. The
DSS expects the prograIIi to cost $553 million (all sources), which is $250
million, or 83 percent, more than the department originally estimated.
Based on the department's figures, we estimate thatthe General Fund
share of these costs would be almost $300 million annually, a 273 percent
increase. As estimates of federal and redirected funds have increased only
slightly, it is assumed that the General Fund will be forced to pickup the
lion's share of the overall cost increase.
Table 24·
Comparison of GAIN Full. Implementation Costs
and Funding Sources in 1991.92 1I
As Estimated in January 1986 and January 1988 b
(dollars in millions)
.

Fulltmplementation costs'"

;.

Funding Sources
Funds appropriated for GAIN:
General Fund
:'.:
.
Federal funds
..
Subtotals, funds appropriated for GAIN
Redirected funds
.

ES6mare

ESumare

as of
jOTluory 1986

fJ10f
January 19/18
$553

$300

$79
~
($157)
$146.

$295"

~d

($378)

$175 d

Change

$216
5

($221)
$29

273%

.......&
(141%)
20%

a Source: Department ofSociaI Services.
b January 1986 estimate assumed full implementation would occur in 1990~91; January 1988 estimate now
assumes it will occur in 1991-92.
.

Includes funds already budgeted for other programs which will be· redirected to serve CAIN
participants.
,', .'
d Legislative Analyst's Office estimate.
C

While the department has increased its cost estimates, ithas reduced its
GAIN caseload estimates. As Table 25 shows, when this ,caseload reduction is taken into account, the increase in the estimated cost per person
at full implementation is 130 percent.
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Tabla 25
Increase in- Estimated Costs Per GAIN Registrant •

At Full Implementation

Estimate
as of
JanuarY 1986
Total cosls (millions of dollars)
$303
Caseload (numberofregistranls) ,............
170,527
Cost per registrant 0 •••••••••• •••••• •••••••••••
$1,777

b

Estimate
os of
January 1986
$553
135,576
$4,079

Change

a Source: Department of Social Services..
.
b January 1986 estimate assumed full implementation would occur in 1990-91; January 1988 estimate now
assuines it will occUr in 1991-92.
C Total costs in full implementation year divided by number of regis~ants in ~at year.

NetBudgetary Impact of the GAIN Program. Another perspective on
the GAIN program is its net impact on the state budget. In the
department's original GAIN estimates, it anticipated that at full implementation the program would result in .net annual savings to federal,
state, and county funds of$l09 million. This is because-as shown in Table
24-the department expected the total costs of the program ($303
million) to be more than offset by (1) existing resources which would be
redirected. to serve GAIN participants ($146 million) and (2) savings in
federal, state, and county AFDC grant costs due to GAIN ($266 mil-.
lion) -not shown in the table.
The DSS assumes that GAIN will generate two types of savings for the
AFDC program. First, some AFDC recipients would terminate aid or
receive reduced grants due to finding jobs as a.result of services provided
under the GAIN program. Second, some individuals would not apply for
aid or would leave aid in order to avoid participating in GAIN. This
second type of savings is called "grant avoidance." (In our review ofthe
AFDC budget-please see Item 5180,101 in the Analysis-we note that
the department has been unable to provide any evidence to support its
.'
assumption that GAIN will generate grant avoidance savings.)
The department how projects that at full implementation GAIN will
result in net annual costs to federal and state funds of $65 million rather
than in net savings. This is because estimated total costs ($553 million)
have risen dramatically, while estimated r.edirected resources ($175
million) and AFDC grant savings ($313 million) have risen only slightly.
It is too early to measure the extent of AFDC savings due to the GAIN
program. The department's most recent savings estimate is based on the
same assumptions as was its original estimate. There simply is not yet any
data reflecting the program's actual track record in generating AFDC
savings. Moreover, it is not reasonable to expect that any such data will be
available for several years because of the time required for recipients to
become job ready, find a job, and go off aid in sufficient numbers to
calculate an impact.
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For this reason, the Legislature will have to base its budgetary decisions
on the GAIN program on. (1) the program's cost, (2) the Legislature's
own assumptions regarding the prospects for the program to reduce
AFDC grant costs, and (3) the Legislature's evaluation of the nonfinancial and longer-term benefits which may result from the GAIN program.
For example, many observers believe that GAIN will result in benefits
that include (1) the value to individuals and to society of increased
employment among AFDC recipients, (2) a higher level of education and
vocational skills for participants, (3) increased self-esteem for GAIN
participants, and (4) better role models for participants' children.
Department Has Refined Its Estimate
But GAIN Costs Are Still Highly Uncertain

The department's January 1986 estimate of program costs was based
primarily on the experience of other employment programs for welfare
recipients. Since it prepared that estimate, the department has continuously refined its estimate in order to better reflect county experience
with the GAIN program.
Based on our review, we believe that the department's estimate now
incorporates the best available information from operating counties
regarding the kinds of services GAIN participants need and the costs that
counties expect to incur in providing these services. This information,
however, is based primarily on the early experience of a relatively small
number of counties. representing less than one-third of the potential
GAIN statewide caseload. Although some counties have already had
substantial experience with the early components of the program, such as
registration, orientation and appraisal, and education, they still have very
little caseload or cost experience regarding the later-and more expensive-components of the program, such as long-term PREP. Moreover,
even in the 18 operational counties, the GAIN program is so new that
there is little detailed expenditure data available that would indicate how
much it actually costs to provide certain services.
Thus, we still regard the department's estimate as preliminary and
subject to change. It is possible that experience may prove that the costs
of the GAIN program may be substantially higher or lower than the DSS
and the counties now anticipate. In light of these major uncertainties, it
is difficult to advise the Legislature on how much the GAIN program will
actually cost, either in 1988-89 or in future years. We believe, however,
that the department will be able to refine its estimate further by the time
it submits its May revisions of expenditures, based on an additional six
months of county experience.
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WHY HAVE COSTS INCREASED?

Our review of the deparbnent's estimate indicates that there are two
major factors that contribute to the increased costs of the GAIN program
discussed above: caseload factors-changes in the number of individuals
that the deparbnent expects will be served in each program component,
and unit cost factors-changes in the cost of supporting one person in
each program component.
"
Co.alood Fodor.

The number of people who participate in GAIN, the characteristics of
these individuals, and the way they move through the program, all have
a fundamental impact on the costs of the program. Relying primarily on
the experience of operating counties, the DSS has updated its estimate as
new information has become available on the number and characteristics
of the GAIN caseload. This information has resulted in substantial
changes in the deparbnent's estimate of the caseload entering the GAIN
program as well as the caseloads within each program component. Table
26 compares the deparbnent's January 1986 caseload estimate with its
current one.

Tab"'-26
GAIN Caseloads at Full Implementation·
January 1986 and January 1988 Estimates b

January 1986 Ertimote
Januo11l/988 Estimate
Percent o/Towl
Percent of Towl
Registronts II1w
Registronts II1w
Enter Eoch
Eniff Eoch
Com/ood Chonge
ComkJad. Component' Com/ood Componeot' Amount Percent

Component
Registration, orientation, and appraisal.
. 170,527
Education
. i1.5,500
Job club/job search
. 160,769
Assessment
:
. 77;889
Training
. 771J89
Loug-tenn PREP
. 40,348
Transitional child care
," 4,300

100%
15
94

46
46

24
3

135,576
77718
90,979
61,638
52,583
45,228
22,741

100%

57"
67
45
39
33
17

-34,951

-20.5%

51,778 203.1
-69,790 -43.4
-16,251 -20.9
-25,306 -32.5
4,880
12.1
18,441 428.9

a January 1986 estimate assumed full implementation would occur in 1990-91; January 1988 estimate now
assumes it occurs in 1991-92.
b

Source: Department of Social Services.

C

The percents in each component add to more than 100 percent because individuals may go through

d

severtil Components.
.
DSS estimates that 57 percent of AFDC applicants and f;1 percent of AFDC continuing cases will be
referred for education. This table only reflects applicant caseload because DSS asswnes .there will be
no continuing cases entering GAIN at full implementation.
.

The table shows that the deparbnent's estimate of the number of
individuals registering for the program at full implementation has
dropped by 21 percent. The deparbnent made this adjusbnent when it
learned that its original estimate of registrants was partially based on
erroneous data on new AFDe applicants.
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Because the number of people expected 'to enter GAIN is lower, the
nuInber expected in several components is lower as well. However, these
reductions' are not necessarily in the same proportion because the
department has also changed some of its major assumptions regarding the
percentage of people entering GAIN who go through various components;
'The caseload change ~th the largest impact on GAIN costs is the
increase in the' number of people expected to need education. Despite
the reduction in the number of people entering the program, the number
expected to go into education has tripled, for an increase of almost 52,000
participants. In its early caseload estimate, DSS assumed that 15 percent
of GAIN participants would need education. Based on the most recent
data on CASAS test results (the test administered to GAIN participants to
assess their educational skill levels), the department now estimates that
57 percent of the applicant caseload and 67 percent of the continuing
caseIoad will require educational services when they enter the GAIN
program. Given the $2,000 cost to support one person in the education
component, this caseload increase has a major impact on program costs.
In fact, the combined impact of higher caseload and increased unit costs
(see' below) in the education component has increased the total cost of
this component from $16 million to $152 million (most of which-$137
million~isfrom the General Fund).
The increased caseload anticipated in the education component increases the, ,General Fund costs of GAIN in another way. The department's original estimate of education costs did not include any costs to
pay the schools for the instruction provided to GAIN participants. The
department' assumed the schools could accommodate the expected
number of GAIN participants within their existing capacity. However,
the schools have indicated that they cannot accommodate the much
higher demand for educational services which is now expected. Thus, the
department's current estimate includes $68'Inillion to pay the schools for
the cost of educating GAIN participants atfuII implementation.
The other changes in comporient caseloads are less pronounced than
the change in education caseloads. Most of these changes involve caseload
reductions, but the fiscal impact of the reductions is more than offset by
increases in the unit costs of the components.
Unit Cost Factors

Uriitcosts include several'types of expenditures. For example, the unit
cost for education (now'estimated at almost '$2,(00) includes the education cost paId to the school, the county administration costs for monitoring the individual's progressduririg education, and the cost of child care
and transportation paid to the individual while attending school. As
6-77313
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shown in Table 27, the department's estimate of GAIN unit costs at full
implementation have increased for every component of the program.
These Unit costs, which reflect the costs of each component on a
per-participant basis, are, affected by a variety of factors. For example,
unit costs can change based on how long participants remain in a
component. They can also change as a result of changes in the level of
resources allocated to a component, such as occurs when a county assigns
more staff to perform a function or when contractors charge higher fees
than originally anticipated.
Table 27
Increase in GAIN Unit Costs at
Full Implementation 8

January
Unit Cost b

Registration, orientation, appraisal
;
Education
Job club/job search
:
Assessment

.
.
.
.

Training

.

Long-term PREP..••....•• ;............•...•.....
Transitional child care
.
Average Cost per Registrant
.

January

/986

/986

Estimate

fI

Estimate
$99

612

1,967

307
204
1,899
1,750
535
$1,777

694
337
3,244
2,642

Change

-lli
$4,079 ,

a Source: Department of Social Services.
b These costs reflect the average total cost for an individual to participate in each component. Individuals
might receive services in several different components in any given year. Costs include redirected
resources.

The major unit cost increases reflected in Table ate as follows:

• Increased Registration, Orientation, and Appraisal Costs, The
expenditures under this component are primarilyfor county staff to
register new participants, inform them about the program, administer the CASAS test, and complete a basic contract with the participant, The increased unit, costs of this component are primarily due to
an increase in the estimate' of the amoJ.lIlt of county staff time needed
to perform these functions. The increase is based on county funding
requests submitted with the county plans for operation of the GAIN
program. Because the total costs, of thi~ component a.re. relatively
srnall, the large increase in unit costs does not have 'a major impact
on overall costs.
"
• Increased Education Costs. This increase occurred because the
department's original estimate assumed that school costs would be
covered using existing resources. In its most recent estimate, the DSS
has built in costs to pay. schools to provide instruction and to pay both
county and school staff to monitor and track GAIN participants. In
addition, the DSS has increased its estimate of the cost to provide
child care and transportation to participants in this component.
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• Increased Job Club and Job Search Costs. This rise is primarily due
to increased costs for coilnty staff. For example, the department now
assumes that counties will need two social workers rather than one to
run a job club. In addition, the department has changed its assumptions about the child care needs of participants in certain job search
activities. Previously, the estimate assumed that people' would conduct their job search while their children were in school so they
would not need child care. The DSS' most recent estimate includes
costs for child care during this job sear~h period.
' .
• Increased Training Costs. This increase reflects higher costs reported by Job Training Partnership Act providers. In addition, the.
department has added to its estimate $200 per participant to pay
county and contract staff'to find on-the-job training and work
experience opportunities with employers.
In addition to these increased costs in specific components, the
department has revised its assumptions regarding several general cost
factors which affect all components. For .example, the department has
doubled its estimate of the costs of the monthly transportation allowance
(from $32 to $65) based on actual county experience.
WHAT ARE THE LEGISLATURE'S FUNDING OPTIONS
FOR THE GAIN PROGRAM IN 1988-89 AND IN THE FUTURE?

The. 1988-89 budget presents the Legislature with major policy decisions regarding funding for the GAIN. program. As opposed to the
expected increase in the budget due to the program's phase-in, the
doubling of the department's estimate ofthe full implementation costs of
the program results. in an unexpected increase. The result is that full
funding of the program in 1988-89 would cost an estimated $542 million
(includes state and federal funds appropriated for GAIN and existing
resources redirected for GAIN), which is an increase of $332 million, or
158 percent, over the amount provided in the current year. Moreover,
the costs of. the GAIN program are expected to grow even more in
1989-90.
Although the administration has characterized the budget proposal as
a temporary approach, we believe that the administration's proposal
could set a precedent for GAIN funding for years to come. For example,
if the program is underfunded in 1988-89by $134 million ($97 million
General Fund), full funding in 1989-90 not only would require the
Legislature to restore this amount to the base, but also would require an
additional funding increase of $218 million ($129 million General Fund),
reflecting the program's anticipated growth.
The Covernor's Budget, then, has responded to the rising costs of the
GAIN program in one way. Our review indicates, however, that there are
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a number of funding options available to the Legislature. We have
grouped these options into the following three categories:
• Provide full funding without changing the scope or design of the
program.
• Address some or all of the funding shortfall by restricting program
participation.
• Address some or all of the funding shortfall by changing the program
design.
Full Funding-No Chonge in Progrom Scope

One funding option available to the Legislature is to provide adequate
funding to ensure that GAIN will operate at full caseloads in all counties
with no reductions in the services it now provides. As noted above, the
DSS' estimate indicates that full funding would require an additional
General Fund commitment of $97 million over the amount proposed in
the budget. By the time of the May revision, however, this figure could
change substantially, for three reasons:
• Uncertainties Regarding the DSS Estimate of Costs. As we have
noted in our discussion of the DSS' estimate, the department's figures
are based on preliminary data from 18 counties. By the time of the
May revision, an additional six months of data will be available and
the department will have had an opportunity to review the budget
requests of some of the major counties that have not yet implemented GAIN. We cannot predict whether this information .will
increase or decrease the department's estimate, but it is quite
possible that it will substantially change the estimate.
• Unexpended Current-Year Funds for GAIN Could Reduce Addi~
tional General Fund Need in the Budget Year. Because of delays in
county implementation and lower-than-anticipated caseloads and
costs in certain GAIN components, it is likely that the counties will
not spend a substantial portion of the funds allocated to them for'
1987-88. The department has not revised its current-year budget to
reflect this situation (thus,. these probable "savings" are not now
counted in General Fund surplus totals). Ordinarily, if these funds
are not spent, they would revert to the. General Fund. To the extent
that the Legislature earmarks these. funds to support the GAIN
program in 1988-89, however, they could substantially reduce the
need for new General Fund resources. (In our review of Item
5180-151 in the Analysis, we recornrnendthat the department
provide the Legislature with its most recent estimate of unexpended
current-year funds.)
• California Might Receive Additional Federal Funds. It is possible
that enactment of a federal welfare reform proposal, several of which
are pending in Congress; could provide a substantial amount of
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additional federal money which could be used to offset parlof the
costs of the GAIN program in 1988-89 and thereafter. At the moment,
however, we do. not know what the chances are that the funds will be
available or how much additional fmiding such a proposal would
provide for California. Obviously, any increase in the amount. of
federal funds available. for GAIN would reduce the amount of the
. budget-year shortfall which would have to be met with General
Fund monies. We anticipate that the Legislature will have better
information about this federal legislation by May.
In addition to these factors, which could reduce the amount of General
Fund resources that the Legislature would have to commit in order to
achieve full funding for the GAIN program, we have identified two
strategies available to. the Legislature which could minimize the need for
additional resources while still fully funding GAIN.

The Legislature Could Require DSS' to Implement a System for
Containing GAIN Costs. One way to reduce the General Fund cost of
fully funding the GAIN program would be for the Legislature to
encourage the department to continue to refine its county allocation
process. Our review of county allocations' to date and the assumptions
behind the department's estimate of GAIN costs indicates that there may
be opportunities to substantially reduce the net costs of the GAIN
program without changing its basic design or restricting participation in
it. We base this conclusion on the considerable variation that exists in
county costs, suggesting that in some cases counties could (1) provide
GAIN services more efficiently and (2) take better advantage of existing
resources that coujd be redirected from other programs. In our review of
Item 5180 in the Analysis, we describe these cost variations and
recommend that the department report to the Legislature on its plans to
develop a system for containing GAIN costs. Although cost containment
measures are not likely to reduce the General Fund costs of the program
substantially in the short run, we believe they have the potential to make
a significant difference in the long run.
The Legislature Could Mandate That Existing Education and Train-.
ing Programs Devote More Resources to the GAIN Program. Another
way to reduce the new General Fund costs of the GAIN program would
be to require other state programs to provide more serviCeS to GAIN
clients. Existing programs have already made a substantial commitment
to serve GAIN participants within their existing resources. These current
commitments are generally base.d on serving the same number. of GAIN
participants as these programs served AFDC recipients in the past. In
addition to' requiring counties to take better advantage of the resources
already available to GAIN, however, the Legislature could require that
adult education programs, community colleges, or.the Employment
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Development Department's job service program devote an increased
level of resources to serve GAIN participants. This would have the effect
of reducing the amount of General Fwid (and federal £wid) money
needed to meet the budget shortfall, but could also displace non-GAIN
individuals in these programs. Obviously, the deCision to redirect more
existing training and education resources to' GAIN is a major policy
decision.
By the time the department submits its May estimate, the Legislature
should have a better sense of how much it would cost to fully fund the
GAIN program. At that time, the Legislature will be better able to assess
how much of a General Fund augmentation would'be needed to provide
full £widing in 1988-89. In the event that the Legislature determines,
based on its fiscal priorities, that providing this amount of additional
General Fund support for the GAIN program is not possible, there are two
approaches to reducing the £widing requirements of the program: (1)
participation restrictions and (2) reductions in the scope of services.
Restrictions in Program Participation

The GAIN statute provides for restrictions in program participation in
the event that counties face an unexpected increase in GAIN expenditures (see Chart 41, above). Clearly, one option available to the Legislature
is simply to use this existing method as a means of reducing GAIN
expenditures. The major advantage of this provision is that it allows the
Legislature to determine a £widing level for GAIN during the budget
process.
We would, however, point out three concerns with this approach. First,
it lacks predictability. Because counties would not know from year to year
how many people they could serve, it would be difficult for them to
maintain stable county staffing levels and to enter into reasonably certain
contracts with service providers. Second, given a specified funding level,
different counties might end up implementing more or less of the
statutory reductions depending on their relative costs to provide services
and the proportion of their AFDC caseload which falls into the various
categories on the statutory reduction list. Third, the order for restricting
participation outlined in current law (particularly with regard to volunteers) may not be the best way to achieve legislative intent to target
GAIN services where they will have the most impact. Generally, the
current list calls for excluding first those who are most likely to leave aid
on their own. However, the list excludes volunteers relatively quickly,
before AFDC-FG applicants. Most volunteers are women with children
under the age of six, many of whom have been on aid for a longer time
and have less work experience than most applicants. They may, therefore, be less likely than AFDC-FG applicants to leave aid on their own;
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The Governor's Proposal Is Just One Way of Reducing GAIN
Expenditures Through Participation Restrictions. The budget proposes
to reduce expenditures by approximately $134 million by restricting the
number of recipients served in 40 counties and providing full funding to
18 counties. While using program participation restrictions to limit
expenditures is consistent with the provisions of Ch 1025/85, there are at
least two major problems with the administration's proposal:
1. It Treats Counties Differently. Specifically, the Governor~s twotiered approach would result in different requirements for program
participation in different counties. This differential county funding is
based solely on timing-counties which implemented GAIN first will
receive full funding while those which implement later will receive
reduced funding. The proposal does not take into account the relative
efficiency of programs in operating counties, nor does ittake into account
the different costs of providing services in various counties.

2. It Sets a Precedent Which Will be Difficult to Reverse. We believe
that if the two-tiered approach proposed by the Governor is implemented in 1988-89, it will be difficult for the Legislature to put the
program on an equal footing in all 58 counties anytime in the near future.
An Alternative to the Budget's Two-Tiered Approach Would Be to
Implement Participation Restrictions More Equitably Among the
Counties. While recognizing the importance of minimizing disruption in
the already operating counties, the Legislature may wish to implement
some program participation restrictions in these counties in the budget
year. For example, the budget could require the 18 operating counties to
stop serving new AFDC-U applicants. This restriction would not impose
a major burden on these counties, since new AFDC-U applicants account
for only about 10 percent of their caseloads. This approach would free up
funds from the operating counties which could be used to increase funds
available for the remaining counties. More importantly, however, it
would send a clear signal to all counties that GAIN is intended to be a
uniform statewide program.
Reductions in Scope of Services

In addition to providing for participation restrictions as a mechanism to
reduce GAIN expenditures, Chapter 1025 suggests another option that
the Legislature may wish to consider for reducing program expenditures.
Specifically, the law requires that counties give priority in providing
expensive services (such as supported work and lengthy classroom
training) to individuals who have been on aid for at least two years or
who have little or no work history. The Legislature may wish to consider
requiring counties to serve a full caseload, but provide a reduced level of
service to certain individuals.
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There are various ways the Legislature could consider modifying the
design of the program.in a manner which is consistent with its intent to
target expensive services to those who need them most. For example,
counties could provide ouly job search to AFDC-U applicants because
they are most likely to remain on aid for the shortest period and have
recent work experience.. Alternatively, the counties could limit the
amount of extended educational and training services they provide to
AFDC applicants or to recipients who have ouly been on aid for a short
time. Obviously, changes of this magnitude involve basic policy decisions
about the design of the GAIN program.
.
Summary

Although the actual costs of the GAIN program remain uncertain,
recent estimates suggest that the program will be substantially more
costly than anticipated. The Governor's Budget proposes not to fund the
full costs of the. program estimated for 1988-89. The 1988-89 budget
presents the Legislature, with a major policy decision regarding funding
for this program: to fully fund the existing program, or to reduce the
scope of the program-either through participation or service reductions.
We believe that, to the extent possible, the Legislature's actions on the
budget should be considered in light of their long-term implications for
the GAIN program.
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Meeting the Costs of Federal Immigration Reform
What Strategy Should the Legislature Use in Spending Federal Monies
Provided Under the Immigration Reform and Control Act (IRCA) P
Summary

The administration expects the federal government to approve up to
"'900,000 illegal aliens in California for legal resident status under the
amnesty provisions of IRCA.
o -The 1988-89 Governor's Budget proposes a specific plan to spend an
estimated $1. 7 billion in federal funds that will come to California
over the nextfour years to pay for the health, welfare, and education
costs of eligible legalized aliens.
o The Legislature has the opportunity to recast the use of thesefederal
funds in order to set its own service priorities for legalized aliens and
improve its flexibility regarding the availability and use of General
Fund monies.
o We suggest four fiscal guidelines for the Legislature to use in
allocating federal funds: .
o. Give high priority to funding unavoidable new costs.
o Keep spending plans flexible as cost information improves with
time.
o Minimize the amount of new General Fund support that is needed
in anyone year once federal funds are exhausted.
o Use "freed up"funds to support one-time or 'limited-term projects.
o

o

We recommend the Health and Welfare Agency report specified
information to the appropriate fIScal and policy committees that
would help the Legislature understand the administration s proposal
and develop its own spending plan.

In October 1986, Congress passed legislation substantially amending
federal law governing legal and illegal immigration into the United
States. These amendments, known as the Immigration Reform and
Control Act (IRCA), authorized a general amnesty for certain groups of
illegal aliens already in the country, holding out eventual Citizenship to
these individuals. In addition, the amendments created employer sanctions in the hopes of discouraging future illegal immigration.
The IRCA legislation included $4 billion in federal funcis to pay for the
cost of certain state and federal services that would. be available to. legal
aliens, as well as the costs of registering, reviewing, and approving
individuals applying for legal alien status; These funds-known as State
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Legalization Impact Assistance Grants (SLlAG)-will be made available
to the states beginning in 1987-88.
In this analysis, we discuss the administration's plan to spend SLlAG
funds available to California under IRCA. We also identify and discuss
alternate strategies that the Legislature may want to consider in order to
maintain its financial flexibility over the long-run.
BACKGROUND
The IRCA recognizes two new groups that may lawfully gain citizenship in the United States. First, undocumented aliens who have lived in
the country continuously since January 1982 may become legal residents
if they apply to the federal Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS)
between May 6, 1987 and May 5, 1988. For the purpose of this discussion,
we will refer to these applicants as undocumented workers (UWs). After
reviewing an application for legalization, the INS grants an eligible UW
temporary resident status. Each person then must apply for permanent
resident status within a specified period. The law requires temporary
residents to show progress toward attaining minimum English and civics
competencies in order to obtain permanent status.,
The second group now eligible for citizenship is agricultural workers.
Specifically, the act permits undocumented immigrants to apply for
temporary resident status if they worked in US agriculture for a
minimum of 90 days during the period May I, 1985 to May 1, 1986. These
individuals, known as Special Agricultural Workers (SAWs), must apply
to the INS by September I, 1988 for temporary status. SAWs also would
be eligible subsequently for permanent resident status and citizenship.
The law also authorizes temporary work status, to "replenishment
agricultural workers" (RAWs) beginning in 1990, should the federal
government determine that an agricultural labor shortage exists. The
federal' govemmentwould not, however, offer replenishment workers
permanent resident status. For this discussion, the term "legalized alien"
does not include RAWs.
Limitation on Welfare Benefits. The IRCA restricts legalized aliens'
eligibility for receiving specified federal welfare benefits for a five-year
period after they become legal aliens. Specifically:
• Federal AFDC benefits are banned. Under California law, however,
legal aliens would be eligible, for three months of state-funded
AFDC. '
• Some Medi-Cal benefits are permitted-children, aged, blind, and
disabled persons are entitled to receive a full scope of benefits; adults
in farnilies with children are limited to emergency and pregnancyrelated services.
• SAWs-but not UWs-are eligible for food stamps.
• All aliens who qualify are eligible to receive SSI/SSP.
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How Mony People

wm

Be Legollzed inColifornio?

The Oepartment of Finance (OOF) estimates that 1.7 million individuals are eligible to receive temporary resident status in California. Of
these persons, OOF estimates that 55 percent, or 950,00<) inunigrants, will
apply for amnesty by May 1988. The department projects that the group
of applicants will be composed of 850,000 UWs (89 percent) and 100,000
SAWs (11 percent). To determine the number of temporary residents
approved in California, OOF assumed that 95 percent, or 900,000, of the
state's applicants will be approved by INS as temporary residents.
The actual number of applicants may fall somewhat lower than the
OOF projections. As of November 27; 1987, 570,000 persons had applied
for legalization in California. Of these applicants, 476,000(84 percent) are
UWs, and 94,000 (16 percent) are SAWs. The rate of new applications has
fallen significantly sioce the summer months, however. Should applications continue at this slower rate, we project that only 850,000 total
applications would be submitted by May 1988, or 100,000 fewer than
estimated by OOF. Given the current INS approval rate of 95 percent (as
estimated by OOF), the lower application total would translate ioto
about 810,000 approved applications, about 90,000 less than estimated.
Existing trends also suggest that the composition of the applicants will
be different than estimated by OOF, as well. Of the total applications,
200,000 applications-double the OOF estimate-would be SAWs. The
remaioing 650,000 would be UWs.
Projecting the number of inunigrants that will apply for amnesty is
very difficult. According to OOF, the assumption that 55 percent of the
potential applicant pool will submit an application is based on educated
guesses, as the almost total lack of data does not allow a more analytically
based figure. There are a number of reasons why potentially eligible
aliens would not apply. For example, each family member must separately apply for amnesty. Because the federal act does not treat families
uniformly for the purposes of amnesty, one member may not apply for
temporary status if he or she worries the application itself might
endanger the anonymity of members who are ioeligible for amnesty.
The number and demographic makeup of the population of approved
resident aliens has important fiscal implications. The actual number of
resident aliens will help define the total amount of health, education, and
welfare services that may be supported with federal SLIAG funds. The
demographic makeup of the population will allow more accurate identification of how each state or local program will be affected. We will
continue to track the number and composition of applicants and the
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approval rate in order to ensure that the Legislatur~ has the infortnation
it needs to allocate funds in a manner consistent with its priorities.
WHAT IS THE ADMINIST.RATION'S PROPOSAL
FOR THE USE OF SLiAG FUNDS?

As discussed above, IRCA appropriates $4 billion to reimburse state and
local governments for the cost of health, welfare, and education expenses
incurred .in assisting legalized aliens. These monies, minus the federal
costs of Medi-Cal, SSI/SSP and food stamps that are provided to legalized
aliens (known as the federal offset), will be allocated to states based on a
formula that includes: the number of legalized immigrants living in the
state, the percent of all u.s. legalized aliens living in the state, and
estimated state and local expenditures to provide assistance to legal
immigrants.
Table 28 displays the amount of SLIAG funds potentially available to
California as well as the expenditure of these funds from 1987-88 through

a Appropriated on a federal fiscal-year basis. which runs from October 1 through September 30 of each
year.
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1991-92, as proposed in the 1988-89 Governor's Budget. These estimates
were assembled by the Health and Welfare Agency, which was designated lead agency for IRCA implementation. Of the $3 billion federal
funds available to states (after adjusting for the federal offset), the agency
estimates that 57 percent will be allocated to California, for a total of $1.7
billion over the four-year period.
The budget proposes to spend these funds over a five-year period, from
1987-88 through 1991-92. According to the agency, federal regulations
appear to allow states to carryover SLIAG funds from year to year.
Taking advantage of this flexibility, the plan proposes spending only
$145.7 million of the $530.1 million available during 1987-88. The remaining $384.4 of the state's 1987-88 allocation of federal funds would be
carried over for use in future years. By carrying these surpluses over each
year, the budget proposal makes sufficient funds available to support
program costs.in the fifth year, 1991-92.

How Are the Funds Allocated By Function? The expenditure plan
shows that $1.3 billion, or 74 percent, of the state's total SLIAG allocation
would pay for public assistance costs for individuals who become
temporary or permanent residents under the IRCA amnesty provisions.
(Certain medical services are considered public assistance costs under
IRCA). The remainder of the funds are allocated to educational services
(21 percent) and public health services (5 percent).
The pattern of costs over time in these three areas are quite different,
presumably reflecting the admin.istration's assessment of when costs will
occur. Specifically:
• Public assistance costs grow rapidly and then stabilize in the last two
years. This expenditure pattern apparently is based on an assumption
of increasing demand for AFDC and general assistance over time.
• Education expenses grow rapidly and then decline. This expenditure
pattern may reflect the need for English and civics instruction before
aliens make the transition from temporary to permanent resident
status.
• Public health costs dimin.ish steadily over time. These estimates
appear to assume that health problems of most legal.ized al.iens will
be discovered and addressed early.
How Are the Funds Allocated By Level ofGovernment? As proposed,
locally funded programs would receive two-thirds of all SLIAG funds
made available to California. The distinction between what constitutes a
state or locally funded program often is difficult to discern because both
levels of government provide funding to the same programs. For this
analysis, we assumed that a program is funded by whichever level of
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government would have paid for additional services needed by newly
legalized aliens absent the new SLlAG funds. Using this criterion, costs of
general assistance, medical services for indigents, and education programs generally ~ould be born by local agencies. These programs
account, for $1.1 billion (63 percent) of the SLlAG funds ayailable to
California. Specifically, $346 million (20 percent) is targeted to local
education agencies, and $753 million (43 percent) to county governments. The remaining 35 percent in federal funds would go to state'
funded programs.

How. Will the Funds BeAppropriated? At the time this analysis was
prepared, current-year funds had not been proposed for expenditure
pursuant to Section 14 of the 1987 Budget Act. This section was added to
give the Legislature a 6O-day period for review of the administration's
plan to spend SLlAG funds. Presumably, the administration will be using
this section to (1) propose expenditure of $146 million in 1987-88, per the
Governor's Budget, and (2) present to the Legislature its plan for the
expenditure of SLlAG monies.
The administration proposes to appropriate most of the budg-"t-year
SLIAGmonies ($291 million) through Section 23.5 of the 1988 Budget
Bill. This control section would allow the Department of Finance the
flexibility to allocate funds to individual programs and departments as
necessary to meet allowable costs; As a result, individual program and
departmental budgets generally do not reflect the availability of SLlAG
funds. There are two exceptions: the Medi-Cal and County Medical
"Services program budgets have included these funds in their expenditure
estimates. The agency advises that most programs will reflect the
availability of SLlAG funds through a Department of Finance budget
amendment letter or as part of the revision of expenditure estimates tJ,at
occurs in May.
The section also contains a number of other significant provisions that
regulate the use of SLlAG funds. Included in the section is language that:
• Limits funding for Medi-Cal services to pay for ouly those services
that are eligible for federal financial participation.
• Requires the Department of Education (SDE) to develop,a plan to
administer education funds made available under the agency's
SLlAG proposal. The language would require SDE to describe in the
plan the appropriate division of responsibility for providing adult
education services between local school districts arid the community
colleges.
'
• Authorizes the Department of Finance within 10 days of notifying
the Joint Legislative Budget Committee to reallocate SLIAG funds
among different public health programs or between the "general
assistance" and state-only AFDC allocations. Normally, the realloca-
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tions would be subject to Section 28 or Section 6.5 of the Budget Bill,
which contain 30-day waiting periods.
We discuss these and other matters in our analysis of Section 23.5
contained in the Analysis of the 1988-89 Budget Bill.
SLiAG EXPENDITURE PLAN POSES MAJOR FISCAL AND POLICY ISSUES

With so many programs involved, and because there is so little
information about the services needed by legalized aliens, there are a
large number of issues that the Legislature will need to address during
the coming months and years. In the following section, we discuss the
Legislature's options concerning the SLIAG funds in general terms,
addressing three questions: (I) What does the Legislature need to
consider in devising a SLIAG funding plan? (2) What guidelines would
help the Legislature in developing its strategy? and (3) What additional
information does the Legislature need in order to fully evaluate the
administration's plan?
What Are the Major Components of a SLiAG Funding Plan?

The agency's SLIAG spending plan represents the administration's
strategy for providing health, weitare, and educationser.vices to newly
legalized aliens. As such, it.addresses theadIDinistration's preference on
three key IRCA policy decisions: (1) the programs to receive SLIAG
funding; (2) the additional funding needs of each program; and (3) the
time period over which SLIAG funds support these costs. The Legislature, however, may choose to decide these matters very differently. The
options available to the Legislature are discussed below. ,

Other Services Could.Be Funded with SLIAG Funds. Although the
budget proposes to support 21 different programs, our analysis indicates
that the Legislature could elect to support IRCA-relatedcosts incurred by
four additional health and .welfare programs as well as a higher level of
support for. the 'adult education and K-12 programs. (Additional funds
given to K,12 programs-known as.the "supplement"-wouldincrease
support: for avariety of.activities to schools in which a significant number
oflegalized aliens were enrolled.) Table 29 illustrates that, in 1988-89, $21.5
million in health and welfare costs and up to $80 million in education
costs could be supported from SLIAG funds but have not been included
in the Governor's proposal. 'Therefore, based on these estimates, the
Legislature could spend $395 million of tl,e SLIAG funds in the budget
year ($291 million proposed in the 1988·89 budget plus an additional $102
million identified in Table 29).
. .
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Table 29
Potantial Costs Eligible for SLIAG Funding
That Are Not Included in the Governor's Plan
1988-89 Costs
(dollars in millions)

Estimated
Program

1988-89 Costs

Health and Welfare
Mental health

Migrant fannworker housing
Alcohol and drug treabnent ,
In·home supportive services
Snbtotal
Education:
Adult education
' ;
K-12 supplement
Snbtotal

Total

.

'
.'

,.. :
,

;
~

,.

~""',o""'"

.
.
:

,

($21.5)

.-.
.
..

($80.0)

.

$101.5

$76.0'

4.0'

a Health and Welfare Agency estimates.
Costs estimated at less than $100,000 in 1988-89.
"Assumes additional education or job skill training is desired.
d Assumes that final federal regulations would permit these additional funds to be allocated to the K-12
b

supplement.

' .

The consequences of not funding these services with SLIAG monies
differ by program. Migrant farmworker housing, alcohol and drug
treatment, mental health and· adult education programs would not
automatically receive funding increases to compensate for increased
demand for services. This is because these programs must try to satisfy
demand for services within a specified annual appropriation. Thus, these
four programs would provide services to newly legalized aliens by
displacing other potential participants. The In-HomeSupportive SerVices
(IHSS) program generally serves all eligible individuals needing assistance. Therefore, additional costs to this program probably would be
funded with General Fund monies.
The consequences of not funding a higher level of educatio'; services
are somewhat different. The Governor's proposed SLIAG·plan already
allocates funds to K-12 and adult education programs. Amounts shown in
Table 29, therefore, illustrate the additional funding that could be spent <:>n
education under federal law. This increased spending <!ouldallow
legalized aliens to further improve their basic skills.
.

The Budget Proposes to Reimburse Programs for Their Total-Not
lncremental-lRCA Costs. Many of the 21. programs for which the
budget proposes funding currently serve the illegal immigrant population. As a result, some of the funds needed to provide services to legalized
aliens are already in the base budgets for these programs. For instance,
county health services programs currently attend to the health needs of
the undocumented alien population through the "AB 8" program, which
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is supported by a combination of state and local monies. According to an
estimate made by the. Department of Health Services, approximately
two-thirds of aliens that will he legalized are already receiving services
through existing county health programs. There is great uncertainty over
the· actual level of services currently provided by programs. If, however,
the department's estimate is reasonable, the new cost to county pro~
grams-the additional cost b~yond the amounts currently budgetedwill be far less than proposed in the Governor's Budget.
The budget proposal acknowledges, but do~s not include, estimates of
the amount of SLIAG funding that would support expenditures already in
the base. According to the agency, there is too much unce~tainty over the
extent to which legalized aliens are currently receiving services.· The
Departments of Health Services and Education, however, have provided
estimates of the services proposed for funding with SLIAG funds that
would have been provided within. existing program resources.. These
figures are summarized in Table 30. The table shows how fotal SLIAG
funds are proposed to be distributed between these "base" services and
"new" services. It indicates that one-quarter-{)r about $435 rnillio~-{)f
the total would supplant funds that are already in state and local
governments' existing budgets.
Tabla 30
Total SLiAG Funding
New Services and Base Funding

t987-88 through t99t-92
(in millions)

Program
Public bealth (all programs)
.
Medi-Cal
.
M~cally In~~~t Services program
,
.
.
Pnmary care clinics
Adult education
;
.
Other prograInS a •••••••••••••.•••.••••••••••••••••••••
Totals
.

Towl SLIAG
Funds
$92
212
395

64
337

"New"

Services
$68

"Base"
Funding
$24

131

81

134

281

5'·

281

.635

635

$1,735

$1,300

13

56
. $435

a The Deparbnent of Social Services did not estimate the''amount of funds that existing cash"a.snstance
or social.service programs currently spend on the undocumented alien population. We' have' placed
all'the monies in the "NeW Services" category, however, because it appears that very little service
in these areas currently is being provided;

We would caution against using these numbers to make ·al1ocation
decisions for specific programs because these estimates are little better
than educated guesses. At this time, there is very little data available to
determine the level of services currently provided by most of these
programs. The table illustrates the general point, however,. that the
Governor's proposal does much more than simply fund new IRCA-
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related costs-the propoSli! aiso would use SLIAG funds to pay programs
for services already provided to undocumented aliens with state or local
monies.
The budget's proposed use of SLIAG monies to "buyout" existing
expenditures for, this group would have one of two effects. First, the
"freed up" state and local funds could be used to augment program
spending.'TheseadditionaJ. monies could be used: (a) to enhance service
levels for all program participants (federal. rules require that aliens
receive the same services as other participants, and higher service levels
would have to be available to all program participants) or (b) for other
p"!P0ses (increased salaries, equipment purchases, replacement of
revenue losses from other sources). For instance, counties could redirect
the funds currently devoted to health 'services for legal aliens in order to
improve services for all recipients of county health services.
Second, these extra funds could provide fiscal relief to state or local
governments. That is, governments could siffiply "bank" these funds and
redirect them for any other purpose.,
.
While it is impossible to know in all ,situations how governments will
respond to SLIAG "base displacement"-the buyout of existing expenditure~ur review indicates that the following scenarios are likely to
occur:

• Program Augmentations. Local education agencies and primary
care clinics probably would use the SLIAG funds for enhanced
services or other purposes. Since Unspent funds resulting from
SLIAG "displacement" would revert to the state and could not be
used in other ways by these agencies, they would have incentives to
spend the funds in some way.
• Fiscal Relief. The proposed five-year Medi-Cal allocation of $81
million for base services would result in fiscal relief to the state. This
is because recent changes in federal law require the Medi-Cal
program to provide emergency medical services to specified undocumented aliens. The 1988-89 budget reflects the fiscal relief approach, as the Medi-Cal General Fund budget has been reduced by
the amount of proposed SLIAG funds.
• Combination. Local health programs, including the Medically Indigent Services program (MISP) and public health components,
probably would choose a combination of funding augmentations and
fiscal relief. For example, counties could use MISP funds to provide
·county fiscal relief by reducing expenditures on "AB 8" health
services if they currently spend more than is required under existing
state funding rules (referred to as '''overmatched'' funds). Once
counties eliminate the local "overmatch," however, they would
probably choose to enhance local services rather than return state
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General Fund monies. (Please see Item 4260 in our Analysis for more
extensive discussion of this particular issue.)
.The Legislature can control the extent to which SLIAG funds are used
to increase program funding levels and provide fiscal relief, as well as
which programs and levels of government will receive these benefits. For
example, the Legislature could choose to redirect SLIAG support for local
MISP programs-which generates county fiscal relief and program
augmentations-in order to create more state fiscal relief. The budget
proposes to allocate $395 million in SLIAG funds for the MISP program
over the funding period. The. budget also provides an aunual appropriation ($495 million from the General Fund in 1988-89) for the existing
MISP program. The Legislature could reduce over the next few years
existing General Fund-supported spending by up to $260 million (our
estimate of the amount that would be provided to mCA-eligible aliens by
the existing MISP program) and instead appropriate SLIAG funds to
support these costs. This would result in fiscal relief to the state.
Using SLIAG funds to replace existing General Fund expenditures has
at least one serious drawback, however. The Governor's Budget expects
SLIAG funds to last until 1991-92. When the funds are exhausted, the
General Fund monies will have to be restored to the budget. If during the
intervening years the freed-up monies are redirected to support an
ongoing program with funding needs that extend beyond 1991-9l!, there
may not be sufficient funds or room within the state's appropriations limit
to support both the restoration and the newly funded program's needs.
SLIAG Funds Could Be Made Available for Two Additional Years.
The budget proposes spending SLIAG funds over a five-year period, from
1987-88 through 1991-92. During this time, all $1.7 billion in federal funds
would be spent. The Governor's proposal does not identify how the
continuing costs of services would be funded once SLIAG monies are
exhausted. The proposal recognizes this problem, however, stating that
the issue will be addressed at a later time.
Federal law allows the state to use SLIAG monies for up to two years
longer than proposed in the budget. Thus, the Legislature could stretch
out the use of SLIAG funds through 1993-94. In order to have SLIAG
funds available in 1993-94, however, fewer funds than proposed by the
budget would be spent during the earlier years ofthe plan. The pros and
cons of these two choices are as follows:
• Early Spending. The advantage of early spending is that it makes
program augmentations and fiscal relief available right away. The
disadvantage is that state and local governments will face great
pressure to maintain new services and henefits once SLIAG funds are
exhausted.
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• Stretched Out Spending. The advantage of spending SLIAG funds in
later years is that it protects state and local funds from costs incurred
in 1992-93 and 1993-94. It also protects state and local resources in the
event that new costs in any year are higher than anticipated. The
. main drawback of stretched-out spending is that the state may not be
able to take full advantage of any additional federal funds that are
made available in future years.
What Guidelines Should Govern Legislative Decisionmaking?

In developing a strategy on allocating SLIAG funds, there is no "right"
or "best" approach. The strategy selected by the Legislature will depend
on its preferences with regard to the key policy decisionsdiscussed above.
There are, however, some fiscal guidelines that we believe deserve high
priority in the Legislature's planning process:

• Give High Priority to Funding New Costs. Without SLIAG monies,
new costs will be supported from existing state or local funds. The
Governor's plan generally funds new costs of services with two
exceptions. First, the proposed plan does not support new costs
associated with four health and welfare programs that may experience increased demand for services due to IHeA. Second, the
proposed plan does not budget any funds for new costs incurred in
1992-93 or 1993-94. We think the Legislature should give high priority
to funding these unavoidable new costs.
• Keep Spending Plans Flexible as Cost Information Improves With
Time. We think it highly likely that actual costs will prove to be much
different than projected in the Governor's budget. This is not
because the budget estimates are poorly done. There simply is so
little information to work with that reliable estimates are not a
possibility. As more information becomes available on the additional
services legalized immigrants need from state and local programs,
the Legislature's assessment of how to spend SLIAG funds may
change. For instance, if legalized aliens do not demand the level of
adult education services proposed in the state's plan, the Legislature
may want to redirect SLlAG funds to another purpose. Thus, it is
important to stay flexible as information on the need for services
.improves.
• Minimize the Discontinuity Effect. We estimate that the cost of
continuing the plan proposed in the Governor's Budget in 1992-93
and 1993-94 is approximately $350 million a year. If no SLlAG funds
are available, these costs would be supported by state and local
governments begimling in 1992-93. Taking steps to minimize this
abrupt increase-or discontinuity-would allow state and local governments to incorporate the increase into base budgets more easily.
One way of minimizing the discontinuity is to phase out the use of
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SLIAG funds over a few years. This would allow governments to
include new costs in base budgets over a longer period.
• Use "Supplanted Funds" to Support One-Time or Limited-Term
Projects. As· discussed above, the Governor's SLIAG spending proposal will allow some programs to supplant existing spending on
aliens and thereby augment program funding levels. When SLIAG
funds are exhausted, however, there will be pressure to replace the
federal funds with state General Fund monies in order to maintain
the same level of funding in the future. Therefore, the Legislature
should be careful about appropriating the funds to on-going programs and consider· instead ush:tg supplanted funds to support
one-time or limited-term projects.

An Alternative Spending Plan. The above guidelines suggest that, at
least from a fiscal and budgetary perspective, there may be a better way
to allocate the !RCA funds. Charts 43 and 44 illustrate the Governor's
proposal and compare it with one such hypothetical alternative. Both
charts show total state and local spending for all !RCA-related programs
over the period 1987-88 through 1993-94. The center line shows what
might have happened to state and local spending if !RCA had not passed.
This is the "baseline," which includes funds currently expended by
programs on !RCA-eligible aliens. The top line represents existing
governmental costs plus additional, or new, costs of providing services to
legal immigrants. The bottom line represents governmental spending less
the cost of services that programs currently provide to legalized aliens.
The space between the top and bottom lines, therefore, represents total
spending to provide services to eligible aliens.
Chart 43 illustrates how the Governor's budget proposes to spend
SLIAG monies. Funds will support the total cost of services delivered to
legalized aliens~both the existing and additional costs-through 1991-92.
At that point, SLIAG funds are exhausted. Therefore, in 1992-93, the
demand for services is at point A, but program budgets have sufficient
funds to provide services only up to point B. As discussed earlier, we
estimate that the magnitude of this gap is approximately $350 million.
An alternative to the Governor's plan is illustrated in Chart 44. Under
this "new cost" alternative, only the additional costs of providing services
are supported with SLIAG funds. Programs are assumed to maintain the
current level of spending on the eligible population. By not funding
"base" costs the state could pay for most of the additional costs of services
for 1992-93 and 1993-94. Under this alternative, there would be some new
costs in 1992-93 and 1993-94 not covered by SLIAG monies that would
have to be picked up by state and local governments (the darkened
wedge on Chart 44).
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There are two basic advantages to this alternative. First, it reduces the
funding discontinuity. As Chart 44 shows, the funding gap would be the
amount represented by the line between points C and D, the additional
costs that state and local government would start to assume in 1994-95.
This amount is much less than the discontinuity proposed by the
Governor's Budget. Second, this alternative, in contrast to the Governor's, does not create pressure to further increase the level of services
provided by state and local programs as a result of the buyout of existing
expenditures.
The new cost alternative assumes, however, that no additional federal
funds would be made available beginning in 1991-92. If the federal
government provided additional monies and allocated the new funds on
the basis of state spending to date,· California would have a relatively
large amount of unused funds. This might mean that the state would get
less additional funding than under the Governor's proposal. Given the
federal budget deficit, however, it appears unlikely· that additional
SLIAG funds would be made available to states in the future..
Legislature Needs Additional Information About Administration's Plan

We recommend that the Health and Welfare Agency provide additional information to the appropriate fiscal and policy committees by
April 1, 1988 concerning its proposal to spendfederal SLIAGfunds.
While the proposed SLIAG spending plan addresses the main questions
surrounding how funds would be used, there are a number of important
questions that it does not answer. These questions include:
• What will happen to program and annual total allocations if one
year's allocation is not sufficient to cover total costs? The budget
proposes to spend $291.3 million in SLIAG funds in 1988-89. What
happens, for example, if costs for the programs proposed for funding
exceed that amount by $20 million? Will the administration require
programs to absorb the difference or will it propose to increase the
allocation of funds for that year by $20 million?
• How does the administration propose to spend any additional
SLIAG funds that may become available during the next four
years? We believe the agency's estimate of $1.7 billion in SLIAG
funds coming to the state is conservative, Our preliminary review of
anticipated SLIAG fund availability suggests that: (1) the federal
offset may be considerably smaller than estimated by the Health and
Welfare Agency, and (2) that California's share of funds made
available to states may be larger than the 57 percent assumed by the
agency. It is possible that the federal government may eventually
award the state upwards of $2 billion in SLIAG funds. How the
agency would use these monies is not apparent. The Legislature
needs to understand the administration's plans for any· additional
funds should they come available.
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• Does the administration propose to use· General Fund monies to
provide initial program funding in the event that· the federal
government does not allow SLIAG funds to be used for that
purpose? Many programs will have difficulty expanding services to
the legalized immigrant population if some upfront funds are not
made available. This is because some programs cannot or will not use
funds from other sources to pay for services pending reimbursement
with SLIAG funds. The administration proposes to provide prospective reimbursement in most cases. A strong possibility exists, howev'
er, that the federal government will not allow SLIAG funds to be
used for that purpose. In that case, the state could use General Fund
monies to provide prospective funds and would be reimbursed later
With SLIAG monies. Senate Bill 1753 (Torres) would make General
Fund monies available to provide prospective funding. The administration has not yet decided whether it will support the use of
· . General Fund monies for prospective payments to programs.
In addition to these unanswered questions, we believe that the
following information is essential to understanding the full range of
alternatives that are available to the state:
• Complete cost estimates for those programs the Governor's plan
does not propose to fund. While estimates of the 1988-89 costs are
available for the four programs the Governor's Budget did not
propose to fund, the Legislature needs to know how these costs will
change over time.
• The administration's best estimate of the amount of existing
program expenditures that are currently providing services to the
legalized alien population. An estimate of existing costs in those
programs for which we had data from departments indicates the
proportion of costs that could be met with existing resources. These
estimates are· (1) somewhat dated, (2) do not cover all programs
proposed for funding, and (3) may not be very accurate. We
recognize that these estimates will be difficult to develop. However,
accurate and complete estimates of existing expenditures are essential to the Legislature's SLIAG fund allocation process.
• The continuing cost of providing essential services to the legalized
alien population in 1992-93 and 1993-94. In order to understand the
funding situation it may face in these later years, the Legislature
needs estimates of state and local costs that will result from its plan
in 1992-93 and 1993-94.
We believe that the Legislature needs this information in order to fully
understand the administration's proposal and to develop its own plan.
Therefore, we recommend the Health and Welfare Agency report to the
appropriate fiscal and policy committees by April 1, 1988 in response to
these information needs.
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A Status Report on Proposition 6S-The Safe
Drinking Water and Toxic Enforcement Act of 1986.
What are the Proposition 65 Implementation Issues Facing the Legislature in the Coming Year?
Summary

• The Governor's Budget proposes to fund· the Safe Drinking Water
and Toxic Enforcement Act-Proposition 65-at essentially the same
level as in the current year ($11.7 million and 154 positions in seVen
agencies).
.
• .The implementation of Proposition ··65 is off to a slow start. The
majority of the activity to date has revolved around compiling'the
list of chemicals subject to the discharge and expoSure warning
requirements of the measure, drafting. regulations, reporting illegal
waste discharges, and providing technical assistance. At the time this
analysis was prepared, few of the positions authorized in the 1987
Budget Act had been filled and nQne of the regulations needed to
implement the measure were expected to be adopted until late
February 1988.
• Questions the Legislature will be facing in the coming year include:
(1) To what extent should the state take an active role in peiforming
discretionary activities? (2) A re there other activities that should be
funded? (3) What are the appropriate funding sources for activities
that benefit individual businesses? (4) Should the Department of
Food and Agriculture enforce the measure's safety factor for reproductive toxicants, or its own standard? (5) Should· the State Water
Resources Control Board impose Proposition 65 restrictions on dischargers exempted from the measure?
• We recommend that the administration submit a work plan to the
fiscal committees prior to budget hearings that reflects the Legislature's stated priorities and current information on workload.
The Governor's Budget proposes to fund the Safe Drinking Water and
Toxic Enforcement Act-Proposition 65---at essentially the same level as
in the current year ($11.7 million), with minor technical adjustments.
According to the Governor's Budget Sumniary concerning Proposition
65, the administration plans to "review the current mlplementation in
the spring for any potential workload or funding issues requiring
adjustment."
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This section reviews the implementation of Proposition 65 to date and
outlines several issues that the Legislature may wish to address in the
coming year when reviewing- the administration's Proposition 65 budget
proposal.
Background

On November 4, 1986, the voters approved Proposition 65, the Safe
Drinking Water and Toxic Enforcement Act. The general purposes of
Proposition 65 are to (1) prevent contamination of drinking water by
prohibiting discharges of toxic substances that cause cancer or "reproductive toxicity" .(that is, causing reproduction-related problems like
sterility or birth defects) in humans and (2) assure that individuals are
informed when they are exposed to toxic substances that can cause
cancer or reproductive toxicity.
State Mandates. The measure requires the Governor, by March 1, 1987,
to publish a list of chemicals known to cause cancer or reproductive
toxicity and to update the list at least once each year. The Governor is also
required to publish a second list by January I, 1989 that includes
chemicals being tested for their potential toxicity. In developing these
lists, the Governor is required to consult with the state's qualified experts.
The measure also requires "designated" government employees to
report to county governments within 72 hours of discovering any illegal
discharges of hazardous waste. Counties are then required to make this
information available to the media.

Private-Sector Mandates. The key provisions of Proposition 65, however, apply exclusively to the private sector. There are two -basic
prohibitions. First,. the measure· prohibits businesses with 10 or more
employees from knowingly discharging a chemical known to the state to
cause cancer or reproductive toxicity into water or onto land where the
chemical could reach a drinking water source_ The discharge prohibition
becomes. effective 20 months after a chemical is listed. Businesses are
exempt from the discharge prohibition if the discharge will not result in
the chemical entering a drinking water source in amounts leading to
exposures that pose a "significant risk" to health.
Second, the measure also prohibits businesses with 10 or more employees from knowingly exposing any individual to a chemical known to cause
cancer or reproductive toxicity without first giving clear and reasonable
warning. The warning requirement becomes effective 12 months after
the chemical is listed. Businesses are exempt from the warning requirement if the chemical exposure poses no "significant risk."
The ~easure defines the no "significant risk" level for reproductive
toxicants as an exposure 1,000 times less than the level that has no
observable effect based on scientific evidence. The measure does not
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define what the "no significant risk" level is for cancer-causing chemicals.
The measure places the burden on businesses to prove that exposures and
discharges do not cause a significant risk.
The measure specifies the penalties for violating these requirements
and authorizes individuals to file suit against violators if the district
attorney or Attorney General fails to take action against the violation
within 60 days of being notified of the violation.
Current-Year Budget. In early 1987, the Governor chose the Health
and Welfare Agency to be the lead agency responsible for coordinating
the implementation of Proposition 65. One of the first activities undertaken by the agency was to develop a proposed 1987-88 budget for
Proposition 65. This proposed budget was submitted to the Legislature by
the Department of Finance in a May 1987 budget amendment letter. The
request proposed augmentations to the budgets of various agencies
totaling $11.7 million ($6.7 million from the General Fund, $0.8 million
from the Hazardous Waste Control Account, and $4.2 million from fees).
After reviewing the proposal, the Legislature made several changes.
Specifically, it (1) appropriated all the funds in a control section (23.00),
(2) adopted language establishing funding priorities that apply to all
affected agencies, and (3) increased funds for technical assistance and
enforcement related to occupational exposures ($399,000), technical
assistance related to air exposures ($66,000), and for general enforcement
activities in the Department ofJustice ($518,000). The Governor deleted
the augmentations related to occupational and air exposures and reduced
the augmentation for general enforcement to $236,000. He also deleted
funding in other areas of the program so that the net amounts appropriated were the same as in the original proposal.
Table 31 displays the current budget allocation for. Proposition 65
activities by department and funding sources.
The current-year budget allocates the majority of the funding to three
departments: (1) the Department of Health Services, to assess health
risks and enforce the warning requirements in the food and drug
industry; (2) the State Water Resources Control Board, to provide
technical assistance and prepare to enforce the discharge prohibitions;
and (3) the Department of Food and Agriculture, to provide technical
assistance and enforce the warning requirements with respect to pesticides.
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Table 31
Proposition 65
Funding by Agency and Activity
1987-88
(dollars in thousands)

Monitoring Designated
Technical
and . Employee
and Support Functions Assistonce Enforcement Reporting TaMs
SIiJIeAg_
Deparbnent of Health Services......
$152
$3,387
$818
$229
$5,030
$444
Department of Food and Agricul·
3,311
ture...............................
1,929
430
916
36
2,355
State Water Resources Control Board
167
774
214
887
313
Health, and Welfare Agency .........
150
253
403
Air Resources Board .................
279
279.
Deparbnent of Fish and Game ......
23
23
Office of Emergency Services .......
23
23
236
Department of Justice......... .......
23
~
$1,462
$2,483
Totals ................ ,'..............
$11,663
$6,622
$647
$469
Funding sources
General Fund .. ...... ....... ,........
$917
$418
$469
$~409
$~483
$6,696
Hazardous Waste Control Account ..
.229
597
826
Fees ...................................
545
4,161
~616
Positions ........ ...... ,', ....... .' ......
7.7
72.7
24.5
38.7
10.7
154.3
MQ1UJgement

Sciron!"

STATUS OF PROPOSITION 65 IMPLEMENTATION

The majority of the activity to date·has revolved around compiling the
list of chemicals subject to the measure, drafting regulations, reporting
illegal waste discharges, and providing technical assistance. Below we
describe the status of each of the five program activities that are
identified in the 1987 Budget Act, as of January 1, 1988.
Management and Support

The 1987-88 budget includes $469,000 for this function. The primary
activity in this area has been the development of administrative procedures and regulations. The Health and Welfare Agency (HWA) intends
to adopt final regulations defining a few of the terms used in Proposition
65 by the end of February.
The most important issues in regulation development involve the
definitions of "clear and reasonable warning," "significant risk," and
"sources of drinking water." At the time this analysis was prepared, the
most pressing set of regulations involved the warning requirements,
because these requirements go into effect on February 27, 1988 for the
first group of chemicals listed. by the Governor. The general debate over
how the warnings should be provided involves whether individual·
products should be labeled, whether the retailer or wholesaler should be
responsible for placing signs at the point of sale, or if a telephone hotline
is sufficient.
A major issue concerning the definition of "significant risk" involves
whether current state and federal standards promulgated under a variety
of regulatory programs provide the level of protection intended by
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Proposition 65. At the time this analysis was prepared, the HWA was
proposing interim standards addressing warning requirements for food,
drugs, cosmetics, and medical devices based on ,these current standards.
Under this proposal, if businesses comply with the current standards in
these areas, then warnings would not be required.
For other types of exposures, such as worker exposure and air pollution,
and for discharges into sources of drinking water, the HWA has not yet
defined significant risk. Toward this end, the administration intends to
develop "safe use numbers" (exposure levels presenting no significant
risk). Until the state sets "safe use numbers," businesses will have to (a)
develop their own assessment of risks, (b) request "safe use determinations" (see below) from one of several state departments, and/or (c)
provide warnings or eliminate discharges,
In addition to the regulations that define "clear and reasonable
warning" and "significant risk," the administration is currently developing regulations defining "source of drinking' water" as it pertains to the
discharge prohibition. This prohibition goes into effect for the first group
of chemicals on October 27, 1988.
.
Scientific·· Function-s

The current-year budget includes $6.6 million and 72.7 positions for
scientific functions in five departments. The Legislature directed that the
funds be spent for five activities according to designated priorities but did
not separately identify funding and positions for each activity. c, .
As of January 1, 1988, only 6 of the 72.7 positions had been filled. The
remaining positions had not been filled because (a) workload has not
materialized and (b) the Department of Health Services has intentionally held positions vacant to meet a department-wide salary savings
requirement. A specific status report on each activity follows.

Legislative Priority 1: Policy and Guidelines. This activity involves
developing policies and guidelines for assessing risks posed by cancercausing substances and reproductive toxicants.
The Department of Health Services (DHS) has issued very general
"interpretive guidelines" to assist industry in assessing risks posed by
canc';r-causing substances and reproductive toxicants. For more specific
guidelines for cancer risks, the DHS intends to rely on its existing cancer
policy, which was published in November 1985. There are no existing
guidelines for reproductive toxicants; and the DHS estimates it will take
at least three years to develop them. The interpretive guidelines include'
only one page concerning reproductive toxicants.

Legislative Priority 2: Listing of Chemicals. As of January 29, 1988,
the Governor had listed 177 chemicals, 148 chemicals more than the
original 29 listed in February 1987. On January 29, 1988, the Scientific
Advisory Panel recommended that an additional 41 chemicals be added
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to the list for a total of 218. The Governor is expected to decide on the
additional chemicals by April 1, 1988. The Scientific Advisory Panel has
held public hearings approximately every three months since March 1987
to review and recommend additional chemicals for the list.
Legislative Priority 3: Health Hazard Assessments. This activity
involves conducting health hazard assessments in order to develop "safe
use numbers" for listed chemicals. A "safe use number" is a level of .
exposure that poses no significant health' risk. For example, a safe use
number might be expressed in terms ofthe concentration of a chemical
contained in drinking water.
IIi the current-year budget, three departments received funding to
perform health hazard assessments. At the time this analysis was prepared, the Department of Food and Agriculture (DFA) was the only
department that had begun implementing this activity.
Specifically, the DFA indicates that it has expanded its current
pesticide review efforts to evaluate existing uses of pesticides containillg
listed chemicals. The DFA's evaluations will determine if continued use
will result in exposures or discharges that constitute "significant risk"
based on "generally accepted scientific criteria." According to the DFA,
it generally considers levels of exposure or contamination to be safe when
they are 100 times less than the :'no observable effect level," assuming a
lifetime of continued exposure. According to the DFA, as of January 1,
1988, it had completed reviews of existing health hazard assessment data
for seven chemicals that were listed or expected to be listed,
The DHS has not hired any staff to develop health hazard assessments.
The DHS indicates that it intends to review the listed chemicals to
determine which are of highest priority and then begin assessing the risks
of those chemicals first. The DHS, however, has not developed a work
plan indicating when the risk assessments will begin and when they will
be completed.
.

a

The State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) also has not hired
any staff for this activity. Although it received $442,000 and 8.4 positions
to conduct health hazard assessments, the SWRCB now indicates it will
rely on the DHS for health hazard assessments, given the department's
primary responsibility for and special expertise in evaluating health risks.
Legislative Priority 4: Permit and Pesticide Registration Review. This
actiVity involves the review of (a) waste discharge. permits by the
SWRCB and (b) requirements for pesticide registrations and use permits
by the DFA. The SWRCB currently is determining which industries
would be most likely to discharge listed chemicals. It plans to request
detailed analyses from dischargers in those industries in order to determine whether their wastes include any of the listed chemicals.
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As discussed earlier, the DFA has begun reviewing pesticiqes that
contain the listed chemicals. The DFA indicates that no regulatory action
was required by the seven risk assessments it has completed. Ifadditional
restrictions on specific pesticide uses are neede,d to prevent exposures of
siguificant risk, the DFA indicates it can implement these restrictions by
revising pesticide use permits, which specify required application procedures at specific sites.

Legislative Priority 5: Safe Use Determinations (SUDs). A major part
of the administration's plan for implementing Proposition 65 is to provide
safe use determinations (SUDs) when requested by businesses. A'SUD
advises a business on whether chemical exposures and discharges resulting from its business activities result in a significant health risk.
A SUD differs from a safe use number. A safe use number relates to the
health risk of exposure to a chemical through, for example, dril1king
water or food: A SUD determines how a specific use of a chemical will
affect exposures. For example, a SUD might determine how much of a
chemical could be discharged to a river at a specific location without
causing contamination in drinking water that poses a siguificant risk.
The current-year budget includes approximately $3.5 million for SUDs.
The anticipated workload has not materialized, as there hlls not been one
request yet for a SUD. Due to this lack of workload, no positions have
been filled for this activity,
Technical Assistance

The 1987-88 budget provides $1.5 million and 24.5 positions to three
departments (DFA; SWRCB, and DRS) to provide technical assistance to
the general public, other state agencies, and businesses concerning the
requirements of Proposition 65. Only 6 of the 24.5 positions have been
filled,5 of which are at the DFA. The DFA'is responding to requests for
information concerning product use, application sites, chemical composition of pesticides, and registration status. '
Monitoring and Enforcement

The current-year budget provides $2.5 million and 38.7 positions to
monitor and enforce warning and discharge requirements. The DRS,
SWRCB, and DFA are the three major departments involved in this
activity. These three departments received a total of 31.7 positions, of
which 3 have been filled. The departments indicate that they intend to
hire the remaining staff in, the second half of the fiscal year when the
warning requirements of Proposition 65' first become effective. The
Department ofJlistice received funding for seven positions that were not
effective until January 1, 1988.
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Designated Employee Reporting

The current-year budget allocates $647,000 and 10.7 positions to six
departments to support the measure's reporting requirements. Four of
the 10.7 positionshave been filled. It appears that the departments have
made efforts to implement this activity. For example, the SWRCB· has
reported 2,950 hazardous waste discharges to county agencies since the
program began.
ISSUES. THE LEGISLATURE WILL FACE IN THE.COMING YEAR

As noted above, the budget proposes to allocate in 1988-89 about the
same level and distribution ci state resources for. the implementation of
Proposition 65 as in the current year. Our analysis has identified five
questions which the legislature should consider when making its allocation decisions.
.
. 1. TOll)hat extent. should the state take an active role in performing
discretionary activities? Or"the totai funds appropriated fo~ Proposition
65, approximately $10.5 million, or 90 percent, is for discretionary, or
nonm~d.ated,activities. The only state. activities required by Proposition
65 are employee reporting and compiliIig the list of chemicals known to
cause cancer and reproductive toxicity. The majority of the funding for
discretionary activities is for SUDs and permit reviews ($3,482,000),
monitoring and enforcement ($2,483,000) ,technical assistance
($1,462,000), and health hazard assessments ($1,400,000).
Proposition 65 places the burden of proof on businesses, not the state,
to show that a discharge or release ofa listed chemical meets the criteria
established by the measure: As a result, the level of the state's involvement iil. conducting health hazard assessments ";'d SUDs, and providing
technical assistance is a policy decision fot the Legislature.
1ft purely fiscal terms, the dis~retionary activity that appears to be the
most costly in the long run is the preparation of health hazard assessments. The administration intends to use these· assessments to develop
"safe use numbers" for chemicals which are still in use and which do not
have adequate standards currently in place. The process for developing
safe use numbers will be similar. to the process used for developing
standa~ds. This process js very time-consuming and costly. For example,
the DHS has spent over $5 million in the last three years to develop
drinking water standards for 35 chemicals and has yet to propose One
standard.' A~ of April 1, 1988, there may be 218 chemicals on the
Proposition 65 list The adrriinistfation has not indicatedhow many
st1lhdardSwillbe developed each year and liow much it will cost
.
There are disadv~tages and advantages of having the state take an·
active ~ole in discretionary activities. The. major disadvantage, is the
significant General Fund cost. Another disadvantage is the potential for
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lawsuits against the state. For example, if a lawsuit were filed against a
business for releasing substances that posed a significant risk, the state
might be included in the lawsuit if the state had developed a safe use
number that the industry relied on. The primary advantage of having the
state take an active role in discretionary activities is that the total cost to
society would be less if the state, rather than each individual business,
developed safe use numbers and determined how to apply the requirements 'of the measure. In addition, the implementation of the measure
would be more uniform if the state took the lead, as businesses would be
followillg the same standards.
2. Are there other activities that should be funded? The Legislature
may want to fund additional activities that are not addressed in the
budget. One such possibility is in the area of occupational exposures. In
the 1987 Budget Act, the Governor vetoed legislative augmentations
totaling $399,000 to the DHS and the Department of Industrial Relations
for technical assistance, mouitoring and enforcement"related to occupational exposures. The DFA is the only agency with regulatory authority
over occupational exposures that received funding for technical assistance, mouitoring, and enfOrcement. Outside of agricultural exposures to
pesticides, the existing Proposition" 65 program generally does not
provide technical assistance or monitoring mid enforcement for warning
requirements in the workplace.
Another major areanot addressed in the budget is the regulation"of air
pollution. The Governor vetoed a legislative augmentation of $66,000 for
technical assistance by the Air Resources Board. The existing Proposition
65 program does not take an active role in applying the measure's
warning requirements to businesses that expose people to listed chemicals thr0llgh air pollution.
3. What are the appropriatefunding sources for SUDs? Currently, the
funding for SUDs is split betWeen the' General Fund, the' Hazardous
Waste Control' Account (HWCA), and fees. The exact split varies
depending on the activity and department.' For the DHS, funding for the
preparation of SUDs is split between the General Fund (25 percent),
HWCA ,(25 percent), and fees (50 percent). For other departments, the
furtding is divided between the General Fund (25 percent)" and fees (75
percent).
" AS noted above, the SUDs are prepared specifically for individual
industries and businesses at their request. Therefore, it is unclear why the
General Fund should contribute to these SUD costs since Proposition 65
places the burden of complying with the measure on businesses. Further,
the HWCA may also be an inappropriate funding source because SUDs
do not necessarily involve the hazardous waste industry. It may be more
appropriate to have preparation of SUDs 100 percent fee-supported; This
7-77313
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issue will be a.significant one, however, only to .the extent the private
sector begins requesting these SUDs in substantial numbers.

4. Should the Department of Food and Agriculture enforce its own
safety factor for reproductive toxicants? For listed chemicals that are
reproductive toxicants, Proposition 65 defines no "significant risk" as an
exposure that is 1,000 times less thari the "no observable effect level."
The DFA indicates it generally considers safe any proposed use of a
pesticide that would result in an exposure to humans at a level that is
approximately 100 times less than a chemical's "no observable effect
level." The DFA indicates that the one-thousand-fold safety factor
required by Proposition 65Jor·reproductive toxicants is "unrealistic" and
that it does liot intend to enforce pesticide use regulations on the basis of
this more stringent safety factor.
Proposition 65 does not require state regulatory programs such as the
DFA's pesticide prograIl). to be consistent with the measure. The
Legislature, however, may wish to consider requiring the DFA to
conform its regulatory program with Proposition 65 requirements. If the
department does not enforce the thousand-fold margin of safety for
reproductive toxicants, then its .funding for Proposition 65 enforcement
activities should be reduced accordingly.
5. Should the SWRCB impose Proposition 65 restrictions on ·all
dischargers? The SWRCB is responsible for protecting and preserving
water quality throughout the state. As one of its primary regulatory
mechanisms for protecting water quality, the board issues permits that
regulate discharges of wastes.
Proposition 65 specifically exempts (1) all public agencies and (2)
businesses with fewer than 10 employees from its prohibitions on
discharging carcinogens and reproductive toxicants into sources of
drinking water. Nevertheless, the SWRCB indicates that in some circumstances, it intends to applythe Proposition 65 discharge prohibitions to all
dischargers, whether or not they are exempted by the measure. Specifically, the board indicates that in cases where the HWA adopts a
regulation under Proposition 65 which establishes a "safe use number" for
a listed chemical (a level where the chemical will not pose a significant
health risk), the board will incorporate that safe use number into all of its
waste discharge permits under its more general authority to regulate
water quality and protect public health pursuant to the Porter-Cologne
Act.
The board's intention to. apply the findings made by the HWA tmder
Proposition 65 to those entities specifically exempted from·themeasure
could result in· major· costs to local governments. It could, for instance,
require municipal sewage treatment plants to modify or improve treat-
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ment processes to meet its discharge requirements. The board's position
also could result in increased costs for businesses in two ways. First, small
businesses that discharge directly to, sources of drinking water would
become subject to the safe use number.. Second, public sewer systems that
discharge to drinking water sources might impose limits, similar to the
safe use number, on businesses of any size which dispose of their waste
through these sewer systems.
Given these potential public and private costs, and the responsibility of
protecting and preserving water quality throughout the state, the
Legislature may want to consider whether the board should apply the
HWA's safe use numbers developed under Proposition 65 to dischargers
exempted by the measure.
LEGISLATURE NEEDS A REVISED WORK PLAN

The budget proposes to continue the current-year funding level into
the budget year. Our review indicates that the administration does not
have a work plan that reflects current workload and addresses stated
legislative priorities.
Since last spring, when the administration submitted its current-year
funding request for Proposition 65, additional information has become
available or soon will be available that affects the administration's original
workload estimates and program costs. For example:
• Now that the list of chemicals has been expanded, a work plan can be
developed that describes which chemicals require a risk assessment
and when the risk assessment will be performed.
• The adoption of existing standards for food, drugs, cosmetics, and
medical devices will probably reduce the monitoring and enforcement work originally anticipated by the DHS.
• The regulations that define "clear and reasonable warning" may
affect the monitoring and enforcement workload for all departments.
In addition, certain workload has not materialized, such as requests for
SUDs, If there are no requests for SUDs once the warning requirements
take effect, funding and positions for this activity could be reduced.
There were also activities that the Legislature included as priorities in
1987 Budget Bill language for which the administration has not yet
developed a work plan. For example, the Legislature's first priority for
the scientific functions involves the DHS development of policies and
guidelines regarding reproductive toxicity. However, the DHS has not
filled positions authorized for this activity nor developed a work plan for
completing a reproductive toxicity policy-a three-year job according to
department staff.
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A current work plan that reflects the' Legislature's priorities and
. specifies what activities 'will be accomplished each year is necessary in
order for the Legislature to review the funding request for Proposition
65. Therefore, we recommend the HWA submit a work plan to the fiscal
committees prior to budget hearings that specifies what each department
will accomplish in each of the five program areas with the proposed
funding.
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The State Impact Of Increasing the Minimum Wage
What Impact WitlThe Higher Minimum Wage Have On State Cost;J?
Summary

• The California Industrial Welfare Commission recently took administrative action to increase the minimum hourly wage from $3.35 to
$4.25, effective July 1, 1988.
• While the commission:S- action affects the wages ofmany low-income
workers in private industry, the increase doqs not directly apply to
workers in the public sector. In 1986, 320,000 persons in California
worked for the minimum wage and many more-up to 500,000worked at wages below $4.25 an hour.
• The higher minimum wage will increase costs to private providers of
statej'unded services, resulting in potential annual General Fund
costs ofalmost $100 million. The budget proposes toJund two-thirds
of these costs in 1988-89. The remaining costs are virtually all in the
Medi-Cal program.
• In addition to the direct costs of increasing pay for those who earn
less than the minimum wage, compaction costs-increases to employees earning wages higher than the minimum in order to maintain
pay differentials between workers-generally are not reflected in the
budget. We estimate that these annual General Fund costs for
private providers of statej'unded services could run as high as. $13
million.
The California Industrial Welfare Commission recently.increased the
minimum wage in California to $4.25 an hour beginning July I, 1988. The
last change in the minimum wage occurred in 1981, when the commission
increased the wage to its currenhninimum of $3.35.
This increase will apply only to workers in private-sector jobs, as
public-sector wages are not subject to the commission's action. In 1986,
320,000 persons.in California worked for the,minimum wage and many
more-up to 500,OOO-worked at wages below $4.25 an hour. As a result,
the higher minimum does not require any increase in state costs to pay
state workers higher wages. The state, however, will incur additional
costs as it pays for some services provided by the private sector.
In this analysis, we report on the impact of the higher minimum wage
on ..state program costs. We also. report .on the extent to which the
proposed 1988-89 Governor's Budget includes funds to meet the addi·
tional costs to state-funded programs.
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What Is the Impact of the Higher Minimum Wage
On State Program Costs?

Table 32 displays the programs that we have identified as being
potentially affected by the increased minimum wage in 1988-89. The
table indicates that the net General Fund impact will total $89 million in
the budget year, resulting from program cost increases of $99 million,
partially offse.t by cost reductions of $11 million. Two programsMedi-Cal and In-Home Supportive Services (IHSS)-account for virtually all of the cost increase.
Tablo32
State Programs Affected by the Higher Minimum Wage
Potential 198&fi General Fund Cost Impact
(in ~ilJions)

Estimated
. Additional
Program Costs
Medi-Cal
In-home supportive services
Residential care facilities:
Department of Developmental
Services
Department of Mental Health
Child care programs;
'.'
California .Conservation Cor¢'
Totals, program costs.,
Program Savings
AIDC
c
SSI/SSP
Totals, program savings
Net General Fund impact

.
.

-

Costs
$32.0
63.0

Amount
Included
in the 1988-89
Budget
$63.0

.
.

unknown
0.2
. 0.8
; .
.
3.4
.
$99.4
.
.
.
.

-$10.7
unknown .
-$10.7
$88.7

Potential
ShoriJall
$32.0

unknown
0.2
0.8
3.4
$66.4

$33.0

-10.7
unknown
-$10.7
$55.7

$33.0

aDoos notref1ect $SOO,OOO irl. funds from other sources.

Generally,. additional costs result from programs that deliver services
by contracting with private firms or facilities that pay workers wages that
fall below $4.25. This is true for the Medi-Cal, IHSS, Department of
Developmental Services (DDS). and Department of Mental Health
residential care, and Department of Education (SDE) child care P!Ograms; There is one· exception to this rule. The California Conservation
Corps (CCG) proposes to spend $4.2 million to increase hourly wages of
most corps members. Although the new minimum wage does not apply
to government workers such as corps members, the CCC believes that
the program needs to pay competitive wages in order·· to attract new
members.
Program savings reflect the impact of higher wages on individual and
family grants in the AFDC and SSI/SSP programs. Both programs reduce
monthly grants to recipients in order to reflect earned income. The
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estimate of AFDC savings assuriles that the higher minimum wage will
reduce welfare grants by $10.7 million in 1988-89. No estimate 6f savings
to the SSI/SSP program is currently available.
1988-89 Budget Reflects Only Some New Costs. As Table 32 shows,
the 1988-89 Governor's Budget requests only $66 million from the
General Fund in order to cover costs in two of the affected programs. Of
this amount, $63 million has been budgeted to pay for the higher wages
that home workers will receive under the IHSS program, and the
California Conservation Corps requests $3.4 million from the General
Fund ($4.2 million in all funds) to pay corps members the higher
minimuril wage, In addition, the budget reflects $10.7 million in grant
savings due to the higher earnings that AFDC recipients will receive as
a result of the new minimum wage.
The proposed budget, however, does not request funds to offset all new
state costs that would result from the higher minimum wage. Specifically:
• Medi-Cal. The budget does not request funds for $32 million
(General Fund) in nursing home cost:increases that would result due
to higher employee wages. The Department of Health Services
believes it is likely that the state would be required to pay these costs
even though the rate-setting formula for these facilities would not
recognize the higher wage costs in the first year. As such, nursing
homes would have to absorb these costs in the meantime. In our
Analysis of the 1988-89 Budget Bill, we recommend that the revised
Medi-Cal expenditure estimate issued in May contain funds to meet
the higher costs caused by the new minimum wage (please see Item
4260).
• Residential Care. The budget does not propose to fund the higher
wage costs for residential care facilities that: serve the developmentally disabled and the mentally ill. The added costs to DDS are
currently unknown (please see our Analysis, Item 4300 for more
detail on this issue). The added costs to DMH are estimated at
$200,000. Rates for these facilities do not automatically adjust to
reflect higher wage costs. If rates are not increased, these costs will
be absorbed in other areas of the programs, and may result in service
reductions.
• Child Care. The General Fund cost of maintaining child care
services at current levels would be approximately $800,000. The SDE
reimburses local child care programs for care provided to certain
low-income children. Like residential care services, .if rates are not
increased, costs will be absorbed and have a potential impact on
services.

In addition to these unrecognized costs, the budget also does not reflect
savings that will accrue to the SSI/SSP program due to increases in
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income earned by beneficiaries. We have no estimate of the amount of
benefits that will be saved due to higher earnings (this issue, however, is
discussed in greater detail in Item 5180-101 of ou,rAnalysis).
Jndirect ImpaC't on IHSS Costs. The increased minim,um wage will also
have an additional indirect effect on IHSS costs. State law currently
computes maximum hours of services available to eligible IHSS participants in terms of total dollars expended per person. Because the
minimum wage will increase the cost of each hour of service, the number
of service hours for individuals who receive at or near the maximum
number of hours will decline. It would cost about $2.4 million to maintain
the existing level of hours. A statutory change would be needed, however,
in order to accomplish this (please see the Analysis, Item 5180-181, for
more details on this issue).
"Compadion Costs" Generally Are Not Included ,in Cost Estimates

The costs in Table 32 generally include only those costs associated with
increaSing the wages of individuals who now make less than $4.25 an
hour. With one exception, the estimates do not include funds to increase
hourly rates for workers currently earning. more than $4.25 an hour.
Many programs, however, will incur these additional expenses, known
as "compaction costs." This is because employers generally maintain pay
differentials for workers of varying levels of experience. For example, an
employer may currently pay workers $3.35 an hour (entry level), $4.25 an
hour (one year's experience) and $5.00 an hour (two or more years of
experience). Because of the new minimum wage, entry-level workers
would be paid $4.25, the same as the group above them. In order to
maintain wage differentials, the employer might set up a wage structure
of $4.25/$4.75/$5.25, resulting in additional wage costs above the amount
needed to raise all employees to the new' minimum.
'
The eee is the only program that proposes funds in order to,maintain
differences in hourly rates. We calculate that only $2.9 million of the,$4.2
million proposed by the eeewill actually be used to bring employee
wages up to the new minimum. The remaining $1.3 million would be
used to maintain wage differentials between new employees, more
experienced workers, and supervisors. Thus, compaction-relateil expenses increased the cost of minimum wage increases tothe eee by 45
percent.
Our analysis indicates that given the way the eee calculated compaction costs, the 45 percent figure is a high estimate of what otherpr()grams
may'experience. It is suggestive, however; of the magnitude of additional
costs that could result from the minimum wage increase. We estimate,
using the 45 percent figure, that state programs would incur compaction
costs of approximately $13 million (these are in addition to costs ,indicated
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in Table 32). The annual cost to the Medi-Cal program would be about $9
million; the 1HSS program, less than $3 million (this is because most
counties do n.ot maintain pay differentials for in-home workers); and.all
other programs, about $1 million.
Conclusion

The Industrial Welfare Commission's decision to raise the minimum
wage in California has a number of implications for the 1988-89 1:?udget.
The Legislature will need to make decisions on which additional direct
program costs to fund as well as the indirect effects of compaction costs
arid service reductions in the IHSS. program.
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State Transportation Policies
What Roles Should the State and Local Governments Play in Alleviating Highway Congestion?
Summary

• Highway congestion,s Increasing in California's urban areas; for
example, it is increasing at a rate of 15 percent annually in the Los
Angeles area, and 25 percent annually in the San Francisco Bay area.
• Coordinated approaches to alleviating congestion on the highway
system are becoming increasingly important. The ability of regional
transportation planning agencies to achieve such coordination,
however, is limited by (J) constraints on how funds can be used, (2)
limited authority over local governmental decisions, and (3) proliferation of new local agencies.
• The Legislature should review the state's transportation policies to
determine whether they provide an adequate institutional and
financial framework to effectively address congestion. Alternatives
the Legislature could consider are to (J) increase the states role and
responsibility or (2) increase regional authority and responsibility.
~ Regardless of the role the Legislature selectsfor the state, it will have
to consider several factors when addressing the problem of urban
congestion: (J) How should the state attempt to change federal laws
to best achieve the state's priorities? (2) How should state laws be
modified to enable state, regional and local governments to carry out
their roles and responsibilities? (3) How can the Legislature foster
greater coordination in transportation planning among the various
levels of governments? and (4) What types of incentives can the
Legislature create to increase the capacity of the transportation
system and reduce travel demand?
During the last few years, traffic congestion has emerged as a major,
statewide concern. While congestion is not a new phenomenon, it is no
longer confined to just Los Angeles or the San Francisco Bay area for
limited periods of the day. Rather, it has increased in those areas and has
become a problem in many other urban areas of the state. The extent of
this congestion has made it difficult for California's transportation system
to achieve its primary goal-the efficient and economical movement of
goods and people. In turn, this has resulted in demands by citizens and
public officials for an improved transportation system.
The existing transportation system was developed over the last thirty
or more years, guided by policies which evolved over that period. This
section discusses reasons for reexamining the state's transportation
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policies and identifies some of the issues the Legislature may wish to
consider in such a reexamination.
Currenl TransporlalionSyslem

California's surface transportation system has three main components-state highways, local streets and roads, and local transit systems.
In general, each component is the responsibility of that level of government that it is intended primarily to serve. For example, the highway
system is designed to provide mobility among regions of the state and is
the responsibility of state government. Local streets and roads, on the
other hand, provide local mobility and are the responsibility of cities and
counties. Transit is provided by local· governments and special transit
districts in order to furnish local or regional mobility for persons who
cannot use, choose not to use, or do not have access to a vehicle; and to
promote· an alternative to travelling by automobiles.
Consistent with this division of responsibilities, each component is
funded differently. State highway expenses are funded from the state gas
tax (9 cents per gallon) and truck weight fee revenues. These funds are
matched by federal funds, which are derived from 'a federal excise tax on
gasoline. Local streets and roads are funded by a combination of state gas
tax revenues and local funds. Mass transit systems are financed by a
combination of federal, state and local funds and fare revenues.
Legislalure Should Reexamine lis Transportalion Policies

While this division ofresponsibilities and funding sources has resulted
in a transportation system which has served California reasonably wellin
the past, these arrangements have failed to alleviate congestion on the
state's highways and freeways. As noted above, congestion is increasing
throughout the state and is particularly severe in California's major urban
areas, where many highways now operate at or above their capacity. For
example, Caltrans estimates that highway congestion-measured generally by the number of hours facilities operate above design capacity-is
increasing at 15 percent annually in the Los Allgelesarea, and 25 percent
annually in the San Francisco Bay area.
Increasing Use of Urban Highways for Local Travel. In part,
congestion is the result of the overall growth in the state's population and
economy. It also is due, in part, to a pattern of land use in California that
frequently results in people living some distance from their jobs. This
separation of employment centers .from housing tends to increase the use
of highways-rather than .transit or streets and roads-for commuter
trips.
The increased use of the state highway system for commuter and other
local travel has strained the capacity of the system in many areas at peak
commute funes. This, in turn, reduces the effecti~eness of the system in
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achieving the state's primary objective of providing for efficient interregional transportation of people and goods. Furthermore, in some areas
congestion is beginning to force choices between the types of travel
which will be accommodated on the highway system in order to reduce
the air pollution which frequently accompanies this traffic congestion.
For instance, the Legislature has authorized the South Coast Air Quality
Management District-which covers portions of Los Angeles, Orange,
Riverside and San Bernardino Counties-to restrict truck traffic on the
highway system during peak commute periods in an effortto teduce air
pollution.
At the same time, a consensus has' emerged among Caltrans, the
California Transportation Commission and many regional transportation
planning agencies that California cannot simply build its way out of the
congestion problem. This is because of both the high cost of highway
capacity improvements in developed areas and the related adverse
environmental impacts (snch as smog and displacement of housing and
businesses) of such a strategy.
'
,

Expanded Local Financing Responsibility. Current state and local
transportation agencies have been unable to alleviate traffic congestion,
in part due to the limited availability of state and federal funds for
transportation purposes. As a result of legislation enacted since 1984,
however, counties are now authorized to impose an additional local sales
tax of up to 1 percent to fund transportation improvements, including
improvements on state highways.
Since 1985, four counties-,-Santa Clara, Alameda, Fresno, and San
Diego-have enacted measures to impose a Yo percent local sales tax for
transportation purposes. It is estimated that, for the five-year period
1988-89 through 1992-93, these four counties will generate about $872
million for state highway improvements. This amount is almost twice the
amount ($440 million) of state highway improvements which have been
scheduled to be constructed in these couiIties during the same period
using state and federal moneys.
In addition to these four counties, six other counties may vote on
similar sales tax measures this year. If all six counties adopt the proposed
sales tax for transportation,'about $l.4billion would be available for state
highway improvements in the 10 counties from 1988-89 through 1992-93.
This would be in addition to the $990 million of state highway improvements .which have been scheduled for construction in these 10 counties
during the same period using state and federal moneys.
In addition to funds generated for state highway improvements, local
sales tax measures also will generate significant amounts of money for
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local streets and roads, and transit. Specifically, the four measures adopted
to date will provide about $600 million for these purposes from 1988-89
through 1992-93.
The increased use of local financing to address the problem of
congestion offers advantages to both state and local governments. For the
state government, it provides another source of revenues to make needed
improvements to the state highway system. For the counties, it means
that they are able to fund highway improvements that are important to
them, but for which state and federal funds are not available.
While the use of local financing to address the problem of congestion
offers some advantages, it also underscores the increased need for greater
coordination among the various levels of government in dealing with
congestion.
Increased Need for Coordination. Currently, regional transportation
planning agencies (RTPAs) are responsible for coordinating transportation decisions on a regional basis. To do so, they prepare the regional
transportation improvement programs (RTIPs) which schedule highway
improvement projects according to (1) their regional and local priorities
and (2) the amount of money available to each county. They also study
transportation demand in particular corridors and evaluate alternatives
to accommodate that demand.
The ability of the regional agencies to achieve coordination is limited in
several ways. First, regional agencies are limited in their authority to
affect how resources are directed among alternatives because of various
categorical restrictions on the use of state, federal and local funds. These
requirements frequently restrict the use of funds to a particular (1)
component of the transportation system (highways versus transit versus
streets and. roads), (2) expenditure category (capital outlay versus
operations), or (3) type of improvement (interstate highways versus
primary highways). Given such categorical restrictions, an RTPA may not
be able to fund the best alternatives, as identified in its corridor studies
or other planning activities. Instead, the agency may be forced to fund
the alternative for which funds are available.
Second, regional agencies have little authority over local governmental
decisions-such as land use decisions-which cause or contribute to
congestion. Third, new agencies are being established to administer the
sales tax programs at the county level. Since in some areas RTPAs do not
control these local sales tax revenues, these new agencies may compete
with RTPAs to determine priorities for transportation improvements.
These three trends. may eventually reduce the authority of regional
transportation planning agencies to determine priorities for regional
transportation improvements.
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In,view of the increasing importance of coordiriated planning, ,the
current division of responsibilities and allocation of funding sources may
no longer adequately serve California's needs. Consequently, we recommend that the Legislature review the state's current transportation
policies to determine whether they provide an adequate institutional and
financial framework to effectively address congestion on California's
higiJ.ways.
' . '
Basic Strategies for Addressing Congestion

The Legislature has essentially three alternative strategies it could
pursue to alleviate traffic congestion in California's urban areas. First, it
could leave the responsibilities arid role of state and local governments
relatively unchanged. However, for the reasons discussed above, current
institutional and financial arrangements no longer appear to be adequate
to address congestion in urban areas.. The other alternatives the Legislature could consider are to (1) increase the state's role and responsibility;·
or (2) increase regional authority and responsibility.
Increase State Role and Responsibility. Currently, the stateis responsible primarily for constructing, maintaining and operating' the state
highway system. To increase the state's role, the Legislature could give
Caltrans and the California Transportation Commission greater authority
to coordinate all transportation improvements. For example, the Legislature could establish a state program of cost-effective alternatives to
highway construction which might involve coordinating and providing
funds specifically for local streets and transit improvements as well as for
commute management projects.
Increase Regional Role and Responsibility. Alternatively, the Legislature could continue its existing commitment to maintain and operate
the state highway system, but enhance the authority of regional agencies
to resolve congestion problems on urban highways. For example, the
Legislature could consider the merits of establishing various urban
transportation systems throughout the state. These systems woUld consist
of a network of transportation elements-including specific components
of the highway, transit, streets and roads systems~in a designated urban
area. Regional agencies would then be assigned responsibility for .coordinat:iIi.g improvements to those' systems. This would, however, necessitate
providillg these agencies greater authority and flexibility to allocate funds
.
among the components of this system.
The Legislature also could authorize the establishment of new regional
funding sources to be used for a broad range of alternatives to reduce
congestion. With greater control over how funds are used, these agencies
could have greater leverage and influence on local land use policies
which affect the transportation system. Furthermore, to the extent .that
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they are not also operators ofthe services, such regional agencies might
be more likely to evaluate a wider range of alternatives when seekingto
resolve transportation problems and accommodate increasing travel
demand within their areas.
Regardless of the strategy chosen by the Legislature to enhance
transportation coordination and to reduce congestion, the Legislature can .
take the following actions in support of that strategy:
• Identify those provisions in the federal highway program which,
after the'interstate system is completed, will enable the state's
transportation problems to be addressed most effectively;
• Modify state laws and requirements so that they are consistent with
the Legislature's priorities.
"
Federal Program After the Interstate System is Completed

"

Until now, the state highway program has been shaped by the,
availability of federal funds. Specifically, federal law has created incen"
tives for state and local governments to use their funds on particular
types of transportation improvements. For instance, 55 'percent (up to
$572 million in 1988-89) of all federal highway funds available to
California can be used only to (1) complete construction of the federal
interstate system and (2) rehabilitate and rebuild the existing interstate
system. The availability of these moneys induces the state to concentrate '
its matching funds on improvements on the federal interstate system,
while improvements on other highways, which may be of a higher
priority to reduce, congestion, are delayed. In addition,the existing
federal program earmarks funds to be used only for specific demonstration projects. This results in a reduction of the total amount of federal
money which California can use for other improvements which it may
consider more important.'
The interstate system is scheduled to be completed by 1992, at which
time the federal interstate construction program \ViII expire. Prior to that
time, the federal government will be reassessing its transportation role
and responsibilities ,in orderto determine thefuture shape and funding
level of the federal highway program.
The end ,of the federal interstate program in 1992 offers the Legislature
an important opportunity to influence how the future federal program is
structured, and how funds are to be used to further California's transportation priorities. For instance, if the Legislature decides that the
state's responsibilities should be increased, it could support a federal ,
program which turns back most of, the federal gas tax revenues to the '
state level or which provides block grants to the state. This woUld
increase the state's ability to determine how these funds could be used
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best. Similarly, California could advocate the use of federal funds, in lieu
of state funds, for highway inaintenance,. thereby freeing up state funds
for other transportation purposes.
On the other hand, if the Legislature wishes to increase the roleof the
regional transportation agencies, it could support a federal program that
provides some funds to regional agencies in the form of block grants
which would be used for various transportation alternatives,'including
highways, streets, and roads and transit.
In this year's Analysis (please see Item 2660, page 230); we summarize
the various options that are currently being discussed for the future
federal program. We think that the Legislature should begin to identify
the aspects of the federal transportation program in the post-interstate
period which will be most advantageous to California, and formulate its
policy accordingly. It should also provide direction to the California
Transportation Commission and Caltrans in the formulation of a state
transportation program consistent with this policy.
Modif,ying Stote Laws to Promote Mobility

The Legislature also should modify state laws so that they enable state
and local governments to effectively carry out their transportation
responsibilities. The Legislature ought to review statutory provisions to
see how well they:
• Promote the use of funds to meet the L<;gislature's priorities.
• Promote coordination in transportation planning and the evaluation
arid'implementation of transportation alternatives.
'
• Create incentives: 'that reduce travel demand and increase system'
carrying capacitY.

improve Allocation of Funds According to the Legislature;;' Priorities. The Legislature has enacted various state laws which restrict how
funds can be used for transportation purposes. While these res'lTIctions
are intended to promote the Legislature's priorities, they may fan to do
so because of conflicting goals. For example, current law' reqnires the
state to match the maximum amount of federal fim:ds 'available 'to the
state. State law also requires that each county receive a' minimum
allocation of highway funds (referred to as "county minimum allocations"). Because,mostof the. federal funds available to the state can be
used,only for the interstate system-which is concentrated in a limited
number of counties-the state has not been able to meet the county
minimum allocation requirement. The California Transportation Commission estimates,that 30 counties will receive less than their minimum
am.O~t of funds, while 28 counties will receive more than their'share of
funds for the five,year period 1988-89 through 1992-93.
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If the Legislature decides that regional agencies should assume a
greater role in promoting mobility, the Legislature could broaden the
geographical areas when applying the minimum allocation reqilirement.
For example, instead of allocating amounts to counties, it could require
that funds be allocated by regions. It also could broaden the types of
expenditures which could be used to ,meet the minimum allocation
requirement. For instance, instead of including only expenditures for
highway capital outlay improvements as part of the minimum allocation,.
the Legislature could include highway maintenance and transit, expenditures in the minimum allocation. Doing so could make it easier to meet
the Legislature's priority of equity" and might increase the flexibility
regions have in using the allocated funds ,to meet, regional needs.
Increase the Emphasis on Coordination and Long-Range Planning.
Current law reqilires Caltrans to carry out .long-term state highway
system planning. It does not, however, reqilire the department, to
conduct corridor studies (that is, studies which project transportation
demand byall transportation modes within a given area) and analyses to
exlunine trade-offs among various modes of transportation. Such studies
are currently performed on a selective basis by regional agencies, The
Legislature could require that Caltrans or regional agencies increase
corridor study efforts related to major transportation corridors, 'and that
Caltrans take into consideration the trade-offs ainong transportation
alternatives when it conducts highway system planning. This would have'
the benefit of encouraging (1) the implementation of the most costeffective transportation alternatives and (2) better coordination between
highway system planning and planning for other transportation systems.
Long-term planning of land use and transportation development can'
also identify means to affect the growth in future travel demand and to
reduce congestion. For instance, Caltrans has proposed a demonstration
project for 1988-89 to begin getting involved in local land use development project review at an earlier stage than under current practice. One'
objective of the demonstration project is to see whether doing so can help
local agencies to identify the rights-of-ways they will need to preserve in
order to meet future travel demand. Depending on the effectiveness of
this demonstration project, the Legislature could expand Caltrans' planning activities accordingly.
However, as discussed above, to make long-range planning effective,
the Legislature may need to eliminate or modify 'categorical fundirig
constraints to encourage implementation of the most effective alternatives, rather than the alternatives for which the most funds are available.
Create Incentives to Reduce Travel Demand and Increase System
Capacity. The state can increase the system's capacity by providing some
level of new transportation resoUrces, iIicluding the 'bi.rilding of new'
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roads, highways and transit systems. However, because urban congestion
cannot be resolved just by construction of additional highways, the
Legislature could also create incentives which would result in (1) an
increase in the people-carrying capacity of the existing system, and (2) a
reduction in travel demand.
Governments could increase the system's people-carrying capacity in
two ways. First, it could improve the use of existing facilities through the
use of such mechanisms as carpools/vanpools, ramp metering, high
occupancy vehicle lanes, flexible work hours, and the use' of new
technologies. As an example of new technologies, AB 457 would require
Caltrans, in coordination with regional and local agencies, to study the
feasibility of "smart" corridor technologies to reduce congestion. These
technologies.would link up a network of freeways and local streets via
traffic monitoring devices so that traffic signals can be centrally controlled to expedite traffic flow and to facilitate diversion of traffic around
congested areas.
Second, governments could attempt to alleviate congestion by reducing demand on the transportation system. For example, local governments could provide for closer proximity of jobs and housing through
land use planning and zoning decisions. Governments also could create
incentives for developers to bring about a more balanced combination .of
housing and employment/shopping centers in new land use developments.
As a way of reducing travel demand, the Legislature also could
consider alternatives which impose prices on highway users which reflect
more accurately the costs of using the system. For instance, it could
examine the feasibility of implementing electronic road pricing technologies. Through a combination of road sensors and on-vehicle devices,
electronic road pricing technologies would allow the government to
charge different prices for use of congested versus uncongested highway
segments. Alternatively, the Legislature could increase gas taxes, impose
surcharges on parking fees in congested urban areas, or increase the use
of toll roads.
Conclusion

Congestion on .the state highway system is increasing in California's
urban areas for a number of reasons. For example, it has become
increasingly evident that decisions made by local governments, regarding
such issues as land use, have an impact on the operation of the state's
freeway system. In some cases, these decisions have the effect of reducing
the system's ability to achieve its primary goal-the efficient and
economical movement of goods and people.
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The historical arrangements for fiIJ.ancing· transportation h~ve been
changing recently as·local governments enact local sales' taxes to fiIJ.ance
transportation improvements, including improvements to th'f, highway
system. Enactment of local sales tax measures can provide additional
resources for needed transportation improvements within a county.
These measures by themselves, however, do not ensure adequate coordination in addressing traffic congestion locally or within the region.
Consequently, we believe that the Legislature should reexamine the
state's transportation policies to ensure that they provide the institutional
and fiIJ.ancial framework within which California's current transportation
problems can be addressed. As part of this review, the Legislature should
consider what role the state and regional agencies should play in
resolving urban and regional congestion. Two basic strategies-aside
from maintaining the status quo-are available to the Legislature. First,
the Legislature could enhance the authority of regional agencies to
resolve urban highway congestion while the state would continue its
existing role of maintaining and operating the state highway system.
Second, the state could require Caltrans and the California Transportation Commission to be more responsible for planning and coordination
for all modes of transportation, and for determining what alternative
improvements or services should be made to reduce congestion. These
strategies are not mutually exclusive and could be undertaken in
combination with each other.
Regardless of the role the Legislature selects for the state, it will have
to consider the following factors when attempting to alleviate urban
congestion:
• Expiration ofFederal Interstate Program. In view of the expiration
of the federal interstate completion program in 1992, how should the
state attempt to change federal law to best achieve the Legislature's
priorities?
• Modification of State Laws. How should state laws be modified to
enable state, regional, and local governments to carry out their
respective roles and responsibilities most effectively? For instance,
what type of fiIJ.ancial arrangements-such as funding sources, levels,
and allocation formulas-should state law provide, and how should
the costs of transportation improvements and means to reduce
congestion and travel demand be split among the levels of government and the private sector?
• Coordination and Long-Range Planning. How can the Legislature
foster greater coordination in transportation planning among state,
regional and local governments?
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• Increase Capacity or Reduce Demand. What types of incentives can
the Legislature create to increase the capacity of the system, and to
reduce travel demand?
.
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The Impact 01 Demographic Changes on Calilornia
How Will California's Population Change by the Year 2000, and How
Can This Information Help the Legislature Make Informed Decisions?
Summary

• Demographers project steady increases in the state's population over
the period from 1980 through the year 2000, with total state
_ population reaching 32.9 million in 2txJo.
• Growth will move increasingly inland from coastal urban areas to
suburban areas, the central valley and the foothill regions.
• The ethnic mix in the state will change significantly. The nonwhite
population will increase to 46 percent ofthe total population by 2000,
due in large part to higher fertility rates and migration.
• With the aging of the "baby-boomers," California's population will
continue to grow older, with the median age increasing from 30 to 35
years between 1980 and 2000.
• Demographic projections can assist the state and local governments
in preparing and planning for growth and change. We examine two
cases-growth in the central valley and the link between welfare and
education-to illustrate how policymakers can use demographic data
to make better decisions.
California's population has always been a dynamic one: growing,
changing, moving. Demographers have the difficult job of trying to
forecast future changes in the population, both in terms of the extent of
growth and how that growth will be distributed. Demographic projections, however, can be useful to decision-makers. By understanding the
picture of the future drawn by demographers, the Legislature can decide
how to prepare better for problems associated with demographic change.
In short, demographics help serve as an important planning tool for the
Legislature.
In this section, we discuss demographics and their potential impact on
legislative decisionmaking. First, we describe what demographic trends
hold in store for the state in the year 2000. Second, we discuss the
implications of demographic trends on two specific policy issues: (1) the
potential impact of population growth on transportation needs in the
central valley and (2) the link between educational background and
welfare costs.
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CALIFORNIA IN THE YEAR 2000
Background

The Department of Finance (DOF) maintains a population research
unit that periodically issues long-range population projections for the
state. The most recent projection covered the period 1980 through 2020.
This forecast includes detailed assessments of how the overall population
changes affect county populations and the distribution of the population
among age and racial, or ethnic, groups.
The department's model calculates these projections by .following
people through time., It uses fertility rates to project the number of births
that we can expect each year and existing mortality rates to adjust the
size of each age grouP70r cohort-to account for deaths that occur each
year. In the same way, the model uses migration data-based on driver's
license, school enrollment and other statistics--to adjust for people
moving into and out of the state, as well as to account for movement
within the state (between counties). Migration projections are perhaps
the most difficult ones that demographers are required to make, as
people move for a variety of reasons. For the discussion that follows, we
have used DOF projections through the year 2000. while projections
through the year 2020 are available, we will not look beyond the year 2000
because near-term projections are more reliable than longer-term figures.
What Are the Expectations for Future Growth?

Chart 45 illustrates the population growth that has occurred from 1940
through 1980 as well as the projected population in 1990 and 2000. The
state's population is projected to increase 38 percent over the period 1980
to 2000, with growth adding 5 million more people during the 1980s,and
4 million people in the 1990s. As a consequence, the state's total
population is projected to reach 32.9 million by the year 2000.
As Chart 45 also illustrates, the DOF projects the population growth
rate to increase somewhat during the 1980s and then decline sharply .
during the 1990s. According to the department, the increase from 1.7
percent average annual growth during the 1970s to 2 percent in the 1980s
is due to an increase in net migration into the state and an increase in .
births to the "baby-boom" cohort-the large group born in the late 1940s
and 1950s. In the 1990s, baby-boomers will have aged beyond the years
when most couples have babies, which will result in a sharp decline in
internal population growth. This explains the drop to 1.3 percent in the
projected average annual growth rate during the 1990s. Given the decline
in internal growth, migration will play a more iroportant role in the
population increase that is projected for the next decade.
Growth Will Continue to Alter the Skyline

In this section we examine the geographical distribution of growth.
Chart 46 displays projected regional populations and growth rates for
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Chart 45
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the period 1980 to 2000. As indicated by the chart, we divided the state
into six regions: north state (the seven counties in the northern tip of the
state; north valley (the 12 counties that make up the Sacramento and
northern San Joaquin valleys); bay area region (the nine counties that
surround the San Francisco Bay); the mountain region (the 11 counties
in the Sierra Nevada mountains and its foothills); south valley (the eight
counties in the southern San Joaquin valley plus Monterey and San
Benito); and south state region (Los Angeles and eight surrounding
counties).

Rural Areas Will Grow.Even Faster Than Urban Areas. In general,
most of the additional population that DOF projects for the 1980 to 2000
period will locate in existing urban and suburban areas. The south state
(which includes Los Angeles and San Diego counties) and bay area
regions will account for 71 percent of the state's growth occurring
between 1980 and 2000, an increase of 6.5 million additional people. In
percentage terms, however, the growth in these urban areas over the
20-year period-34 percent-falls slightly below the statewide increase of
38 percent.
The remainder of the state-primarily areas that are more rural in
character-will experience the larger percentage increases in population.
By the year 2000, the population of the four rural regions will total 7.3
million, up 2.5 million, or 56 percent, from 1980. From a base share of 20
percent of the state's population in 1980, these four regions will garner 29
percent of the additional population within the state between 1980 and
2000.

Growth Rates Are Not Uniform. Population increases among urban
regions or rural regions are not uniform, however. With regard to urban
regions, the population of the bay area region is expected to grow by only
24 percent between 1980 and 2000, whereas. the south state region is
projected to grow 37 percent. Rural regions also will experience widely
different rates of growth. An additional 300,000 people will live in the
mountain region by 2000, for example, which represents a 79 percent
increase over the 1980 levels. Similarly, the two valley regions are
projected to increase a combined 56 percent over the 20-year period,
accounting for 24 percent of the state's growth from 1980 to 2000. Rural
counties at the Very northern end of the state, however, are expected to
grow more slowly than the state average.
Growth rates within regions are not uniform either. Although the bay
area region is anticipated to grow by 24 percent over the 20-ye~ period,
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San .l"rancisco County's population is expected to decline slightly. The
population of Santa Cruz County, on the other hand, is projected to
increase by 51 percent. Population changes in the south state region are
as diverse-Los Angeles County is expected to increase by 22 percent,
while Riverside County's population is expected to double between 1980
and 2000.
Differences. in growth rates also characterize the rural areas. Lake
County, projected to be the fastest growing county.in the state over the
20-year period, wilIgrow 120 percent, while neighboring Glenn County
is projected to grow only 31 percent. Similarly, in the mountain region El
Dorado County is slated for 83 percent population growth, while Inyo
County can anticipate growth of only 5 percent during the 1980s and
1990s.
The Ethnic Composition of the Population Will Continue to Change

The DOl" projections show nonwhite populations growing much more
quickly than the white population. Chart 47 displays the growth rates of
the state's population by ethnic group. Growth of the white population is
projected at 4.9 percent during the 1980s and 1.5 percent during the
1990s. In contrast, the nonwhite population is projected to grow 43
Chart 47
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percent during the 1980s and 28 percent during the 1990s. As Chart 47
illustrates, the higher growth rate of the nonwhite population will reduce
from 67 percent to 54 percent the share of the population that is classified
as while in the year 2000.
The changing ethnic mix of the state's population is not a new trend.
Indeed, DOF projections suggest the rate of change during the 1980s and
1990s will be slower than the experience of the 1970s. Specifically, from
1970 to 1980, the nonwhite population grew 80 percent, increasing by half
again its total of the state's population (from 22 percent to 33 percent).
In light of this past experience, future increases in the nonwhite
population are relatively modest. .
Two factors fuel the increase in the nonwhite population: higher
migration and fertility rates. The DOF assumes that 85 percent of the net
migration into the state are from ethnic backgrounds other than white.
Most of these individuals come from other countries, such as the
Philippines, Korea, and countries in Latin America. In addition, fertility
statistics show that nonwhite families have more children on average
than white families. These dual effects-faster growth of the immigrant
and domestic nonwhite populations-result in significantly higher
growth rates for the nonwhite population.
Contrary to some beliefs, the Latino population is not the fastest
growing minority. As Chart 47 illustrates, Asian· groups-primarily
Filipino and Korean, but also including Japanese, Chinese, and Vietnamese-are projected to grow the fastest during the 1980s and 1990s. The
DOF projections show the Asian population growing by 135 percent from
1980 to 2000, the Latino population growing by 83 percent, and the
number of blacks in the state growing by 39 percent. By the year 2000,
latinos will represent 27 percent of the state's citizens and Asians 12
percent. Blacks will become the smallest of these three groups, constituting 8 percent of the state's population by the year 2000.

Foreign Immigrants Will Not Settle Uniformly Throughout the State.
Immigrants tend to locate near where earlier inunigrants of the same
ethnic group located. This is especially true for immigrants who do not
speak English. For example:
• Chinese immigrants are concentrated in San Francisco and other bay
area counties.
• Koreans generally have settled in Los Angeles and Orange Counties.
• Filipinos have located primarily in San Diego and bay area counties.
By examining the existing patterns of immigrant settlement, we can
project where future immigrants probably will settle.
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Aging of the Baby-Boom Cohort Will Change the
Age Distribution of the Population
Just as the ethnic mix of the California population will change with

growth, so will the age distribution. Chart 48 displays the change in the
size of six age cohorts over the period 1980 to 2000. As the chart illustrates,
there is no consistent growth trend for all groups. In general, however,
the older age cohorts grow more quickly than the younger age groups
during the 1980s and 1990s. The trends for the specific groups are as
follows:
o The 80-and-over population will increase rapidly in both the 1980s
(40 percent) and 1990s (38 percent). These increases will combine
for a total 20-year jump of 94 percent, with the over-80 population
reaching almost 1 million people in 2000.
o The 65 to 79 population will increase in proportion somewhat. Mter
growing at a rapid 34 percent rate during the 1980s, growth in the
younger senior citizen population will slow to 10 percent in the 1990s,
a few percent lower than overall population growth.
o Growth of the 45 to 64 population will increase significantly due to
the aging of the baby-boom cohort. Relatively slow growth during
the 1980s (17 percent) will turn into very rapid growth in the 1990s
(43 percent).
o After increasing significantly in the 1980s, the 25 to 44 year old group
actually will shrink by 1 percent in the 1990s as the baby-boom cohort
ages into the next older group.
o The college-age cohort grows only 3 percent from 1980 to 2000. As
Chart 48 displays, a 9 percent reduction in people aged 18 to 24
that occurs in the 1980s is offset by a 13 percent increase in this
cohort during the 1990s. .
o K-12 population will increase at approximately the same rate as the
overall population over the 20-yearperiod. The growth of this group
is due to the children of baby-boom members and the higher fertility
rate of the growing minority population.
Clearly, the baby boom cohort will affect many of the demographic
changes projected to o<:,cur during the 1980s and 1990s. For instance, one
significant impact is that, by growing older, they increase the median.age
of the state's population from 30· years in 1980 to 35 years in 2000. This
represents a significant aging of the state's population over a relatively
short period of time.
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Time and Growth Will Change the Age Profiles of Counties. Time
and population growth will change the composition of each county's
population over the 20 years from 1980 to 2000. In general, slower
growing counties (such as San Francisco, Humboldt and Inyo Counties)
will experience faster growth in the senior citizen population than in the
overall county population. Also, these counties generally are experiencing slower growth of the K-12 population and a falling college-age group
during the 1980s. A growing older population and shrinking younger
population is typical of slower growing areas because younger adults and
families tend to move to areas of greater job opportunity or lower housing
prices.
Faster growing counties are projected to experience different trends.
Generally, growth in the 65-and-over and college-age populations in these
counties (including San Luis Obispo, Riverside and Lake Counties) will
fall well below the growth in overall county population during both the
1980s and 1990s. The K-12 cohort generally will grow more quickly than
total population during the 1990s after lagging behind somewhat during
the 1980s, and the working-age adult population consistently grows faster
than the total population during the 20-year period. This pattern of faster
growth in the younger adult and children cohorts generally conforms to
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the notion that younger adults and families are more likely to move and
be attracted to "growth" areas.

Age Distribution Also Is Projected to Change by Ethnicity. Because
change in the ethnic mix is caused both by higher birth rates of nonwhite
groups and migration (immigrants tend to be from the younger end of
the age spectrum), representation of the different ethnic groups will
change most qUickly in the under-18 cohorts. The proportion of white
children between the ages of 5 and 9 Will'decline 23 percent over the
20-year period, falling from 54 percent in 1980 to 42 percent in 2000. The
over-65 cohort will change more slowly.·The proportion of whites in that
group is projected to decline only 11 percent, from 81 percent in 1980 to
72 percent in 2000.
DEMOGRAPHICS AND LEGISLATIVE DECISIONMAKING

Demographic projections tell us how the. world will look in 10 or 20
years if existing tr~;'ds continue into the future. In the ·<liscussion below,
we provide two examples of how demographic projections can be used by
decisionmakers to anticipate and react to policy problems. The first deals.
with transportation problems associated with growth in the central
valley, and the second attempts to understand the linkages between
education, a changing ethnic mix and welfare costs.
Accommodating Growth in the Central Valley·

As we discussed above, the central valley is projected to grow 56
percent from 1980. to 2000, adding 2.1 million people to the 4 million
individuals living there in 1980. Because of the valley's physical and other
attractions, significant growth in the valley probably is inevitable. By
understanding the magnitude of the growth that may occur in these
areas, we can identify some of the decisions that government can make
today that will address the problems that valley cities will face in the near
future. Below, we focus on the issue of transportation.
Development and Transportation. Development in the valley cities
generally will reflect the reasons people move there. As a result, growth
probably will follow a suburban development pattern, characterized by
affordable, low-density housing being built at the fringes of the urban.
area. Because low-density development needs a lot of room to expand, it
often places a heavy burden on government to construct and maintain a
larger road and highway network.
Some valley cities already are showing signs that transportation
demands are greater than can currently be met by local government.
Fresno County residents recently authorized an increase in local· sales
taxes in order to increase investments in local transportation capacity and
maintenance. Sacramento County also plans to seek a sales tax increase
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for transportation, How these, counti",s use additional transportation
funds will influence development in the 1990s.
'
The low density development in the, valley will also result in the
worsening of a significant trarisportati~n-related problem__air pollution.
CurrentlY,virtUallyall of the major v:iJJ.ey cities are in "non-attairunent"
areas;'meaning that they do not now comply with federal air qualitystandards. The air pollution generated by growth will make it difficUlt for
valley cities even to maintain 'existing air quality.
'

What, then,'can governIIlents do ~ ~ticipation ~fthe transportation
and air pollution problems resulting from rapid growth? They basically
have two strategies.
Increase Capacities. Clearly, the state and local governments will have
to increase the capacities of transportation systems in the valley cities.
This will be done by improving the use of existing f~cilities through such'
mechanisms as: metering, carpools, and high-occupancy-vehiCle lanes. It
will also require, however; the'pr~vision of some level of new'transportation resources: the building bf new roads andhighwaysand increased
transit services. In providing new capacity, perhaps one of the most
important steps governments can take now is to secure right-of-ways
while they are affordable and more easily attainable.' '
All of these steps will help reduce' congestion, at least in the short run.
Increasing capacities, however, encourages further growth at the urban
"edge," which, may lead-ironically-to even longer commute times.
Thus, remedies to existing congestion may ultimately create incentives
that lead to future congestion. ,
Change the Demand for' Transportation Services. In prepariIlg for
growth in the valley, governments may also, want to take steps which
lessen the demand for such services. This could be done in two basic
ways. First, individuals could be charged the full costSe of driving.
Economists almost unanimously agree that individuals do not pay for the
pollution costs caused by their vehiCles or the "congestion costs" imposed
on others during peakho,ur commutes. While there are ways to make
people bear the 'costs of pollution (for example, requiring additional
pollution c~ntrol devices, increasmg gas taxes) and congestion (for'
eXanlple, imposing tolls at road bottlenecks), implementing these steps
can pc controv'ersial. If, however, these "public" costs of driving were
borne byindividuills, people would reduce their driving in a number of
ways, inCluding locating Closer to their fobs.
Thisleads to the second way gov'ernmentscanreduce transportation
demands-provide for Closer proximity ofiobs and housing. TlITough land
use planning' and zoning deciSions, local governments can ensure, that"
commercial arid IriirmfacturiIlg centers have nearby housing of all price
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levels to accommodate employees. The results would be reduced demand
for transportation services and reduced levels of pollution.
In the case of the central valley, then, demographic projections can
alert policymakers to the magnitude of growth which will take place and
the resulting transportation and pollution problems that will result. That
information, in turn, can help state and local governments both to plan
for growth and-in some cases-take steps to mitigate the more serious
consequences of that development.
The Link Between Welfare Costs and Education

The state currently spends over $2 billion a year on the Aid to Families
with Dependent Children (AFDC) program, w4ich provides assistance
primarily to young adults and children. In general, growth in this welfare
population over the period 1980 to 2000 should. slow because. the cohort
that currently receives the majority of welfare payments-females aged
18 to 35-is projected to grow more slowly than overall population. In
1983, this cohort accounted for 75 percent of all single heads of households
receiving AFDC in California.
Other factors, however, will affect the size of the welfare rolls in the
year 2000. An important one is the quality of education received by
today's children. The link between education and need for assistance is
well established. Astudy of welfare caseloads in California .conducted in
the 1970s showed that almost one-third of families whose head did not
finish high school were on AFDC, but among the families whose head did
finish, the rate 01} AFDC was less than 10 percent. More recent
experience from the Greater Avenues for Independence (GAIN) program, which provides employment and training to AFDC recipients,
confirms the importance of education. Between 60 and 70.percent of
GAIN participants cannot read or solve math problems at the 9th grade.
level. Worst of lill, many who failed the test did have a high school
diploma.
The GAIN program may reduce future welfare costs by providing
remedial help to participants. For instance, the long-term impact of
GAIN education and training services provided during the 1990s may
reduce.assistance costs.in the year 2000 because of the education and
training investments resulting from the program. While these investments may reduce the amount· of time recipients depend on state
assistance, they cannot affect the number of persons who are on welfare
at some point in their lives. This is because the GAIN program can help
people. only after they become welfare recipients.
What Will Happen to the Dropout Rate in the 1990s? If educational
achievement affects a person's chances of ever receiving welfare, projecting the dropout rate of the 18 to 35 age group in the year 2000 may
give us additional insight on the number of people who may need
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assistance in the future. The Deparbnent of Education currently estimates that 26. percent of 10th grade students do not complete their high
school education. Dropout rates vary by ethnic group. For blacks
andhispanics, for instance, 39 percent of youths begin, but do not
c6mplete, high school. This is almost double the 20 percent rate of whites,
Asians, and oth!"r groups.
Demographic changes occurring in the state suggest that if current
dropout rates continue, the percent of high school students who will not
receive a diploma will increase somewhat in the 1990s. Because the
proportion of blacks and hispanics is projected to increase by the year
2000, current higher dropout rates of these two groups will increase the
state average from 26 percent currently to 30 percent in 2000. The ethnic
makeup of the group that drops out will change even more markedly.
The share of dropouts who are white will fall from 45 percent in 1985 to
30.percent in 2000, while the share who are hispanic will increase from 34
percent to 44 percent. These figures suggest that hispanics will account
for an increasing share of the AFDC caseload by the year 2000.
In addition to the serious social implications of these projections, these
trends have significant fiscal consequences for the state. A higher
proportion of adults . lacking a high school diploma in the year 2000
suggests that welfare costs will not slow down as quickly as the number
of adults. aged 18 to 35. It also suggests that GAIN costs for remedial
education and training will continue-and perhaps increase-in the 21st
century;
The Legislature's basic options are clear: focus attention'and resources'
on increasing thE> percentage of high school students who. attain the skills
associated with a' high school diploma or pay increased welfare and
remedial education costs in the future. While demographic-based analysis
cannot provide information on the specific fiscal trade-offs involved with
these choiCes or specific solutions to· reducing the dropout rate, it does

identify and highlight problems for legislative attention and action.
Conclusion

As thes" cases point out, demographics do not tell us how to solve the
problems of urban growth or high school dropouts. The population
projections simply give us a "snapshot" of the way the world will look at
some future .time. The Legislature has virtually no control over many
factors that will shape the future (such as overall population growth and
the distribution of that growth by age and ethnicity). It can, however, use
demographic information-in combination with specific program knowledge;-to prepare for the consequences ofgrowth and change. In some
cases, this inforniation may allow actions that will mitigate negative
impacts. As such, demographics is an important tool for the Legislature in
its decisionmaking process.
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"State Programs for Older Californians
,What Services, and Benefits Does the State Provide to Seniors? .
Summary

• A variety o/state agencies administer 39 separate programs that
provide income support, employment services, health services, s'!pportive social seroices; disc~unts, 'and other services to California's
seniors: The budget proposes expenditures totaling $3, 7 billion from
all funding sources for these programs in 1988c89,
."
• State senior pro{{rams fall into three categories: programs available
to low-income seniors; programs available to all senidrs, and pTO- '
grams available to various age groups but which are predominantly
used by seniors,
.'
.' . . ...
.
.
• .1nreal te~,spendingonsenjors' programs fell in the first half of
this decade, but this reduction was more than offset by significant'
increases in recent: years, .
• Real spending on state programs for older Ca~ifornia1lShasrisen by ,
about 6 percent during this decade, which is less than the'26 percent
increase in the states over-60 population,
.
One of the' important demographic chaIlges that is' occtiITii:tgin
California i~ the, rapid growth of the serri0r population, During the 1980s,
growth in the over-50 population has averaged roughly 3 percent each
year, which is30 percent faster t:):lan the gro'!\'thin the generalpopula,
tion. Theproportion of older Californians will continue tO,increase in. the
19,90s. Given these increases, the Legislature. will be faced with greater
demands for state prograntJ> that provide services to seniors,
In this section, we discuss the wide, array of programs that the 'sfate .
currently provides to seniors. We omit services where the state playsuo
administrative' or policy role-such as Social Security and Meili"ilr~
because the Legislature cannot directly influence these programs.
State Pragrani. Serving Older CalifClrnians

In' California, 17 state agencies currently administer 39 S'1Par'\te,'
programs that, provide services and benefjts to old",r individuals. These
ageuciesare disPlayed in Chart' 4!').. (The chart also shows the acronYms '
feir these agencies, which are used ill Table 33, below.)
,.
S-77313
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Chart 49

State Agencies That Provide Services and Benefits
.to Older Californians·
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• Sorn. of thesedepaltments provide more thM one type 01 Servl09.

Table 33 lists' these state programs for seniors and proVides summary
information on their eligibility requirements, caseloads, and. costs in the':
current and budget years. The table indicates that the bildgetproposes to .
spend $3.7 billion on these programs iri 1988"89. The GeneraiFurid will'
finance about $2.0 billion, or 52 percent, of these expenditures, and· the
federal goveniment will fund $1:7 billion, or 45percent.Theremaiitinlf
$90million, or 3 percent, is supported by state special funds orlocal funds.
(Expenditures from special funds and local funds are included iri the
totals cQlumns, but,are.not separately displayed iri the table.).'
The budget-year total represents an iricrease of $218 million, or 6.2
percent, above estimated current-year spending levels. The increases are
due primarily to: (1) a $62 million increase irifunding fOfIn.,Home
Supportive Senjces (IHSS), primarily resulting from th~iricrease in the
minimuni wage; (2) a $117 million iricrease iriMedi;Cai costs duem part'
to the 100ig-term care rate iricreases granted iri 1987,88 and to iricieased. .
costs of Medicare premiums (for seniors who are eligible forMedi~Cal,
the state covers the costs of the Medicare part B premium so that the
recipient can receive Medicare coverage for such nonhospital costs as
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doctors office visits); and (3) a<$50 million increase in Supplemental
Security 'Income/State Supplementary Program (SSI/SSP) costs related
to increased caseload and an estimated 5.2 percent cost-of-living adjustment (COLA).
General Fund expenditures on services for older Californians in
1988-89 are proposed to increase at a 6;7 percent rate, as compared to a
5.6 percent increase in spending from federal and other funds. These
different growth rates occur primarily because the General Fund will
support almost. the entire increased: budget-year cost to the IHSS
program.
The table groups senior programs into three categories based on the
program's eligibility criteria: (I) programs available to low-income
seniors, (2) programs available to all seniors, and (3) programs which
have no age requirement but which predomiiJ.antly serve seniors. Within
these categories, the table groups individual programs into six major
types-incOJ:p.e support, health services, supportive social services, employment, other services, 'and discount programs.,
.
• Programs Available to Low-Income Seniors, The budget proposes
expenditures of $3.5 billion in 1988-89 for the 13 programs iii. this
category. Three of these programs constitute the overwhelmilig
majority of· expenditures in this 'category: SSI/SSP ($1.6 billion) ;
M~di-Cal($1.4 billion); andIHSS ($390 million). Together, these
three programs account for 99 perCent of total expenditures in' this
category. and 91 jlercent of all spending targeted on older Califor-

Dians.

.'

.

,..

.

• Pr'!grams That Are Available to All Seniors. The budget proposes
to spend $165 million. ($18 million General Fund) in 1988-89 on Jl
programs' that' provide services and benefits based solely on the
client's age. The,niiilimum age requiiements of these programs
range from 55~o 65 years. Two 'programs, theCDA's Nutrition
program. apd Supportive Services and Centers program, account for
93 perceril'oftotal, expenditures in .this category. The Nutrition
program provides meals to older peopl" at community centers and in
their homes. The Supportive Services an4 Centers program provides
a wide variety of services, including transportation, in-home services,
and case management.. ,

,
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cacy Progmm (CDA)
coverage provided througli ..
,
:',
.., . ',. Medicareand-privateinsurance

.'

4,500

123,616

500

1,248

500

500

65

65
2,248

fg'
....

Dist:ount Programs I
Golden Stale Senior Discount Program' Cards issued for pUrchase of Age /ill or older
Unknown
72
72
72
72
(DCA/CDA) •
discoimted goodiand services
from volunteer merchants
California E.position and Stale Fair Rednced Stale Fair admission Seniors
23
23
33
33
~
(DFA)
"
Age 00 or older
499'
499'
499'
499'
CaIiforniaStale Univeisity (CSIJ)
S~d~nt fee' waivers
Unknown
&5,100
Identification Cards (DMV)
Rednced price and extended Age 62 or older
333
333
355
355
of vllidity on identifica·
'on cards
-Subtotals, Programs Available 10 All Seniors .................................................................... 1117,604) ($&5,982) (1169,568) (117,701) (178,329) (11&5,Q12)
.Progrmns Predominantly Serving Seniors
Income Support
$5,071
Low-Income Weatherization program-Low-eost home weatherization Income less than 150 percent Unknown
15,lr11
$3,56'3
$3,56'3
(DEO)i , " j
of poverty level
Low-Iri'come·' Home Energy Amstance' Heating~ce ~&'
~eOme less '!han 150 percent Unknown
16,798
16,798
11,963
11,963
_
(DEO) i
."
".
• poverty I~
,
'F.Jlsis ,Intervention program Em~en~y' ~ce to ', Inoome less -th~' 130 percent Uwmown
2,069
2,069
2,069
2,069
.
) " '
ho oldi unable 10 pay util· of poverty level
;ty bills
HeolthServias,.
".
'.
.
.
Unknown
$2,214
2,214
$2,249
2,249
AlZheimer's Researdl. ~ostic and Researc~diagnostic aild treat- ~Ptoms or indications of
,!:',i'Trea~,ent Cen!~,(D" ,J
~e:~ :rf:t~~vided to paeimer's Disease

-

-

18

-

r.;:od

----

EmertE8'

,_

AdultD.y Health Que (CDA) j

Health and 50ciaI services pro- . Fr.iiI elderly and other adults
'tided in nonresidential centers

4,815 .

Suppurtive Spdo/ ServU:8s . .
•.
Day Care-Resouree Centers Supportive services provided
(CDA) '..
10 patients and ~~.
~ (CDA)
Case managemenl to link clio
" , : >;.
ents to vanous social services

AlZheimer~s

R"Pi.le Que 1"081'"' (CDA)
Senior SeU·Reliance program (DOR)

639
Sp;.PlOms ofAlzh~er's disease ~r related:diso ers,
Adulls who are nol certifiahle
4,037
fur placement in nursing
homes '
!l70
Referral of clien.ts.and families Health <if ~ver at ri!k; eli·
to respite care providerS
ent at risk of iDstitutionalii.atiun
Assistance in overcoming barrio ~ or dder, with limited Uw.:o";
ers to moj>ility
acnity

812

-

812

069

-

069

069

3,900

-

3,900

3,900

61

-

61

/ill

102

-

102

102

-

-

069
3,900
/ill

102

i. ,''-

------'--~--------~--------'.

~

Counselor/Teacher'pro~

(DaR)

Unknown

2&'i

Elderly and/or handicapped

unknown

486

Not applicable

Unknown

Not applicable

Unknown

Mobilitv orientation and other Client of DOR
habilitation serVices "

OtherSefvic<r
Urban Mis< Tr!J!SPOrta~on Act 16h(2) Capital assistance to private
pro~ (Calfians)
,
nonprofit agencies to purchase
speCialized vehicles
Adnlt Protective Services (OSS)
Investigation and prevention
of ahnselneglect6f elders
Prevention of "Crimes Against the Elderly Infonnation and technical as(DO))"
slrtance
Adnlt Edncation Conrses for the Elderly Edncational conrses

283

283

3,280

486

16,609

22,2!.1

16,568

44

44

2,794

foilA'

283
2,794

3,280

22,641
NIA'

N/A'

'32,1XXl
E1igihility criteria estahlished
216,1XXl
32,1XXl
33fi73
33,573
hy local officials
California Veterans' Home (OVA)
Residen)ial nnrsing and medi- Veteran and qmdifying resi1,300
22,445
12,059
34fi14
24,855
10,1)71
34,926
cal seJVlee5
dent
'
Snhtota1s, Programs Predominantly Serving Seniors ............•......•..•..............•...... ,................ ($79,609) $38,791) ($124,283) ($82,876) ($30,400)'($119,400)
Totals, All Programs
,
"
,
Il,283fi92 $1,600,968 $3,523,555 $1,956,916' $1,694,423 $3,741,473
(SDE) ,

,II

,

Local expenditures not shown separately, but they are included in the totals.

Figures do "not include amounts for recipients age 65 or older who receive aid to the blind or disabled.
Federal funds totaling $10.3 million in both 1987-88 and 1988--89 are included in Medi-Cal figures.
dinciudes $4.7 millio~ in federal funds carried over from prior fiscal years.'
• Establialsed January 1, 1988 by Ch 1199/87.
.
.. . .
.
..
'..
(Estimated revenue,'loss, asswning older persons receiving discounts otherwise would have purchased full priced ·servi~_ (except for the Golden State program).
8 Transfe'rred-lanuary I, 1988 from the Deparnnent of Conswner Affairs to CDA. Expenditures are for program administration.h Assumes estimated revenue loss remains the same as in 1986-87.
"
I Expenditures
clientS 'age 60 or older.
.
_ .
'J EXcept for $872.000,in start·upgrants, the amounts e~nded on this program ($11.2 million in 1987-88 and $12.3 million in 19B8-:89)are included in Medi.;cal
figures.
k Figures include amounts for handicapped as well as elderly.
I Not available.
b
C

for

~

J
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• Programs That Predominantly Serve Seniors. The budget proposes
$119 million to support 15 programs that predominantly serve seniors
but that also provide services to the general population. The General
Fund accounts for $83 million, or 70 percent, of these funds. The
eligibility criteria for these programs' vary widely. For example,
several energy assistance programs are available only to individuals
with annual incomes less than 130 percent or 150 percent of the
poverty level. Other programs, such as Adult Day Health Care and
Linkages, serve older aIld disabled adults based on their ability to
pay. As with the two groupings above, a few programs provide the
bulk of the services included in this category. In this case, three
programs provide 76, percent of the benefits: Adult Protective
Services ($23 million), adult education courses for the elderly ($34
million), and residential nursing and medical services provided
through the Department of Veterans Affairs ($35 million).
Table 34 summarizes expenditures for senior programs by type of
benefit or service. As the table indicates, income support programs and
health services programs account for $3.1 billion, or 82 percent of
expenditures for the benefits and services that the state will proVide to
older individuals in 1988-89.
Table 34
Summary of Services Available to Older Californians

by Program Type
1987-88 and 1 _
-(dollars" in millions)

/987-88

Type of Program or Service
Income support........................
Health services........................
Supportive social services .;...........
:.......
Employment
Other services
Discount programs
;......
Totals
:...........

State
$948

679
133
72
1
$1,583

~ FetJef{JJ
" $633

664
'274
15
15
$1,601

/988-89

Total a

State

$1,581
1,344
488
15
94
1
$3,524

$947
737
195
76 .
_ _1
$1,957,

Feaerat
$615
722
273
11
13
$1,695

Tota/ a
$1,622
1,461
549,
11
!JT
'"1
$3,741

• Local expenditures are not sho\\;'l1 separately, buhreincluded in the totals. Detail niay nofadd to totals
due to roun'ding.
. . '
.

Trend. in Expenditure. for Major Senior Program.
In order to put the amounts displayed in Tables 33 and 34 in
,

perspective, we reviewed expenditures for the five largest programs for
seniors during the period 1980-81 through 1988-89. These programs,
which account for 95 percent oftotal'proposedexpenditurtls for senior
programs in 1988-89, consist of three programs for low-income seniors and
two programs that serve seniors ofal! income groups. Table 35 shqws the
expenditure levels for the~e,prOgrams in fiscal years 1980:81, 1984-85; and
1988-89 in inflation"adjnsted dollars (1980-81 dollars) :4td the percent
changes in real expenditures during this period.

'.
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Tabla 35 .

Real Expenditures for 'Major Programs
.. Provided to ·Older~ Californians-

Selected Yeaf.
(dollara in milllona)
Percent

. . CIw"ge ..

Programs jor ~Income Seniors
lHSS
SSI/SSP

Medi:Cal
Subtotals

,

$157.5
. $188.1
991.9
845.2
.
838.8
622.1
:. ($1,988.2) ($1,655.4)

:

Nutrition progiarns........ :..........
Supportive service programs
Subtotals............................
Totals, all programs

/984-85

.
.

:

P~msfor A/i Seniors b

/980-8!

$55.1

• $68.4

~

~

($10Q.4)
$2,088.6

($107.1)
$1,762.5

.
Percent Clwnge
from
/91J8.89
from .
from
/980-8/. (prof!OSBd) /984-85 /980-8/
'., 19.4%' $340.5'
-14.8
996.0
':'11.5.8
780.1
-16.7% . ($2,1l6:6)

81.0%
17.8 .
11.5.4
27.9%

'24.1 %
$70.7
-14.6 ~
. • 6.7% ($105.8)
-'-15.6% . $2,222.4

3:4%
.
-9.3
-l.2%
26.1%

iI6.2%
.4
-7.0.
6.5%
28.3%

~22.5

=

5.4%
6.4%

• Expenditures are adjusted for inflation so that all figures are in 1980-81 dollars. Inflation factors used for
each program are: (1) IHSS, actual and estimated year-to-year changes.in IndiVidual Provider rates;
(2) SSI/SSP, changes in the CalifonUa Necessities Index (eNI); (3) Medi-CaI, COnsumer Price Index
component for medical care (Legislative Atl.aJ.yst estimate for California); (4) ~utrition programs;
~er ~ce Index· component for _food. purchased away from home (Legislative -Analyst
estimate for: ~roia); and (5) supportive.servicesprogr~. U.S. Gross National Prod:uct deflator~
for state and local government ·purchases.
<'
_
'.
b Expenditures for 1980-81 reflect Legisla:tiveAhalyst esliIiiates derived from data provided by CDA.

Progfa~jor Low-income Seniors. The table sh~ws that ~eal expenditures for the two largest programs for low-income seniors-,-SSI/SSP and
Medi-Cal--<iecreased substantially during the first half of this decade.
This decrease in real expenditures occurred primarily because (1) the
state did not provide an SSI/SSP CoLA in 1983;andprovided ollIy part of
the statUtorily reqUired COLA in 1984, (2) there were .sSI/SSP and
Medi-Cal caSeload reductions, (3) Medi-Cilliong-tenn care rates-which'
are based on provider costs--clid not ;';'crease'as fast as the iriflationindex
Used in bur calcclatibns, and (4) Medi-Cal refonn and provider COLA
restrictions Ihiutedincreases in Medi~Calexpenditures.Thetable also
shows, however,. that real expenditures for the IHSS .pro~am ulcreased
substanti311y between i980-81 and 1984-85. This growth was due to
increases in IHSS caseloads and in the average hours of service awarded
to clients.
Programs for All Seniors. Table 35 also shows that total expenditures
for programs that serve seniors of all income groups increased between
1980-81 and 1984-85. This is the net effect of an increase in nutrition
program funding and a decrease in expenditures for supportive services.
The increase in nutrition program expenditures is primarily the result of
(1) increases in the state's share of funding for nutrition programs

J
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beyond the federally required match, beginning in 1984-85, and (2) a $5
million legislative augmentation of the ~u<lget for these programs during
1984-85. The decrease in supportive services expenditures is probably due
to a reduction in one-time federal funds. Irtterpretation of these data is
difficult, however, because'sotne of the data may not include local
administration costs. Neye~theless, if these costs were included, there
wouldstill be a reductionin,spending during this period.
,ReVersal of Trimasin Recenf Years. The trends refl!"ct!,d,in Table 35
for,the first half ofthe decade have been reversed.inrecentyears, As the
table shows, the 'proposed real expenditure levels for the low-inpome
~ernor programs'in 1988,S9repres!"nt a supstantial increase over 1984-85
levels. This increase is due to several factors: (1) caseload growth in ,all
three programs, .(2) the state's policy of fully fundll1gthe st~tlltory
SSI/SSP and .IHSS COLAs during. these years, (3) .a.continuingincrease
in,the hours of service provided to the average IHSS client, and (4) cost
increases in the Medi-Cal program due ,to nursing home reform legislation enacted in 1984,
At the same time,'1988-89 expenditures for programs that are available
to all senior~ decreased slightly, in real tern).s; as compared to,1984-85
expenditures. This occurred primarily because increases in funding for
these discretionary, noncaseloaddriven' priJgr~s"1lave not been sufficient to offset the inlpact ofinflation.,The reductioIl·in expenditures for
supportiveservices isdue to a change in state law that limited theamount
of funds that local agencies'could tr~msfer from nutrition programs to
supportive ~ervices programs.
" ,
, ..

, Ch~t50cOIIlpare~ the cumulati','e growth ill realexpendlturesfor the
five programs shown in Table 35 ~ththe growth irlthese,rno. popula-,
tion. Specificalli, the cha,.t shows that the projected state population in"
1988-89 of persolls 60 years of age and o:,er is 26 'percent higher than in
1980-81. As the chart also shiJ~s, how"ver, the increkses in real expendi:
tures for the five major programs for serno~s have not kept, pace with the'
growth of the sernor population. While expenditures weiegrowmg .faster'
than the population during the second half of the decade,this gI'owth has '
not offset the hirgedecreases
which
earlier in thedec'ade.
, ', ,
."
.'
., '. occurred
..
.
."

-,"

:';

Chart 50

Changes In Real Expenditures for Major Senior Programs
Compared to Changes In Senior Population
1980-81 through 1988-89'
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• Expend.ure data _In tgao.a1 doIara. Inflation fldorl used 10 Ildjuat nominal wpend.u.... vary acrou prograrM.
b Population OWl' 60 y..... of age.
e LegIaIatJve Anal)'st eetlmIJ. of actual expendkuresln 1880-81 and ID8HI2; baNd on CDA dIda.

Conclusion

The state spends a significant amount of resources on older Californians. In 1988-89, the Governor's Budget proposes to spend $3.7 billion
(state and federal funds) on 39 programs that deliver a wide array of
services to seniors. While most of these funds provide income support and
health services to low-income seniors, the state spends a significant
amount ($165 million in 1988-89) on services that are available to all older
persons. Since 1980-81, real expenditures on the elderly have not kept up
with the growth in the over-50 population. In programs available to all
older persons, this reduction in real per-capita spending may have
resulted in fewer services available to the average participant. For
programs serving low-income seniors (especially SSIjSSP and Medi-Cal)
these reductions reflect three factors: (1) a decline in the number of
individuals eligible for services, (2) benefit reductions to those who are
eligible, and (3) program economies. We cannot determine the net
impact of these changes on program participants.
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